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The Leg slatlve Counc l which 1s composed off ve Senators 
s~x Representatives and the presiding of cers of he to houses, 
serves as a continuing research agency for the legislature through 
the maintenance of a trained staff Between sessions, research 
act vities are concen rated on the study of relatively broad prob-
lems formally proposed by legs ators, and the publ'cation and 
distr'bution of fa tual reports to aid in their solut'on. 
During the sessions, the emphasis is on supplying legislators 
on individual request, wi h personal memoranda provid ng them with 
information needed to handle the r own legisla ive problems. Reports 
and memoranda both g ve pertinent data~, e form o fac s, figures, 
arguments, and alte natives. 
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As directed by Senate Joint Resolution No. 24, adopted 
during the second session of the Forty-second General Assembly, 
the Legislative Council submits for your consideration a report 
on the procedures and policies of the State Board of Land Commis-
sioners, together with accompanying findings and recommendations 
of a subcoannittee appointed to carry out this study. 
The accompanying material is divided into three parts: 
1) A report of findings and recommendations adopted by a majority 
of the subcommittee, which is printed on green paper. 2) A 
report of findings and recommendations submitted by a minority of 
the subcormnittee, which is printed on orange paper. As both the 
majority and minority reports are identical in many instances, 
the differences contained in the minority report are capitalized 
in order to provide ready comparison between the two. 3) A re• 
port containing research information compiled by the Legislative 
Council staff for use of the subcommittee to assist in its de-
liberations, which is printed on white paper. 
The Legislative Council, meeting on December 9, 1960, 
voted unanimously to submit all of this material to the· members 
of the Forty-third General Assembly, and also authorized the 
chairman to prepare a detailed letter of transmittal expressing 
additional views of the Council itself. 
Because of the widespread interest which has been 
evidenced in this particular study, some supplemental comments 
-
I 
appear to be called for.. The Legislative Council itself is a 
statutory body designed to function as the research arm of the 
General Assembly "to examine the effects of constitutional pro-
visions and statutes .and recommend desirable alterations, to 
consider important issues of public policy and questions of· state.-
wide interest, and to prepare for presentation to the members and 
various sessions of the General Assembly such reports, bills, or 
otherwise, as the welfare of the State may require" (Section 63-
5-3, 1953 Colorado Revised Statutes.) The Council has a permanent 
research staff which is professionally trained in government and 
public administration. Staff members are non-partisan and, more-
over, no attempt is made by the Council to learn the polit.ical 
views of .its staff members. 
As authorized by Section 63-5-2(1), 1953 C.R.S., it has 
been the practice of the Council to appoint subcorrnnittees to carry 
out the· studies assigned by the General Assembly. ·These sub-
committees report to the Council on the results of their efforts 
and the Council, after reviewing the subcommittee reports, takes 
such action as it deems best and transmits these reports to the 
General Assembly. 
The Chairman of t~e Legislative Council appoints the sub-
committees subject to approval of the membership of the Council. 
In this connection, it is the general poli~y to appoint a Council 
members as chairman of a subcorrnnittee in order that the Council may 
maintain closer contact with a subconnnittee's activities. The vice 
chairman of a subcommittee is usually selected as a member of a 
political party and legislative house different from that of the 
chainnan. Members nonnally are chosen on the basis of interest 
expressed in the subject, geographical location, and political 
affiliation. 
Senator Paul Wenke, a Republican and a me~ber of the 
Council appointed by the Lieutenant Governor, was approved unan-
imously by the Council to chair the subcommittee studying operations 
of the State Land Board. Representative Forrest Burns was named 
vice chainnan because he is a member of the opposite political 
party and legislative house, as well as representing a rural point 
of view different from those of some of the other members selected. 
Two members were selected largely because of the intense interest 
which they expressed in land board activities and because they 
represented opposite points of views. Two other members were ap-
pointed primarily because of their geographical location, and one 
member because of his experience and interest in game and fish 
matters which are closely connected with state land. 
Between its first meeting in April and its last meeting 
in November of this year, the committee devoted many days to the 
subject under consideration and developed a substantial amount of 
background information from which policy decisions and recommenda-
tions could be made. As will be noted from the two reports, there 
is substantial agreement between the decisions of the majority 
findings and recommendations and those submitted by the minority. 
However, the Council believes that the following modifications are 
warranted, some of which have been suggested by the majority itself 
but have not been spelled out in detail, and others of which were 
pointed up by the views of the minority. 
1. Subleasing On page v and on page xxi, both reports 
discuss subleasing policies of the board, No specific recommenda-
tions are made in the majority report but the minority report on 
page xxx rec01lll1lended that a statute be enacted specifically pro-
hibiting subleasing, Most of the members of the Council believe 
that, while subleasing ought not be permitted as a general rule, 
there might be specific instances when it could be proper under 
certain circumstances which would bring a greater amount of revenue 
into the school.fund than would otherwise be realized. Accordingly, 
the Council feels that an absolute statutory prohibition might be 
unwise, but that statutory and administrative regulation should be 







Specifically, the Council recommends that State surface - ◄ 1 
lease contracts include the following provisions: 11Subleasing 
without the express written consent of the State Board of Land 
Commissioners during any part of the lease period will automatically 
cause loss of priority or preference right to renewal or, at the 
option of the Board, cause immediate cancellation of the lease. 11 
2. Forest Land - At the bottom of page xii in the ma-
jority report (page xxx in the minority report), the Director of 
Natural Resources is 11requested11 to submit certain proposals for 
the conservation, exchange, or other disposition of the State forest. 
While submission of such material will undoubtedly be made by the 
director, it would be improper for the Council or one of its com-
mittees to request it in this manner. It is nonetheless necessary 
that the director's views be sought and be taken into consideration 
as there is clearly some doubt as to the wisdom of the Land Board 
continuing to administer the State forest as it does other State 
school lands. Consequently, the Council would change the committee's 
statement to read: 11 It is recommended that the General Assembly 
direct the Director of Natural Resources to submit to it his pro-
posals for the conservation, exchange, or other disposition of the 
State forest." 
3. Conflict of Interest - While the Council is under 
the impression that all members of the subcommittee were clear in 
their feeling that members of the State Land Board should not 
interest themselves in leases of land administered by the Board, 
it is felt by the Council that perhaps additional emphasis ought to 
be made on this point. On page xiii, the first sentence of the 
next to last paragraph should therefore be changed to read: 
"Legislation should be enacted providing that no Land Board member 
or employee should have a State lease, directly or indirectly. 11 
4. Appraisals - Appraisals are discussed on page xxiv 
in language not adopted by the majority report. The Council wishes 
to call attention to this discussion on appraisal practices which 
-appears in the minority report and also the recommendations of • 
the minority with respect to appraisals and other matters on page 
xxxi. However, it would appear that, if the recommendation of the 
minority to have local appraisals made every six years were to be 
adopted, this would be in conflict with prior action of the Assembly 
in connection with the assessment of other real property in attempt-
ing to bring about uniformity in appraisement practices. While the 
regular appraisement of State lands is advisable, whether delega-
tion of this function to a local board is consistent with present 
trends is questionable. 
5. Land Use - All surface lease contracts should include 
a provision specifying the purpose for which the land may be used 
and, if the land is used for any other purpose, the lease will be 
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Honorable Charles Conklin, Chairman 
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Your committee appointed to carry out the study request-
ed in Senate Joint Resolution No. 24, 1960 session, relating to 
a study of "~he procedures and policies of the state board of land 
commissioners with a view toward securing a maximum revenue yield 
to the public school fund,~ has completed its work and submits 
herewith its recommendations together with accompanying research 
material. 
The committee wishes to express its appreciation to 
Dr. Edward L. Clark, director of the State Department of Natural 
Resources, who served as a special consultant to the committee, 
and to Miss Clair T. Sippel, secretary of the Legislative Reference 
Office. The committee also would like to thank the board members 
and employees of the State Board of Land Commissioners whose 
cooperation and efforts assisted us greatly in our work. 
By a unanimous vote of its members, the committee takes 
this opportunity to commend the staff for the truly objective manner 
in which it performed and for the many hours of overtime contributed 
by the staff to the committee's study. 
~~:t: 




Senate Joint Resolution No. 24, adopted in the 1960 session 
of the Forty-second General Assembly, directed the Legislative 
Council "to study the procedures and policies of the state board 
of land commissioners with a view toward securing a maximum revenue 
yield to the public school fund." At its first meeting following 
the 1960 session, on March 9, 1960, the Legislative Council appoint-
ed the following committee to carry out this assignment: Senator 
Paul Wenke, chairman; Representative Forrest Burns, vice chairman; 
Senators Wilkie Ham and Earl Wolvington; and Representatives Yale 
Huffmant Phillip Massari, and Clarence Quinlan. 
The committee held its first meeting on April 27, 1960, at 
which time it adopted general areas and specific questions for study, 
as well as appointing Dr. Edward L. Clark, director of the Depart-
ment of Natural Resources as special consultant to the committee. 
On May 28, 1960, the committee met for its first conference with 
members and employees of the State Board of Land Commissioners; 
the committee also decided to conduct a series of area meetings in 
various parts of the state to enable interested persons to express 
their views on policies and procedures of the state land board. 
During the summer, area meetings were held in La Junta 
(June 13), Colorado Springs (June 24), Steamboat Springs (July 30), 
Durango (August 1), and Fort Morgan (August 20). Subsequently, on 
October 6 and 7, 1960, the committee met in Denver to enable any 
additional feelings to be expressed on the part of interested 
persons and to confer again with members and employees of the state 
land board. 
The committee's meeting of November 12, 1960 was devoted 
primarily to a review of various comparisons concerning lease 
rental rates and estimates on the sale of state land which had been 
prepared by the staff and to instructing the staff in regard to 
drafting a tentative report for the committee. At its final meeting, 
on November 29, 1960, the committee went over the tentative language 
prepared by the staff, making changes in line with the committee's 
thinking, for submission ·to the Legislative Council. 
Mrs. Kathleen C. Hayes, administrative secretary of the 
Department of Natural Resources, and numerous employees of the 
State Board of Land Commissioners were of great assistance in pre-
paring transcripts of five of the committee's meetings. 
Miss Clair T. Sippel. secretary of the Legislative Refer-
ence Office, assisted the committee by summarizing the laws of 14 
other western states having state land. Phillip E. Jones, senior 
research anQlyst, had primary responsibility for preparing the 
research material, assisted by David Morrissey and Janet Wilson, 
research assistants. 
Novemher 30, 1960 
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Committee Findings and Recommendations 
The fundamental question before this commit ee has been how 
to secure a maximum long term revenue yield to the public school fund 
from our school lands. 
Securing Maximum Long- erm Retuxn From School Lands 
If all of the remaining 2 652 1 000 acres of school lands could 
be disposed of by January l 1962. at the land board's appraised value, 
a nd if the proceeds f om the sale could be invested at the average 
rate received las year (3.17%), the school children of Colorado would 
be the recipients of greater funds than 1.s now being. collected from 
lease rentals. 
However. the commi tee does not feel that 1962 is the only year 
that should be considered when looking to securing the maximum long-
term revenue to he public school fund - the committee is interested 
not only in 1962 but in 1972, 1982; 1992, and beyond, Further, the 
committee believes that much of the land board•s difficulties can be 
alleviated or eliminated through the adoption of various legisla ive 
or administrat*ve changes. 
No one of course has suggested the possibility of disposing of 
all state lands by 1962. An orderly sale could probably be had ove 
the next ten or 20 years. Bu would his porposal be the best solution 
in terms of long-term revenue? While his committee does not have a 
crystal ball which will enable it to positively answer '1yes'' or 0 no" 
to this question, the committee can look to the past as a possible 
guide to the future 
The committee recognizes that he value of state land 30 years 
ago varied from $1 to $10 per acre. However, if the state had sold 
all school lands 30 years ago, as some states have done, and if \he 
state could have realized an average of $10 per .acre for the approxi-
mately 3 000,000 acres there would have been a total return of 
$30,000,000. Had that sum been invested, based on the interest on the 
investments received by the land bo rd over the past 30 years (3.32%) 
revenues totaling $29,880,000 would have been collected . 
On the other hand, income from surface ren als to the school 
fund during the 30-year period totaled approximately $17,530,000. How-
ever, compared o the $10 per acre figure assumed for 1930, the value 
of the school land in 1960 is estimated at $56,000,000, or an apprec-
iation in value of $26,000,000 over the 1930 figure of $30,000.000 . 
Consequently, on this basis, the school fund is obviously in better 
shape today than it would have been had the land been sold in 1930. 
That is, in terms of ac ual rentals, the school fund has collected 
$12,350,000 less from rentals than it v.ould have had the land been sold 
and the money invested. but the increase in the value of the land itself 
more than makes up this difference by some $14,000,000 
l 
Furthermore, surface leases yielded $1,266.000 in the 1960 
fiscal year, The $30 000,000 that would have been realized in 1930 
from the sale of the school lands wold have yielded only $951 000 
in 1960, based on the 3.17 per cent return realized on other invest-
ments 1n 1959, or $314,000 less than r.entals yielded. 
If land values were to remain stable, it might be wise to sell 
the school lands now. Howevert all indications point to an ever 
increasing value for land, pa ticularly in view of the tremendous 
population growth experienced recently in his sta e. 
The sale of state school land might also invite the possibility 
of large acres of land being plowed or quick cash crops, creating 
dangers of the dus bowl experienced in he 1930's. 
It is therefore he considered opinion of t~is committee that 
retention of the school lands is presently the wiser course, and the 
committee feels that the presen aw relating to the sale thereof is 
currently adequate. 
Use of owers 
Justice and good administration go hand-'n-hand but they 
cannot be achieved when administrative policies may be formulated, 
changed, or suspended on a day-to-day or case-to-case basis. No public 
body can operate in such a manner as to give the impression, whether 
true or no , tha it is a law unto itself, and still retain the 
confidence of the people for whom it was established to serve. Further-
more, correc ing a,uses of adm·n·st ative rule-making powers by pu lie 
agencies is every bi as important a function to he legisla ive branch 
of government as jt is to the judicial branch. 
Te statu ory provisions relating to he supervision of state 
land by the State Board of Land Commissioners are rather general with 
the resul hat a grea deal of ~dministrative discretion has been 
left to he board. Consequently, the board's policies and regulations 
assume subs~antital importance in the handling of state land matters. 
The board from t"me to ime has adopted regulations and, as it 
should, has chdngerl its regula ions in view of changing conditions. 
More 'mportantly, however he board has also suspended its regulations 
in certain cases and enforced them in o hers This has served to 
confuse and oisconcert v~ ·ous persons in their dealings with the board. 
Comprehensive and clear-cut olicies are needed, 
Lease Extensions and Competition. The effect of the board's 
extending leases bears a direct relation to the matter of competition 
in bidding on eases. That is, a would-be lessee may not be aware of 
lease extensions which would preclude him from an opportunity to bid 
at the original expiration date had this date remained unchanged. 
i1 
A somewhat unclear or inconsistent position is presen ed by 
the land board in connection wi hex ending leases or cancelling 
leases before the original expiration date and issuing new ones. In 
its bulletin of May 25, 1955 under item number 4, the board reported: 
11 ••• but under the present law that would not 
work as we are required to post expiration 
dates in the court houses, and 'f we arbitrarily 
issue a new lease for five years, where the old 
one onl had a ear oI two to run it would be 
contrary to aw as it would deprive any prospec-
tive a 1·cant from his ri ht o make an 
app_ica ion or land e desires to lease ... 
(E:.m hasis added) 
However he land board apparently changed its mind on this point 
because nume ous examples are ava'lable where leases were prematurely 
cancelled and n w ones issued, including some not involved in lease 
consolida ions. 
In the board's proceedings for December 31. 1956, the following 
comment appears: 
"Lease P-44 held by Orvin W. Palmer was assigned 
to Donald Jensen. It was then ordered that 
Lease -44 be ancelled as of February 1, 1957, 
and a new five year agricul ural lease was ordered 
to Donald Jensen at $2 00 per acre per annum ..• 11 
The original expira ion d e under lease P-44 as May 1, 1959,. at a 
rate of $1.75 per acre per year so the lease was cancelled slightly 
more than two years in advan~e. 
As allowed by law, the board does not always accept he high 
bid in granting leases. our examples of this which were noted in 
the board's proceedings may be of interest. The reason for the 
board's action in the first and last example ·s reported, but no 
specific reasons are incl ded in the proceed ngs for the other two 
cases. 
During the board's proceedings of October 31, 19~~, a lease 
application filed by Floyd Garretson offering $~.66 per acre per 
annum was denied with ~he following explanation: 
11 When this lease was assigned to the present 
lessee a little over a year ago the assign-
men considera ion of $l,S20.00 was Raid. The 
board therefore do (sic) not consider it 
would be fair or us·ng good business methods 
to tak~ this ]ease away from the present 
lessee as long as he is willing to pay the 
renta fixed by the board. 11 
iii 
Under the lease issued, 11111nb 0 r S-29159 to Darold, H 1 lard and 
Marlene Yost, the rate on th.e 304 acres of a9r·.cul tura 1 land n 
Phillips County was set at $3.00 per acre per year. 
At the board's proceed ngs of November 15 195S, the board 
denied a conflicting grazing lease application of $1.00 pe acre by 
Mr. A. A. Pelwon and renewed ·he lease on 640 aces of gazing land 
in Cheyenne County to the lessee Mr. Frank Moyer, at a rate of 45¢ 
pe.r acre 11 after careful consideration by the Board. 11 (The land had 
formerly leased fox 20¢ per acre and the appraiser had valued the 
land at 30¢ per acre at renewal time.) 
On November 30, 1955 1 the land oard considered a conflicting 
lease application by Mr. Ric1ard A. Harris who offered $2.50 per acre 
on agricultural land and 60¢ per ace on grazing and PAf er a care-
ful investiga ion and determjna ion of all f cto s involved, lease 
was granted to the former lessee August Frank, at a rental rate of 
$1.SO per acre per annum on 80 acres agri ul ural land and $0.60 per 
acre per annum on 951.04 acres grazing land. 11 
The board, on December 31, 1956 1uled that the lessee, Mr. 
Harry Freeman, did not have t mee the high bid of Mr. M. B. 
Whi tt.lesay, explaining tha II n smuch as lhe old lessee has recently 
paid the full consideration for the assignment of this lease, the 
Board considers ha he is entitled to the renewal of his lease at 
the advanced rental rates. 11 ; r. Freeman had paid $193 as consideration 
to the state to acquire t ·s lea e wh'ch included 50 acr s of agric-
ultural land at $1.50 e acre and S90 acres of gxazing land at 25¢ 
per acre. At the rcn al 'm, he con icting a plication was $2,00 
per acre for he agricul u al land and 754 . er acre f o~ the grazing 
land. The lease, howev r was renewed o ir. Freeman for $2.00 per 
acre for the agricultural land and 43¢ er acre or the grazing land. 
Lease Assignm nts. Another rule which h s een suspended by 
the board is the one providing that in ses of lease assignments, 
the consideration to the state shall equal one year's rental. In the 
proceedings oft.he board for July 31, 1958, he follo\\ing comments 
a.r:e reported: 
"Lease o S-29570 was assigned f om Leslie H. 
aiker to Edmund P. Tapp, Jr. and Sons Trust 
· state. The rental r eon he lease is $1.00 
per acre, which was set by conflict. In approv-
ing the assignment, the Board fixed the 
assignment onside a ion a $247.50, based on 
the $1.00 per acre rental a e. 
"In reconsidering th's ma er the Board has 
Qgr.eed th·t the confl1c ingrate of $1.00 per 
acre should no have b en the basis used in 
f'x·ng the a signment consideration. 
V 
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This raises the ques ion as to how the matter of productivity 
is evaluated if the board does not care to know the purpose for which 
the land will be used, especially in view of the fact that the board 
knowingly would issue a lease at 37¢ per acre, part of which, at 
least, was placed in the federal soil bank program. 
Reference is made to Table 7 on page 28, showing that, com-
pared to other states, Colorado ranks high in terms o surface lease 
rentals as may be noted in the followi~g summary: 
Total Surface Income Aqricultural Leases Grazing Leases 
Oklahoma $1. 31 't'ashington $7.03 Colorado $.31 
Nebraska 1.15 ontana 3.16 Washington .20 
Washington 1.02 Colorado 2.~6 iyoming .20 
Colorarlo ,42 Idaho 2.10 Idaho .11 
Montana .41 Arizona 1.97 Montana .09 
North Dakota .40 Oregon .08 
Idaho .17 Arizona .05 
Arizona .10 New Mexico .05 
New Mexico .05 
Lease Rate Reductions. In reviewing the board 1 s proceedings, 
a few instances were noted where lease Iates were reduced. One 
instance, reported in the proceedings of February 28, 1955, was to 
the effect that the board felt the lease to Mr. Carl Hussey was too 
high whereupon it ordered the old lease cancelled and a new five-
year lease issued. The original lease, S-28241, was issued for the 
period March 6, 1954, to March 6, 1959, at the annual rate of $5.00 per 
acre on 140 acres of agricultural land and 344 per acre on 500 acres of 
grazing land. The rates under the new lease are $2.75 per acre on the 
140 acres of agricultural land and 34¢ per acre bn the ~00 acres of 
grazing land. 
A similar report to the Hussey lease is noted in the proceed-
ings for June 29, 1956, as ' follows: 
11 Because of the rental rate being excessive, 
the Board ordered the cancellation of Lease 
o. S-27709, effec· ive March 25th, 1956, and 
under Application ~6/373 a new five year lease 
is granted the lessee at a rental rate of $0.40 
per acre per annum, the lease to date from 
March 25th, 1956. Lessee, Eva Adcock." 
S-27709, which was a five-yea~ grazing lease beginning on March 25, 
1953 carried a yearly rate of $1.25 per acre on ~9.75 acres of grazing 
land. 
It is noted that these actions were taken under the provisions 
of the Colorado statutes being sections 112-3-9 and 112-3-14. 
vi 
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Soil Banking. 'f e board po·nted out to the commitcee that the 
law authorizes en- ear agr cultur 1 or grazing leases and reported 
th t, in extending some lea s to allow lessees to participate in the 
soil b?nk program, no lease was ever extended over the original ten-
year period. Also, it was sta ed hat these leases were not 
renegoti t ~d or new eases issued: 11 No rates WE'!re changed, or anything 
of that sor. We just made an extension. 11 
In regard to he repor that no leases were extended for soil 
banking purposes over the original t n-year period, i e., ten years 
from the date the lease was firs put into effec in he boa d s 
proceedings for February 28 1958, lea e number S-279~8 (Mr W A. 
Forbes. lessee) was ex ended to December 4, 1964• which lease went 
into eff ct origin lly on December 4 1953 o 11 years over-all. 
Section 112-3-18 (1) 1955 C I S u plement, states: 1 ••• o lease 
of such lands for grazing or agricultural purposes shall be for a longer 
period than ten years . " 
The sta emen that no lease negotiat·oos or ra e changes were 
made also appears to be ·n e or. In hep oceed1ngs for August 15, 
1959 two lessees who had en e ed 1n o soil bank contracts for terms 
longer than theirs ate land leases provided, reques ed that their 
state land leases e cancelled and ne ones ssued. This was 
done at no increase in rental rate fo one (Mr. Ralph L. Foxworthy), 
bu the rental rate was ncreased fo the o he lessee (Mr J. E, 
Baker), from $1.00 to $1 50 per ac on 125 ~gricultural acres and 
from 33¢ o 35¢ per acre per year on 435 gazing acres. 
On February 15, 1957, the b d granted a ease at what appears 
to be a graz·ng land rate part of wnich at east was to be placed in 
the soil bank prog am The procee · gs fo that date contain the 
following statemen: 
"n orde hat Sate essee Leonard C 
Tarpenn ng may conform to the Soil 
Bank program, he Board o oereo hat 
Leases S 28376 and S-28~17 be -ancelled 
as of Janu ry 1 9 7, he lands held 
thereunder o be combined into one lease 
a a renal rate of 37¢ per acre pe 
annum. Leas o be a six y ar Lerm 
lease .•. • 
Prior to his lease cons idat1on -28376 had een es ablished on 
September 2, 1954, as a five ye-r lease, a the ra e of 32¢ per acre 
for grazing use. S-28517 to un finm January 13, 19S5 o January 
13 1960, also had a rate of 32¢ per ace fo graz ng use. 
However, as repor ed o page 1~ s e-own d land is no longer 
eligible to be placed in l federal soi 1 b nk program. and t is con-
se uently is no now a current ss 1. befor the commit ee 
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Denial of Access to Potential tessees 
Some parcels of state land are entirely surrounded by deeded 
land belonging to one ow er. In these cases, compe -~ion for ~he 
state parcel can be obvi ted wen access thereto is denied by the 
private land owner. On the othe hand such an isola ed parcel may 
assume a nuisance value beyond its actual value to he owner of the 
surrounding private land. 
\!hile the commi tee is aware of the problems which can result 
from this situation, th members do not believe this to be a problem 
requiring legislative action. The committee would suggest that the 
state land board explore this~ t ation further to determine if any 
adminis rative ac ion should be taken o correct any abuses in hese 
cases and, where an acce~table offer is made to sell these isolated 
trac ·s. 
Landowner Services 
As mentioned on page 37 some o~ the western states make 
allowances for such lesse activ ties as soil conservation or noxious 
weea control work. In this state the law requires lessees to be 
compensated in the event of lease transfers or land sales for authorized 
irnp.overrents which thy have mad including fences, wells, sto~k tanks 
etc. bu no specific authorizations are provided to cred· lessees 
for oil cons rvation noxious weed control or similar activities. 
The present law adequately protect the investment in improve-
ments by lessees and no additional charge is needed. It is to the 
lessee's benefit to mdintain the land in its mos profitable condition 
and no credits need there o e be provided by hes ate land board. 
Non-resident lessees 
on- esident lessees of sta eland appear to cause some concern 
to Colorado esidents who are unable to obta·n leases on state land 
While some sates impose res rict'ons on non-residents, the committee 
does not believe i would be constitutional to limi sate land leases 
to Colorado residents only. In addi ion, his could be a limiting 
factor in terms of obtaining the maximum r:evenue yie d as it would 
reduce competition in some inst nces. 
Lessee lrnorovements on Sate Land 
Lessees may add improvements to their state land under lease 
in the form of fences wells, bui dings e c., and the title thereto 
is retained by the le see on all such im rovements which had received 
the authorization of the land board. Lessee improvements are also 
subject to ad valorem taxat·on.* 
* Section 137-12-1 (5), 137 12-18 1957 C.R S. Supplement 
v· · i 
As au horized by aw n e event a lessee no longer controls -
the lease he must be compensated -o he VdlU of these ·mrrovements 
by the new lessee o owner of the land. One ffect of the pres nt 
provision is to 1·m·t lease ompet·t·on nd 1 nd sa es in ca es where 
there is disagreement over the ap r iscd v lu of he improv~men s 
as set by the 1 nd board. 
A check o the 1959 report of the a e Tax Commission shows 
tha improvements on s a e and are placed on the ax rolls in only 
34 of the 53 counties where his land is loc ed. To llus rate, one 
s ate leas alone 1n '\ashing on County has lesse improvements valued 
by the land board t $29 6 1 u nos ch ass ssmen sat all are on 
that oounty 1 s tax rol s. n vie o h fac t<l some count·es 
report that their tax bases f~e s as esult of the st te land 
located therein, t e committee would mer ly poin au at a number of 
coun ies apparen ly are not one rned nough now o utilize heir full 
taxing powers on esse~ improv mens. 
Con lict. of 
Th oughout the cours, of this s udy the is ue of conflic 
of inte est on the pa of nd oard mm ers ano mployees and other 
sate officials (1 gislato s o h mo par) has received a giea 
d al of pubJ "ci yin th~ press. 1he comrni ee not only has been quite 
a~:are o,. this i~ sue bu I has devo ed a subs an · al amoun o considera ion 
to h" question. M, ~over, he comm·ttee would "ke to point o that 
· _ und no vidence o indic ha any sate law in h's connection 
~as viola er nor th~t any public o f"c"al xerted ress ire upon the 
lan1. board lo rece·v "f<vor lle'' lease te ms. 
How1:ve:_· the hnlding o · sta e and leases by the members of 
the S · • ... e oard of Land C.ommissione.rs and i s empl yees canno be 
ov~o. The curr nt ac ic by som f'elo appraisers o en aging 
r·vate real c at brokera or salsa en~ transac ions s ould 
be con in ed. 
Er:io 
caus r·c~·o and d1sco ten may well be lassifi d 
· n- ism. 11 is, bee use two mem ers of he three-member 
ngly "d ili d w"th the in rests o cat lemen non-
lc""see ma 1 sus. ec t xis (?nc of an II unholy II llianc.e be tween the 
bo<->- an · .. s rancher-1 ssees. On the other hand, st le land 1 ssees 
appear to b suspicious of ny ch nges in this area as it is mat er 
wh"ch ~or m ny, i~ felt o di~ectly Ire en thei - economic ivelihood 
o illus ra e some o hese peop ~ may e ulck o accept ny sta e-
men. as ac which ·sin suppc t ◊- heir pisi ion egardless o its 
validi y, or iscount any hing which does noL support thei poc 10n no 
mater how ac uza e it m· h be· lso rumors are re dily be eved no 
ma, er how fan as ic they might b such one th t th purpo e of this 
committee was o ra·s s a e l,nd rental rt s to a minimum of $1.00 
pe acre . 
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On ~h·s point the co1mittee is not aware of any f asible 
solution a this time. Some people are suspicious by their very 
natures, while others are suspicious by design, and no governmental 
action will ever change them. Some help might be provided by alter-
ing the board's composition to include a more representative membership, 
or he administrative struLture could be altered to establish an 
appeals board. This latter board either could be in addition to or 
in place of the presen full-time board. In any case, these changes 
would require const'tutional amendmen and he committee is by no 
means convinced that such actio is warranted at this time. 
Preference to Lessees 
Preference to state land lessees is prov·ded by law in that 
"before land shall be leased to anyone other than the present lessee 
said present lessee shall be given ten days notice and an opportunity 
during said tend ys to negotiate with the state board of land 
commiss·oners con~erning a new lease. 11 * As a general rule the land 
board has interpreted his to mean that a lessee will have to meet 
any other bid which the board feels is made in good faith and within 
reason. Also, by board ruling, lessees usually are given Lh right 
to retain land under lease on wh"ch an acceptable sales bict has been 
made at an increased rental rate. 
The committee agre s ~ith these actions of the State Board of 
Land Commissioners and sees no need of leg·slative changes in regard 
to pr ference to lessees As lessees must have some secur·ty in terms 
of land planning, the preference policy contained in the law is 
justified, par cularly since a lessee must meet any respons~ le bid 
to e a'n the lease . Also, he committee ag ees with the June 1, 19~9, 
reg~lation allowing lessees to retain leases at an increased renal 
rate ra her than selling the land 
fort Lew·s School 
As re or ed an page 14, mineral rights on the land belonging 
to he Fort Lewis School are to b leased jointly by he State Board 
of Land Commissione sand the State Board of Agriculture It seems 
to he committee that th's responsibility should be solely one or 
the other o these two boards but not both. In view of the fact 
tha the land board main a1ns mineral departmen headed by a pro-
fessional genlogist, w Lh year-around at ention being devoted to 0·1 
and gas leasing activi ies, the comm·ttee elieves hat the land board 
should be p ovided com lee leasing authority. Such a step would also 
p eclude any uture reoccurrence of disagreement be ween the two boards 
as o the bes time to lease oil and gas or o her mineral rights. The 
committee also believes hat the land board's policy of attem ting to 
kee as rnuc mineral ights und lease as possible is sound, and that 
i would be unwis to speculate with these leases. 
* Section 112-3-18 (1), 1955 C.R.S. Supplement. 
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Findinqs as Related t 11mber Contracts and Grazing 
ermits 
T mber Con rac s. I ap ears hat commerc·a1 timber cutting 
in the state forest w'll cease by the clos of 1962. ihree cutting 
blo k containing 5 300 000 board fee remain to be cut. Twenty-one 
cutting contracts have been let. The mpage prices have va ied with 
each contract Provi ions con a·n din some con racts have no been 
enforced s to the minimum amoun to cu in any sing.le year. 
Several cont ac shave been ex end d more than 01 ce, without any 
adjustmen o stumpage pr·ce to market price~ wh c then prevailed. 
Overcutting the amount of he cad fee prov ded in the or"ginal 
contract has been charac eristic w'th he ove cutting ranging from 
24 o 40 e cent. This overcutting in 11 on racts and the repeated 
extension of the otiglnal contrac · 1n 17 contracts has been accomplish-
ed witho t advertising or compe itive bidding 
When he remaining t mber has 
tirnb r will be ni ad mus. ome fr.om 
miscellan~ous sale of posts, poles, Ch 
e enden upon a market fo pulp wood. 
een cut the revenue from the 
he grazing leases and the 
istmas trees and pulp wood 
Good reproduction xists, bu much cov red area is in need of 
thinning. ~oderate to sev re fire h zards ex st and wi 1 become worse 
unless fie breaks are installed, sash is minimized and fire combat 
~quipment is made ava 1 ble loser he fores· . 
Grazing ermi s. Wh n the state for twas established those 
ranchers holding US. Foiest razing allo ments in th area of the 
sta e fores were ranted s a e gra ing perm s. Pri r o June 1, 
1956 the rentals were on a r an·m-1 month unit basis of 23-1/4¢ 
for shee and $1.16-2/3¢ fo attle. n 19 6 all permits were renewed 
and placed on a e acre rental asis with rentals rang·ng from 8.~ 
cents to 18.2 c nts per ac All p xmi s wee consolidated on June 
1, 1959, nd eissued o en-year e 'ad to he Sta e Forest Grazing 
Association or an amoun e ual o he total r ntals paid by the 
inoivioual permit holde s. 
In effect all gra, ng erm t. have b n extended wi tho1Jt 
advertising. When one leas- was dropped, it was adve tised and sold 
for a bonus payment of 2 ~50. he ~az· ssociation now pays an 
annual rental of 8 04 01 70 317 acres and a a ra e equivalent 
o 12.6 c nts pe1 acr . Th· s a e 1 ase h Assoc a ion provides 
that subleasing o any person o her han s kholders · the Association 
will au oma icaLly cause lo of pro ity or prefe ence r"ght to 
renewal. This provision w' l be a future hindrance to open competitive 
bidding forte grazing ights in th sta e fores. 
commi ee eques s Lhe di ec or o the 
esources o sum' o he 43rd General 




Legislative Changes Recommended 
While the committee believes the sale of the state's school 
lands would not result in the maximum long term revenue yield, ce tain 
legislative and administrative changes, if adopted, would serve to 
alleviate or eliminate many of the difficulties or causes of friction 
and concern which were found by the committee. 
Board 1 s Rule makinq Powers The present law should be amended 
to require the land board to follow well-defined, standard p ocedures 
in establishing, amending or repealing any of lts rules or regulations. 
All rules and regulations should be adopted in accordance with the 
Administrative Procedure Act of 1959 (Chapter 37, Session Laws of 1959), 
and in addi ion all rules should be submitted to the Attorney General 
for advice as to their legality. In any event, continuing reports 
concerning any such actions should be provided the director of the 
Depa1tment of atural Resources. 
Land Values Land board appraisers should include estimated 
values in their reports which have some meaning, such as the minimum 
price which might be expected for sales purposes. The board would then 
be able to maintain a closer review on the practices and rental rates 
se by the appraisers, as well as have fairly up-to-date and realistic 
figures on his land and what rate of return is being realized from 
lease rentals. 
Values of Improvements. In order to provide a means of 
settling disputes over the appraised value of essee improvements, and 
correspondingly increase competition, the committee recommends that 
the law be amended t requir~ an independent appraisal by someone not 
connected with any of the parties involved. including the state land 
board. in cases of conflicting lease applications or sales applications 
i so demanded by either par y. 
Conflict of Interes . Legisld·ion should be enac ed providing 
that no land board member or employee should have a state lease. 
legislation prohibiting real estate brokerage or sales agent activities 
on the part of land board employees should also be adopted, but the 
two foregoing qualifications should not apply to part-time contractual 
appraisers. At the same time, the committee feels that a re-evaluation 
of the salary scale or the board's field appraisers may be called for 
in order to raise their compensation to a l~vel where the boa d can 
retain competen employees wihout supplemental income from real estate 
brokerage or sales agent dealings. 
The commi tee sees no need or reason to eliminate holding state 
1 ases on the part of a, y public o ficial who is not directly connected 
w· th the sate land board. If such a position were taken, it would mean 
that up, n becoming a public official, a person would have to sacrifice 
wha. mi i1 be a vital part of his means of earning a livelihood. This 
would be par icularly punitive in the case of part-time public officials 
whose services are being provided nnw in many instances at a private 
financial sacrifice. 
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Lease eriod. Based on testimony presented to the committee, 
longer- erm Leases would be worth more than the present six-year 
leases issued by the board, and highe rentals would be paid under 
these circumstances, Consequently, the committee recommends that the 
maximum lease riod should be increased to 12 years, instead of the 
present en-year maximum, and that the board should issue leases for 
the full 12-year period, with he safeguard added that the land in each 
lease must be reappraised and classified every six-years and hat the 
lessee thereof must pay any increased rental rate or forfei the lease, 
provided, likewise that if such reappraisal and classification results 
in a lesser appraisal the lessee will be entitled to a reduced rental 
rate. 
Adrninis· rative Changes Recommended 
The commit ee bel'eves that a great deal of the adminis ration 
of our state lands must be left to administra ive discretion. However, 
the committee would suggest a few changes to the land board for its 
consideration. 
Lease Consolidations and Extensions. The committee considers 
the board's policy of consolida ing leases as one which is not 
sufficiently justified by resulting in more administrative efficiency 
when compared to its effect of causing concern on the part of would-be 
lessees that this represents an attempt to exclude them from b.dding. 
This same comment holds true when leases are ex ended without public 
notice ~nd an opportunity for competitive bidding. 
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Minority neport* 
The purpose of this minority report 
is to respond to the General Assembly's 
original directive to the entire com-
mittee -- 11 to study the procedures and 
policies of the state board of land 
comrn1ssioners wi h n view toward secur-
ing a maximum revenue yield to the 
p11blic school fund. 11 
~ * * * * * * * ~ * * * * ~ * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * 
A ~undanental question oe_ore this committee has been how to 
s~cure ~ maxi-ui revenue yield to the publ~c school fund from our 
cr·oo:. :~r .ds. A S=CO:'~ QUE:._.-:-IuJ\: P=RHA~'S :=O0ALLY HPORTANT I~ WHY 
~ - :=.:::YHC "::-..:vr s:-IG."-::-:o: :s ,, AP.~ CO!'JDUCT t=D Of :'HE A9~/I.~:'.:STRAT ION OF 
~C:--:JJ:J LA:--:~J.: .. 
:>cu::-:.nc- ::.,1x:!"LH, Ret1;rr Fro•, Schoo ~;:rnds 
:f a:l of the remaining 2.652.000 acres of school lands could 
he c:.sposed of by January 1, 1962, at t eland board's appraised value, 
~nci ~: the p~oceeds from Lhe sale could be invested at the average rate 
received last year (3.17%). the school children of Colorado would be 
.he ~ecipien~s of greater funds than is now being collected from lease 
rentals. IN AD□I-ION, IF ALL STAT[ LANDS WFRF SOLD, WANY OF THF 
PROBL:::MS WHICH NOW CAUSE PEP.iODIC "INVFSTIGATIONS" WOULD BE ELIMINATED. 
* Language in capitals represents differences with majority report, 
xv 
l!cwever, tne committee aoes riot eel that 1962 is Lhe only 
year that hould be considered wher loo·ing to securing the maximum 
I e turn Lo ttie f1ubl.ic !:.Choo l fund - tie comnii.. i. tee is in erested not 
only in 1962 hut in 1972, 1982, 191'.?, ,,nd eyond. Further, the com-
mittee believes that much ot t~e 1-n bo~rd's difficulties can be 
alleviat~d 01. eliminated thr0u91,1 ~·,e_. ad 1) ion of various legislative 
or odministra ive changes. 
lfo one of c.rHirse ha;., su~ ... :Es f i.t: po$Sibility of disposing 
nf all state lands r., • 1 96~. , n o.!.de J.y sa e UHlld probably be had 
ovc r th n.Jx t. f.; n 0 r 20 yr> •. ns. Bu I. ,,,ou ld t.rd s por po sa 1 be the best. 
solution jn terms of 1011 - £rrr1 r)vt>nJe? 1.1.riile this commit.te,.: does not 
have a crys•al ra!l I th~.,· 11 Pfc.iblc, it to positively answe1 11 yes 11 or 
11 no 11 t. ... hi:.:. qJes"'jon, -..h.: c)rr1:1,i I:;!(' r i11 look to Lhe r1c.1st cJS a rossible 
g u · oe .o t.l c f 1 u r ~ . 
• he v)m.n· L C.f r=-cogniLPS .113. U, value c,f s a e lcH'ld 30 years 
aeo vcJ f'O rori1 J. to lC' re- o• Hcwr•v 'I, if lhe s ate htid sold 
all school lc111ds 30 yt•"'I:~ c"H~,), , s :::,c;ii:P s Les h<Jv~ done, ,1nd if the 
st.E.te cou'd i av1;. rt.< U, d an c,V,__ o•::ie cir '110 per acre 01 the ;ipprox-
ima-.. cly ::,,'.JOO,CC <:er·~, tri, ri.. 1 ,0 dd n,n,•? l·,_,_:n r1 tt)t.dl rctu1·n of 
$30,000,C,nc,. Hod tri,1 l .,uni r.i ... 1 ii v,_.s-i-eo. ti~sc.:d on the interest on Lhe 
i n v e s me n ~ .., .r c ct;' i v e d by 1 he L d 11 d r, r) J r d •"' v ( r L n e p .J s t 3 0 y NH ., ( 3 • 3 2% ) , 
1evc:r,ue:s to1i!linq 1'29,~if-:r),000 vv, 111'- t-1av- be9n collected. 
On he ,; thti r t1Jr,ci, .inc< me i 1 ,_1m ..,u-f d• c- ren La ls • o LhP sc hoo 1 
f u no d u r i. r '"1 L h •? 3 U - i e < r, r i \; ,.; t , o 1. e c d ., f' r o x i m 2- le y 1, l 7 , ~ 3 0 , 0 0 0 • 
llov.ever, U)r!lfi''.lrPd '. ~ 1,. i10 ,.,, r u' r_, .cl(ltlT- assur.11.~d ior 1930, 1.he 
Vdlue of thl;' se,nuol 1 nd jn 1 1, (1 L. LStirrw ed ct l1S6 000,000 or an 
ar-,precialinn in vaLur-> c,f ..,'2( ,t (J'. 1 ,(J l ovE ,he 1930 figure of 
'!,J0,000,000. Con:.:;cq11t•1 Lly on ll;w b-sis, the school fund is obviously 
i:: bet.t1:r .shdf)'"> .cdo/ 111an • v.. 11 11_ lcr-n hao the land been 
scld ir: 1930. 1nc1,. 5.,, u1 • r, c tu-•l E' tals, the school 
l1c.s coll,_Lt~J '.£12,'.V (1 ,,lO :t.ss fr m 1, f1tJls than .it wouJd have 




v . :.lue of tr1e land it.s r1orE: t.n, r 11ic1 e•~ up his difference by some 
ll4,000,000. 
Furl.hermo c, s rf·q lta;r. - yield Cfil,~(J6,000 in the 1960 
fjjcal yecr. The $30,l" 1,r )() 'Ii ·o ld l.avP been realized in 1930 
fr.om the sal-::- o~ thr:. scl1001 l, nc,v_ yir.dded only $951,000 
in 1960, bus d on tli 1 7 pl -l, r urri n::. li?.ed on other invest-
m<:>nts in !.':J'°>'J, er 'i,31 .,,ot, lr,"s lhin 1cn~,1l yi,-•lded. 
If l,:nd v,:.11u·s v·•·r<'' 1) rm in,- dld0, it might be wise to 
s 11 nE: school lands cw:. I ,,w, v<' r, d 11 :n l; cat ions poin to on 
eve~ incr,;:oSlll'J v,-1lut' t 'I ldnc, I,· 1 · ula.rly in view of tlH~ tremendous 
·)op ia ion '}r,r;;th e:<peri nc rJ ,_c 1111,1 in tl11.s s c:Le. 
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lHIS WOULD ~!JGG.:.sr 11lAl \' ,JDU. r i 1:- Ir\ POLICY OF KEEPING 
THE LAND. HO\'\'tVFR, r!tr- COMMI1TF.t 1 : ATff'H10N l!A...: Al ;u BPN CALLED 
TO THF. ADVA HAGE-..1 V/HH II \'/OUl D rt.1)1 ' r:ROi' AM -or ~LI LLQ'JID' rron OF 
THE LANDS :Nro pr-[~1~ANrr-..n INVf~Tt-, !·'1 . ND: 
1. A,) I ...,T•t\A[F"U 43 i--· H rr•Jf H!l.-(\' ,\ ,r uVTr{ 1\,P.ENT HFVE !UES, 
BASED ON A COtvP BIS01l OF -Hr ?.17 [ [J 1·",Jl fH fLIP.tJ n.W, BFING RFALIZFD 
ON INVFSTED Fuqn::; A.'D 11-H- 2.21 PF. Cfrlf Ill ruP.11 Ni)W 13FING HAI) FRot, 
RFNTALS ON GRALI1 1G AD ALRICULTUhP. ~£ "'1 • ON rt-IE OfHEF. HAND, 
IF GRAZING AND ACiRIC'ULfl..' 1 A.:_ ~r-A..SF ff ''TA.L..; COl'lTINlll'."" TO Of AD_TIJSTED 
UPWArms AS THFY wr R[- Dllf r, [HE r I . 11 1 I. AN~J Q\Jf -HALF MON fHS OF 
1960, AS RFPOPTFD lN TA[ ... , 17 01 1.,11 ~ f .,r A\/FRAG:=- F0!1 GHAZING 
LEASE..:i AND '12. 67 Pl·H t..C. 'F AVT'"f'-.A(' m AGfl I' ' 1L ~·uRAL LEASES, TH!': R.A.TF 
OF RETURN FROM lNVFSTMEtlT:.. .'MD r ~ )1, r :.. P.-.,[ RFNTALS /1·:AY !::>HOHTLY 
BECOMr- QUITF CO!vH AfV-\BLF. 
2. A SUBSTANT I.AL ( l 1f\l"A Il 1/,t .• 0F A GO'v FR1 ME,H BURFAU. FEW 
EMPLOY!.=FS WOULD Bf REQUTRFD TO 'IDr,,HlI Tf-K ,RJ~T COMP03ED FNTJHF:l.Y 
OF SFClJRl r IES A\ID MINERAi p LGIITS: '16 ~ r.'f LOY C ARE l 0 1N RFQUIRED TO 
ADr.UNI STFn fl-if LANDS. 
3. THF P_Ac~r.r f ~F ,1--{F LAND ON LO AL TA>'. ·OLLS YIELDING 
A NFW AND ADDITION.t..L 'J'1f - 1lA~F ILLIJN DOLU\:1. IN n~vr-NUES ro LOCAL 
GOVERN/liENTS A~iO !:£1-J(JOl LJ ... ..; f UT., 1N1lfHr THr I AND l.IFS. 
4. BFTTFR CON..:· P..VA. IO' iJF<.t1.'::~IC.E'.::, THHOUGH UWNf"H.:,HlP. 
5. THF P.FMOV•\L 1 r r. T Ml>'T 1\ T ION;.; WHICH HAVE 
INV ITFD CRITICISMS. !-A.., T t:,::..., • J • 
THESF Ir~DIJC /V',[NT. Al I ...,L'Ff lCI :~, .. , -r-Jir ·ur'1MI TF"E 1 S OPINION, 
:0 KEEP OPEN Tllr. wur :.. T ION or ''OilD•..., L { -:l, ! ). r IG l" FOr; Rf VI E\'V AFTER 
TH::.n.E HAS 8[[;'-J A iff A ~ONAr.1 F fir.µ IOD :--u . f '.1, PQVf'"E , I - l~ THf ADM IN-
ISTR/i.T ION OF THi.. LAr,D0. 1 I lDl-H BF i rt--(, LA. 1· • 
Use of Administrative ~ewers 
Justice and gooa admini~tra ion go h<lnd-in-hand, but they 
cannot be achiev~d when aarn1nistrative policies may be formulated, 
changed, or suspend don a day-•o-ciay or cJse-to-case basis. No 
public body can 0pera1e 1n s~cn am nr1'r ,st give the impression, 
whether true or nnt, tna tt is -:1 l·w ;no itself, and sU 11 retain 
the confidence of the ppople f0 whor · t ~as estahlished to serve. 
Furthermore, correcting abs s of ,om1nisirat:ve rule-making powers 
by public agencies is evf.rf bit a!') iriportan d f ,net.ion to the leg-
islative branch of govErnmPnt sit 1s to the judicial branch. 
The statutory provisions relat ng to ~he supervision of state 
land by 'he State Board o Land Commi~s1oners are ra her general with 
the result that a grea~ deal of administrative discre .ion has been 
left to the board. Consequently, the board's policies and regulations 
assume substantial importance in the handl'ng of s a e land matters. 
X i; 
ll1e board from ti.me to time r1<is udopled regulalions and, as it 
should, hus changed j ls re~1ul.a-Uons in view ,1f cr.anqin9 conditions. 
More importantly. i1owcver, tn~ board h">s alsc suspended its regulations 
in certain case.:. and t:ntorce~, hem in others. This J\RI31Tll.ARY BEHAVIOR, 
WHICH has sFrved lo con-us~ dOO disc ,n_~r v~r nus persons in their 
dealings v.ii h ttw bncird, r t113ABLY T..: t\S GREJ\l' A C, USE OF FRICTION AND 
DISCONTENT AS ANY __; INGLE f,;c H 1f \'/H CH Hi\3 B l:L:N N(1T LD BY THE COMM ITT EE 
IN ITS STUDY. Tl-ilJ SITIJATltW 1S FU:.1HER CClMPLlU\TED RY THE FACT THAT 
THE BOAhD H.i\S NO'l Fl:L T IT I\Jl::CESS, fi\' ro DLVELCJP CLEAR-CUT OR COMPREHENSIVE 
POLICIES IN Hf:GAHD TO n-H: Li:.A~ INC 1_ F S•J I-ACE: Lt ~lD. 
AS ~OINTE:D OUT ON PAGE 
19, ON OF ALLOWING LESSEES TO 
R.E.. AIN l HL If, LEA.3UJ ./' t :; . I KN ::-:ch 1:fl. 1:U !H Nl ~-L H.A TE:. lf1Hf:.Rf At-- ACCEPTABLE 
ShLi:.S 13 I[) I tAD BE Er~ hLCr IVli.J. P' THL r: '.:if. OF ON I: SECTION OF STA TE LP.ND 
I'. 1A . Af\!lMAS COUNl Y ".l!JC.11 '/ir\3 · FFEHE D FCJH S,\ LE, THE BOA HD NOT CN LY 
SUS Pe. Df:D Tlll3 POLICY BUT "filt_ U-.SSl:L •::A] JOT WHIF IED UNTIL THf{EE 
DAYS Bt:FO!~E THE S/\Li: DI\ TE: TH· T H::.. ·1.1 ULU , (,I Hi V!: THE NOf,MAL 1EN-DAY 
PERIOD ',•:ITHI" '\'HICH rn LLECT "ll t1E. '/. l'IE LEA.3E AT A RENTAL RATE. 
V/HICH '✓."ILL ECUAL 7r, Le THL AMUlJNl 1PL _/-\Le PilCF: 1'."0UL[i PHODUCE IF 
ACCl:PTt.D AND INV ..,JLD ;,f 4i,." M11Hh1V .h, AS iH .. r\01-\hD'S NOTIFIC~.TION 
V,;\. l,ECi.: IVL:D SY 1!\t :;_._:;"'EE O:J ., Fill L,1\Y AI-TERNOON ,-\ND THE SALE W.l\.S HELD 
THE: FOLLOV.'lNG :-.nrmAY, TH~ Ll-3Jt:E HJ\l) LJTlLE 1TML IN l,','1-HCH TO ARRANGE 
ANY F:!.Ni\NCING V.'H [('ll i.',;\Y H!-,Vf_ [ l:N :1E'":l;.:i3/\hY 1\) E-i./\BLE HH/1 ro ilAVf: 
PKRTICIPA'f l:D TN I I IL L1 1.ND SP..L[ . ~ i::J ~{E: 11\]11 TllIS 5ECT10N AS r PAf11' nF HIS 
kM 1CHI1 G 0PI:.h/\ l I(,1'J. 
Leas [xu:~nsions and Com:J0'ii.i n. The c.;ffec · of the 00.aro's 
ext.endi11g leasE:s b·a.:-s zi 0ir(cl relo".i<n :o Lrte mdt er nf competition 
in bidding on leases. ThilL is, a w, uJcJ-liE= l0..,s£-£:> m~y not be aware 
0£ lease C'X ensions \•,hir-h •,culd prcc lnde him f rc·,m un opport..uni ty to 
bid at the orig ind l ~xii rd ti on da l.t li,1d this da e H'rria ineci unchangt!o. 
A somewh.:it 1J11cleP nr i.n,·nn::.i<.tt·n 0 11 ,1linn is rr 0 sented by 
the lano board in c.nn1u ct.ion v,,j tt· PX rnrHnci l::0 as 1's nr r;incelling }P.ases 
be f o re tt1 or i o i n i l € x p i r • t 1 o I d a l • cl i s s • i n q rH..' w o n e s . In · ts 
bulletin 0f :.'Lay 2r,, l'JJ:i, urHJPI i11•1il 11umt·er 4, LhG boc1rd reported: 
" ... h•n \.mder tl1 wntdd 
, r "'t 
Hnwevcr. 1he ldno bo,i d uPf'c'lH.n 1y , I IHJ o i s mind r·n this roint 
b0ca115e r,un1cro•JS PXdmplf·S <•rr• cvli.l.1L,l 1 • wr1P11 ltdSC'S wrrr> premalurely 
cc:1ncLllcc1 and n"'w 011L'S is:..1,(''I, ·ncludi·,a 0,ome no; involved in lease 
consolida ion. 
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In the boara's proceedings for December 31, 19~6, the following 
comment appears: 
"Lease -44 helo by Orvin '1. Palmer was assigned 
to Donald Jensen. I was then ordered that 
Lease P-44 be cancelled dS of February 1, 19S7, 
and a new f've year agricultural lease was ordered 
to Donald Jensen at $2.00 per acre per annum ... 11 
The original expira ion date under lease ~-44 was May 1, 19S9, at a 
rate of $1.75 pr acre per year, so the lease was cancelled slightly 
more than two years in advance. 
As ~llowed y law, the bo~rd does not always accept the high 
bid in grantinc leases. Four examples of this, which were noted in 
the boaro's proceeding::., may be,. interest. The reason for the 
board's action in the first and last example is reoorted, but no 
speci-ic reasons are included in lhe rroceedings f~r the other two 
cases. 
During hn board's proceedings of October 31, 1955, a lease 
application fllec oy r:loyd Garretson offering $::i.E,6 per a:re per 
annum was denied, wi h the following explana ion: 
"1/i'hE·n th · s lease was assigned to he present 
lessee a little over a year <lgo, he assign-
ment conslderation of tl,520.00 was paid. The 
brard, therefore, do (sic) not. consider i 
would oL fair or using qnod business methods 
~o take this lease away from the present 
lessee as long as 11£> is willing to pay the 
rented fixed by the board." 
Under the lease issueo, n11inl er S-::9159 to D<jrold, Hillard, and 
11,arlene Yost, the rate on the 304 ar..res of ;:ioricultural land in 
Phillips County was set at $3.00 per acre per y~ar. 
At thP board's roceeoings of November lS, 195~, he board 
denied a conflict5no or~zino lease apolication of 11.00 per acre by 
M.A. A. Pelton ano ;enewed he lease on 640 acres 0f grazing lana 
in Cheyenne County to the lessee, Mr. ~rank Moyer, dt a rate of 45¢ 
er acre 11 d!t.er r.areful considerd ion by he Board." (The lr1nd had 
~0rmerly leased f~r 20¢ p~r dCT~ und he appraiser had valued the 
land at 30t; oEr acre ui. rt.newal tim1;.) 
On November 30, 19SS, thP land boara c nsidPred a conflicting 
lease applica inn by Mr. kicharo A. Harris whn of'tred $2.50 per acre 
on agriculturdl lano and C04 per acre on grazing land. 11 A ter a care-
f 1J l i n v es ti ,3 a L i o ri a n d d I? e rm i n a t .:._ on o f c1 11 f d c. t c r s j n v o l v e d , l ea s e 
v,·as grant.no to the forn1er essee, August Frank, at d rental rate of 
,..l.50 per <.1Cr'. per ,inr1,.m on 80 acr1:s tigricultHJl land dnci $0.60 per 
acre per ,nn11m on ') 0il. 1)t.; orLCS grvzing land." 
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.. Subleasing Policies. Subl asing policies followed by the land 
board vary. In the lease contract, item number four provides: 
11 Subleasino during any art of lease period 
will automatically cause lnss o prior·ty or 
pref~rence right to renewal." 
However, exactly what consti ut s subleasing is another subject for 
boaro de ermina jon. In this resre o example, in its bulletin 
of l✓,ay 27, 1,SS, +he boards al d tha "rasturing of cattle belonging 
to other than the lessee will not necessarily be considered subleasing. 11 
This position was furtner clarifi-d in the board's bulletin of 
September 23, 1957, when it sajd: 
"In view 01 the p esent grazing law under 
which we are opera inJ, we do not consider 
taking in cat le to pasture a violation of 
the lease contract ... " 
IN JANUARY OF 1955, EX/.\MP .ES '. 1~RE NOTED JN THE BOARD"S PRO-
CF.EDL GS OF THREE Dlffl:HEN'I APPROACHE::, ON THE PAIT OF THE BOARD TO 
SUBLEASING PRAC . CLS. /\tH) \'.'HILi: CTHEH LIKE. E.XA/,\PLES ','!ERE NOTED SUB-
sr~t_;[ TLY I I LATc,~ B01.i D PP.OCEEDINGS, TH ·SE THHEE CASE:S PERHAPS WILL 
ILLUSTRATE THE SIT ~TION. 
IN THE FI.{ ~T EXArl PLE, ON JANUAHY 14, 19~5, THE BOARD ORDERED 
Tri/\ T LEASE 1lU//,BI:' 5-2:,867 , 'OT BE RENE:V,ED TO MH. L. D. BANTA BECAUSE 
OF HIS C(;NTINUOUS 3U L[ASlNG. 01. HE· O I HEH HAND, ON JANUARY 31, 1955, 
THE BOARD ORD[kcD A NE~ FIVE-YEAR GRAZING LEASE BE ISSUED TO MR. W. C. 
~".Ht:ELER AT A hENl/\L HJ\~E OF 3•i¢ P!:h AC{E. THE BOARD ALSO OkD[RED THAT 
ACCE?TA CE BE MADE OF $57 It FULL SE:TLEM-NT OF SUBLEASING BY MR. 
'.'/HE:ELER DURING "l l!L 19:.14 3Et 30i 1 • ,\t lid l same meeting, he board issued 
a lease to Mr. John C. Vroman, Jr., w· h he following comment: 
"This is to be ,3n immun.1 Ly 1 ase and rental 
ra es are to apply fo1 the full five year 
term of the lease. Lessee is qranted the 
riv i le a e o i sub 1 ea s Inc f o r the term o f the 
lease." Lmphasis added 
The sta eland board reports that immunity leases are no longer issued 
as a resu t of a charge in rolicy in 19~6. 
Lease Rate folicies. The situation with r .gard to lease rate 
policies of the l~nd board is noL clear. For example, at the Denver 
meeting, Mr. Willburn, board commissioner engineer, said that the 
rental fee is arrived at by the productivity of what the land is being 
leased for. On the other hand, at the Colorado Springs meeting, Mr. 
Ramsey board president, reported that "when a man comes in there, a nd 
renewed (sic) a lease for ix years. and went out here the next day 
and put it in a five-year soil bank contract, we knew nothing about 
that~ and cared less, as a mat er of fact." 
xxi 
1his raises the question as to how the matter of productivity 
is evaluated if the board does not care to know the purpose for which 
the land will be used, especially Jn view of the fact that the board 
knowingly would issue a lease at 37¢ per acre, part of which, at 
least, was pldred in the federal .oil bank program. 
Reference is rndde to Tablr· 7, on page 28, showing that, com-
pared · o other s a cs. Colo1c.1do rc1riks high in terms of surface lease 
rentals, as may be no Led in the f ,1 lowirv;,i s1in1mary: 
Total ·urface Income Aor i c: L1 l bird l Lectses Grazing Leases 
Oklahoma $ l. 31 1/.'c.1 sh i nq t0n $7.03 Colorado $.31 
Nebraska 1. l:J Montano 3. 16 ~:ashington .20 
'Na sh i ng ton 1.02 ColorJdn 2.56 Wyoming .20 
Co lorc1do • <12 IrJa ho 2. 10 Idaho .u 
Montana • .:1 l 11izon:J. 1.97 N1ontana .09 
North Dakota • /4 0 Oreqon .08 
Idaho . 17 Ad zona .05 
Arilona .10 11ew M xico .05 
New Mexico .05 
Lease Lale Reductions. In revi •1.·ng th~· · ,oard's proceedings. 
a few ins ances were nc ed wl ere leas ra e~ were reduced. One 
instance, reported in the prrceedings o- Februory 28, 19SS, ~as to 
Lhe effect thal the boc1rd felt. the lease t1 /.~r. Carl Hussey was tno 
high whereupon it ordered th_ old 1£ase erncelleo and o rew fiv -
year lease issued. The original 1 se S-28?41, W,'15 issu-d ,.or he 
period March 6, 19')4, to March f, lC:,9, dt tie annual rte of i>S.00 per 
acre 0n 140 acres o- agricui ura1 ldnd and 34¢ pe. acre on 500 acres of 
grazing lanrl. The rates undPr th~ n•~ ledse arP 2.7, per acre nn he 
140 acres of agricul ural lan ;:snd 1<lct oer acre on 1.he :>00 acres of 
grazinq land. 
A simil,r report to the Hussy lease is no ed in he prnceed-
i.rigs for June 29 19~6. as follows: 
"8f!cause of th rentdl rate beino excessive, 
thE.. Board ordrr~d the cdnccll, ti~n o Lase 
Ko. 3-277C9, effectivn March 2~th, 1956, and 
uno 0 r Apolication ',6/373 a new f.ive year lease 
is gr,n ed the· lessc0 a ... a rE·ntal rate of $0.40 
per acrP per dnnum, the lease l0 dale from 
Mc.,rch 2~~h, 19:>6. Lt.:_s e, Eva Adcock." 
J-27709, which w1 ive-1~ 1r gr~Linq lease b ginning nn March 2S, 
19:,3, c~r ied a y dTly r tP of 11.2~ per acre on ~9.7~ acres of grazing 
land. 
I is roted tha. thPS• ac' ions were a ken under th rrovisions 
of rie Colorado sidtu e , bdr1q !.J cti ms Ll2-3-9 and 112-3-14. 
'<Xii 
• Soil B<1nking. The boaro 1 oin ed out to he committee that the 
law autho1izes ten-year agricul ural r grazino lJases and reported 
that, in ex ending some leases to allow lessees to participate in he 
soil bank prooram, no lease was ever extended over the oriainal ten-
year period. -Also, it was stated that hese leases were n~t 
renegotiated or new leases issued: 11 ~~0 rat.es were changed, or anything 
o I at sort. Ne jus made an ex _nsion. 11 
In regard to the report ha no l ses were extended for soil 
banking purposes over the original ten-year period, i.e., ten years 
from the date the lease was first pu int0 ef ec , in the board's 
proceedings for February 28, 19S8, lease num .er S-279S8 (Mr. 1:. A. 
Forbes, lessee) was extenot!d o Dec :1mL,er 4, l 9(ti, which lease went 
into eff~ct originally on Uecernber 4, 1953, or 11 years over-dll. 
Sec"ion 112-3-18 (l), 19')5 C.H.S. Supplement, states: 11 ••• No lease 
of such lands for grazing or agricultu_al ,urposes shall be ror a longer 
po:riod than ten yea:rs ... " 
The s atement that no leas n ootlations or rate chanoes were 
made a_so appears to bP jn error. !r ihe pr~ceedings for Aug~st lS, 
:9S9, two lessees who had entered in o soil bank contracts for erms 
longer lhan i:he' r state lvna leases provid~ ·• request:id that their 
s '- a t. e la n c:i l ea s e s o e c a n c ·. 11 e o a rt d new o n s i s sued . l h i s : a s 
oo~e at no increase in r~nt~l rate for one (Mr. Ralph L. Foxwor hy), 
but the rental rate was increased for the other lessee (Mr. J. E. 
3aker), from 'i,1.00 to 11."}0 per acre on l2'J agricultural acres and 
from 33¢ .o 3~¢ per acre er year on 43~ crazing acres. 
nn -ebrua~y l~, 19~7, the board gran ed a lease at what appears 
to be a grazinq land ra~e, part of vhich at lEast ~as to be placed in 
th~ soil oank program. :he proc~L.'dings fnr iha date con ain he 
following st tement: 
11 in ,1rdcr tha•_ ..5·ate lesser:-. Leone1rd C. 
T;:;rter.11'r19 1 may r:or term Lo the Soil 
Bank rronram, I~ 91 arc ordered that 
Ledses .:.::i-2837 an<.! S-~8':>17 be cancelled 
clS of Jc1nur1ry 1, 19';7, tile lends held 
'ne:-cunn r o be c >mbincd into one l ;:ise 
a 1.. a n:11tal rati..: of 37¢ p 1 re per 
d n nu in • L u s e t.r) ri r> a s i x y 0 a r e rm 
lec1se .•. " 
t"r.:.or to this lease, conso}jdcJti.rn, ,,-:;'8'376 nae; be.en PS aolished on 
St::p cmb,~r ~-, 1<)':)4, as o five-yedr lL'as . , at '.he. ralc of 32¢ per acre 
f01 0ri'iz~n9 USE:- • .S-28">17, lo run frnr;1 Jcnudry 13, lC)"'i"J• to January 
13, l,..it~C'J, olso h~, a rcJt .. of 32q pc r cirre f1)r grazinq use. 
llovi Vt r, a;; rc•pnr i.l.t.l on r,c1cw 14. ~• - le-own~o land is no longer 
el·qiti~E:: 1.. 1 > r11 l 1-,ccd ~r, 1, e '.eo r1l sr.il ank roarc'.lm, and this con-
sc•q;,i:.n:..ly i::, 1,-..·. nov: ;:i ~ur1cnl issi::. fe(0r,:, th. committee. 
APPRAISAL PRACTICES 
THc TERM "APPRAISER" TO MANY PEOPLE MEANS A PERSON WHO PLACES 
A VALUE ON SOMETHING, P,ND IN THE CASE OF THE TITLE II FIELD APPRAISER 11 
FOR THE LANO BOARD, THI:: 1ERM MAY BE FELT TO MEAN ONE WHO PLA.CES A VALUE 
OF SO MANY DOLLARS PER ACRE ON STATE LAND. THE LAND BOARD HAS INFORMlD 
THE COMMITTl:E THAT. BY AND LARGE, THIS IS NOT THE BASIC FUNCTION OF 
THEI!--l APPEAISEHS AS G~NERALLY THC-: LESSEES AND THE APPRAISERS DISCUSS 
THE U:.ASE.S IN TERMS OF fl!E REN!AL HATE PEH ACkE AND NOT VALUE PER ACl· E, 
ANO l HAT THL: VALUE FIGUHE PEk ACHE REPOHTED HAS LITTLE MEANING AT !\LL. 
IN SUBSTANCE, IT APPEAl-~S THA THE BOAHD I:MPLOYS FIELD 11 REPRl::.~ENTATIVCS" 
HATHl:.:R TrLi\N 11 ,\PPRAISERS 11 IN THE SENSE OF ESTABLISllI G LAND VALUES. 
AS R[PORTED IN TABLl 17, ON PAGES 55-56, THE RATE PER ACRE 
PLACED ON U:1\S!:S IN 195:>, 1957, AND 1960 VARIES FRnM DISTRICT TO 
DISTRICT AND CUl'HY TO C0UNTY TO SUCH AN EXTENT THAT NO OVH~-ALL POLICY 
IS EV IDEN f. FURTHLRMORI:, 1 HE !30,\IU; HAS 1.-.ErnRT ED THAT IT CONS IDEHS THE 
VALU!:.S PEli ACHE REPOhTL:D DY THl:: APPRAISERS TO BE G1.:NERALLY MEAN INGLES~. 
fl.NOTHU{ PUZLLING ASPt:.CT IN HEGARD TO THE BOARD'S APPKA ISAL 
PRACTICE.:: IS Tlr SUB.STANTIAL DIFFEHENCt. IN RATIO (NOT DOLLAHS) OF 
HE .I UHf\! 9ET'.',/EH,J GhAL.JNG AND AGH2:CUL.l U1{1'.i.L LEASES. 01-.J THE BASIS OF THE 
SEP:Ei/,PEH 1960, LAND BChlW APPRAJS/ L.3, STATE Glv\ZING LAND HI\S i\N 
,\VER/\GE VALUATjOl'J Of :iil6.38 /.i\JD :\N AVERAGE HENTAL OF $.316 FER ACRE, 
COMPARED TO A i64.80 VALUE AND $2.45 RENTAL PER ACHE FOR AGRICULTURAL 
LA~D. THUS , Ir TEkMS Of k[N1AL TO VALUE, GhAZING LESSEES ARE PAYING A 
l. 93 FER C:::NT ki::TUHl\J WHILE ACRICULTURAL LES.Sc.ES Al<E PAYH!G A 3. 78 PER 
CLNT F.E1U?.(J. 
THt. JUSTIFICATION FOR THIS SITUATION TS DIFFICULT TO VNDl:-.RSTAND. 
OBVIOUSLY, ..\Gk.ICULTUH,•\L LcSSl::l:S SHOULD PAY /\ HIGHEi=l. DOLLAR RATE PER 
ACkl 1HAN GRAZING L~SSl~~, AS THEIR EARNINGS THEREFROM ARE EXPECTED TO 
Bi-_ .:.uJSTJ .. 1-.jTli~LL\1 CRE/\ Tlr{ CUT 1\ T THE ~AME TIMf: IT WOULD BE HEl\.SOi'-i/\DLE 
TO LXT'E:.CT T'l,\T fl--![ /{/•.-rn OF f;.ENT/\L T0 V/\LlJE ViOIJLD GE TH!: SAME OR NEARLY 
1;"C .3A!-/,E I' pr·:ri! CA.:.,ES. O"lH[R C(1Nu1TIONS DEING EQUAL. 
Denial of Access to P0tential L~ssees 
Some carcels of state :and are entirely surrounded by <leeded 
land belonging lo one 01;1.nrr. In heso2 cases, comrPUt.ion for the 
state parcel c ,rn bc1 obvir1 .ed wh1c'n acr:ess thereto is denied by the 
t·1rivate land owner. On he other hand such an isolated parcel may 
assume a nuisance value beyond its 0cLual Vdlue to the owner of the 
surrounding private lond. 
1/,'hilo:1 the committee is c1V\.arc of lhe problems which can result 
from this situation. the members oo no believe Lhis to be a problem 
r qu.iring legislative ·1c:Uon. 1hr· rommitlce would suqgest hal the 
state land board explor0 his siLua1ion further to determine if any 
ad~1i~i~ -~0 tive action shc,u]d L>e l.okf-1n_ to C.OTTE.·Ct anr abuses ~n these 
ra~e~ dnO, wh0re an bcceptahle off0r 1s made, to se l these isolated 
tr a c t.s. 
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.. Landowner Se1vices 
As mentioned on page 37 some of the western states make 
allowances for such lessee oclivities as soil conservation or noxious 
weed control work. In this state, the law requires lessees to be 
compensated in the even o[ lease transfers or land sales for authorized 
impro vements which they have made, including fences, wells, sto~k tanks, 
etc., but no speci~ic authorizations are provided to credit lessees 
for soil conservation, nox·ous weed control, or similar activities. 
lhe present law adequa~ely protects the investrnen in improve-
ments by lessees and no additional rharge is needed, It is to the 
lessee's benefi to maintain the land in 1ts most profitable cnndition 
and no c=edi~s need therefo1e be provided by the state land board. 
Non-resident Lasse •s 
:on-rcsjdent lessees of sta~e land appear to cause some concern 
to Colc~aco rtsioents who are unable to obtain leases on s~ate land. 
~hile somE s~d es imoose res rictinns on non-residents, the committee 
docs not bE: ev• it vould bP constitutional to limit state land leases 
to Colorar:,~ ~E.s '"': · :; only. In aocj tion, this could be a limiting 
factor in ·~-ms o& rr~aining the maximum revenue yield as it would 
reduce c0mr,,t:~i)n -r some ins ances. 
Lessee lmorovements on State Land 
Lessees may add improvements o their state land under lease 
in the form of 'ences, wells, build"ngs e~c., and the title thereto 
is retainec oy the lessee on all such improvements which had received 
the authoriza~ion o tne land ooaro. Lessee improvements are also 
subject to ad Vdlorern axaiion.* 
AS authorized oy law, in the event a lessee no longer controls 
the lease, he musl be cowpensated for the value of these im. rovements 
by the new les~ee or owner of the land. 0ne effect of the present 
provision is to lirni t lease corn11"" i ion and land sales in ca es where 
there is disdg eement over the Jppraiscd value of the improvements 
as set by the land ooard . 
. A. ch•.,ck o; .. he 1959 report of lhe Sta e Tax Commission shows 
that improvements on sta e Lano are placed en the tax rolls in only 
34 of .. he ~3 counties where this :.and · s lo( ated. To illus 1.,rale, one 
state 1~ase alone in Washington County has lessee improvements valued 
by the land b(l~1rd at $2Q,6ll, but no sucl1 assessments at all are on 
that county's tax rolls. In view o· he fact that some counties 
report that their tax base suffers as a result of the slate land 
located therein, the commi · ee would merely point out that a number of 
counties apparen ly are not concerned enough now to utilize their full 
taxing powers on lessee improvements. 
ec ion 137-12-1 (S), 137-12-18, 1957 C.R.S. Supplement. 
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Conflict of Interest 
1hroughout the course of this study the issue of conflict 
of interest on the part of land board members and employees and other 
state officials (legislator$ for the most part) has received a great 
deal of publicity in the press. The committee not only has been quite 
aware of Lhis issue but hds devoted a substantital amount of consideration 
to this question. Moreover, the committee would like to point out that 
it found no evidence to indicate that any state law in this connection 
was violated nor that any public official exerted pressure upon the 
land b0ard to receive 11 ravorable 11 lease terms, 
However, the Siate Board of Land Commissioners and its employees 
MUST BE l\6CIVE SUSPICION IN COLLECTING HEVENUES FOR THE SCHOOL CHILDREN 
OF THIS SfAlE. The current practice by some field appraisers OF THE 
BOARD of engaging in private real estate brokerage or sales agent trans-
actions RAISES TllL QUESTION or- WHETHEH OR NOT THE EMPLOYEE WOULD KE:.EP 
THE SCHCJOL r-LIND'~ BLST INTl=RESTS UPPEnMOST IN HIS ACTIONS, PARTICULARLY 
\!HEhE Tlll.: PEI SONS PAYING HIM REAL ESTATE CO/IAMISSIONS AHE ALSO LESSE[S 
OF STA1E LAND. 
E:mo tiona li srn 
Another cause of friction and discontent may well be classified 
as "em<1 Lionalism." That is, because two members of the three-member 
board ~r0 s.rongly identified with the interests of cattlemen, non -
lessees ~ay suspec~ the existence of an 1'unholy 11 alliance between the 
boaid and i~s rancher-lessees On the other hand, state land lessees 
aopecr to be suspicious of any changes in this area as it is a matter 
~hich for many, is felt to directly threaten their economic livelihood. 
""'.""o illustrate. some of these people may be quick to accept any state-
ment as fact which is in support of their position regardless of its 
validity, or discount anything which does not surport their position no 
m~tter how accurate it mighL be; also, rumors are readily believed no 
ma~ter h0w antastic they might be. such as one that the purpose of this 
coffirnittee was to raise state land rental rates to a minjmum of $1.00 
per acre:. 
Some help might be provided by altering the board's compo~i-
tion o include a more reprPsentrJtive membership, or -the administrative 
slr~c ~ure could be alterPd to eslAhlish an Rppeals bo~rd. This latter 
b(), rd ci1her could be Ln addi , ion to or in place of the present full-
time board. In any case. these ch;H1qes would require constitutional 
-1mendrnent. <'ind the- com11i ttee i.s by no means convincer! that such action 
is w.-=irri'ln-':.ed ~t this time. AHBITTTARY On CAPPICIOUS ACTlON BY ADMTN-





Preference to Lessees 
Preference to state land lessees is provided by law in that 
ttbefore land shall be leased to anyone other than the present lessee 
said present lessee shall be given ten days notice and an oppor unity 
during said ten days to negotiate with th. state board of land 
commissioners c 11eerning a new lease.""' As a general rule. the land 
board has interpreted this to mean that a lessee will have to meet 
any other bio which the Loard feels is made in good faith and within 
reason. Also, y board ruling, lessees usually are given the right 
to retain land under lease on whi h an cceptable sales bid has been 
mdde at dn increased r ntal rate. 
l 1lf RO/\fD'~ fOL=cv fu'.::)!'tJCr,•· ~IT '.)F nrr 1, 195q APPt::ARS 
CO'.:~rsrr~n '',_ P LFGIS'..-r\-TVt:: r-·. i' TO ~UY!. L:-S-..>:·F~ TO RFTAIN LFASrS 
A. A.' !NCRr-4,' D PY':TAL r1.ATH1 Pl ~: LL Tllf" !..AND. l!CJV.t:VfR, THF prn-
C:=.1f.i\';' ~ co;JT/\I: 1'D l.; :-HA: 'L fT J A'.. I~~ Nt: I') OF CHANC.if, BECAU~r 
-:-H=Y 'r.,"IT -w· Lf"....,SEf -:-'J H'),._,'.) ~~ r i... ,T> A ;., f{f" !TJ\!.. OF 3 P::r. CFtff OF 
ITS V/1.I .. . A l~ Tl n.;• • 1-1r- LA'U' 8 D V.£\LUE IS ALTCJ-
Gr: n:-:r lTA..:!PlY. 
A S:f,)GU : r11crt•T;:..c;· -P,.11••r l'/. EA...::r- 1:, J i..~) .,,A.i.:--: ~CHOOL 11f\,T .flJFS 
rw . rv,....:\/,!... rlUtJr,r:rr· THOU~/d<J LXJ i ;..· ..;, 
Fo:::-t. Lewis 3c!, ol 
As reported on cage 14, mineral riqhts on the land belonging 
to _ne Fort Lewis School a-r1;; to b. leased jointly by the State Board 
nf ~ana Comrn:ssioners and the State Do rd of Aoriculture. It seems 
to tht comm:ttee :hat this Lesponsibility shouid be solely one or 
the o ~er of these two boa=ds, but r o bo h. In view of the fact 
tnat tne _ano board maintain& a min ral de,artment headed by a pro-
fessiona.'.. ge log·st, 1J.it.1 yea -a-ound at1..ention oeing devoted to oil 
anc gas leasing activi ies, he commi tee believes that the land board 
should ~e provioect comolet~ leasing ~uthorily. Such a step would also 
preclude any future reoccurr nc~ of disagreement between the two boards 
as to the best t·m o lease oil nd g-s or o~her mineral rights. The 
committee also believes that the 1 nd boa_o's policy of attempting to 
keep as much mineral rights under lease as possible is sound, and that 
it wc,1J,;,.d be unwis_ to spe:c a . with these leases. 
The comm·tt e dpproves ~he present po ·cy of he board of 
advising the Siate Board of ,griculture and the Board of Regents of 
the Universi1..y of Colorado of the sale of any o- the lands granted 
Coloraao State University and the University of Colo ado. 
* Section 112-3-18 (J), l95S C.R.~. ~upplemenl, 
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Unbalanced Distribution of State Land Among Counties 
A major cause of friction or discontent results from the 
unbal<.11 <;d distribution of state and among the 63 Colorado counties. 
As shnw11 1n Table 1, the amount of state land varies considerably from 
county to county. Some counties, especially those having large amounts 
of state land, feel that they have a substantial tax problem as a 
result of this land not being on the tax rolls. Similarly, resentment 
may result on the part of some counties since the public school income 
fund is dis .ributed on an equal per aggregate pupil basis o all counties 
regardless of the amount of school land loca ed therein. 
An addi ional result from the laroe concentration of state 
land in some counties is the ere tion of large land lessees. For 
example, grazing leases consisting of more than 10,000 acres of state 
land encompass 945,000 acres, or approximately one- hird of the state 
land board's surface total of 2,895,000 acres. A rela ed point in this 
respect is the board's policy of consolidating leases held by one leesee 
in~o one lease wherever pnssi~le: this prac ice h .s brought reports of dis-
con cnt an the part ot potential competitive bidders who may be 
in erested in only a portion of the land under lease. 
An obvious solu ion to lhe problem of he unbalanced distribu-
ion of state land which has been suggested to the committee would be 
for the land to be sold in an orderly manner. As pointed out earlier, 
however, Lhe committee believes that such proposals should await the 
ou come of improvements on tht presen system as recommended in this 
report. 
AT TH S/\/,\F T 1: ·,i=. 7H:=: O)' •·' I-:-Trf ,\1-'l·RFC l_l\Tr S THr- PllOBLr::v\ V!HICH 
L.\:1c;:: CONC~tnru;TIONS OF __;1A.T[ :_,:.. ll'1 \ft:. rrL:- TO FRF~r.1 1T Hl SO/s',r COUNTIES. 
TH:= COi,\/ • _ TTrr THi:r. i-r-os f ::;uGG? .3T __: Tl ii\ 1 T; ::- CiE: 17.A ..... .A.SSf/:i3LY CONSID::.P. THC 
i.;ocs1B:LITY ur- PrR/\ITTlNG LOC/1.L GOV -r. '.i r-.~T._ TO .'\SS-SS u=.ASF--HOLD 
r;:r~rr- ..... T or ..:.un:-,'..cr- P.TGli-:-S A:~ TIIL Y l 1A\lf :101':i: FOR orcAocs \\ITH ViUVATE 
;:,~tJ-J/1L r,IGllf'~ ON STAT[-0\·',/N.::D L/\i~D. 
The crea . · on of large lessees of state land means to some 
potential l ssees that they Cdnnol compete on equal terms in attempt-
ing lo secure leases on par of these acres. While it has been 
suggested to the committee that leases to any one person be limited 
in size, the comm:ttee believes tha such a program w0uld not be an 
e q I Ji table solution and c o u l d le a o to a dm i n is tr a ti v e di f f i cu l ties in 
the enforcement there0f. Furtl.er, he committee believes that if a 
person i5 willing lo offer the highes bid or meet the highest bid on 
school ldnd, the school fund shou)d not be pt?nalized by restricting the 
amo1int of acres in this monner. Also, in some cases it would be 
difficult to break up large leases into smaller ones due to water 
righ s, no access to the land other than by the prcsen lessee, and 
because the value of the imnrovements which have been added to 'he 
land by the presen lessee ~ould make it impractical for any one olher 




T+IE LAW SHOULD A rl RF "'."I IAT LEASf- l~r Nt'i/AL TI 'F WILL BH ING THf-
OPPO!HUNI rv For, CO/,\PFTITOr. TO RID ON nir OUTER 1-JARTS OF TH~ LEAS!:: IN 
160-ACHF PARCELS NOT JFOPARDIZihG fHf ESSFNTIAL U~'ITY OF TllE f Hir.E 
L[l\SJ:" TI1ACTS. 
Findinqs as Related to the State Forest Timber Contracts and Grazing 
Permits 
Timber Contracls. It appears that commercial timber cutting 
in the state forest will cease by the close of 1962. Three cutting 
blocks containing 5,300,000 board feet remain to be cut. Twenty-one 
cutting contracts have been let. The stumpage prices have varied with 
each contract. Provisions containeo in some conlrac s have not. be~,1 
enforced as to the minimum amoun to be cu in any single year. 
Several con racts hdve been extended more nan once. without any 
adjustment of stumpage price to market prices which then prevailed. 
Overcutting the amount of ·h~ beard feet provided in the original 
contract has teen characteristic, with the overcutting ranging from 
24 to 406 per cent. This overcutting, in 11 contracts, and the repeated 
extension of t~e orig·nol contract. in 17 contracts, has been accomplish-
ed without advertising or compelltive bidding. 
When the rema'ning irnber has been cu~, the revenue from the 
timber will be nil and mus come from th grazing leases and the 
miscellaneous sale of posts, p0les, Christmas trees, and pulp wood 
oependent upon a market for pulp wood. 
Good reproduction exists, but much covered area is in need of 
thinning. ~oderate to seve_e fire hazards exist and will become worse 
unless fire breaks are installed, slash is rninim:2ed, and fire combat 
equipment is made available closer ~n the forest. 
Grazinc Fe~mits. When the state fores~ was established, those 
ranchers holdinq U.S. Fores"" qrazir,c1 allotments in the area of the 
sate forest weie granted sta-e graiina p rmi s. Prior o June l, 
1956, the rentals were on a per animal month unit basis of 23-1/4¢ 
for sheep and $l.16-2/3t for cattle. In 1956 all permi~s were renewed 
and placed on a per acre rental basis with rentals ranging from 8.S 
cents to 18.2 cents per acre. All permits were consolidated on June 
l, 1959, and reissued for a en-year perioo to the Stale Forest Grazing 
Association for an amount equal to he otai ren als paid by the 
inaiviaual permit holders. 
In effect, all grazing permit~ have been extended without 
advertising. When one lease was dropped. it was aovertised and sold 
for a bonus payment of i2,~SO. The Crazing Association now pays an 
annudl rental of $8,90d far 70,317 acres of land at a rate equivalent 
to 12.6 cen~s per acre. Th 0 s~ate lease to the Association provides 
that subleasing to any person o her than stockholders in the Association 
will au oma ically cause loss of priority or preference right to 
renewal. This provision will be a future hindrance to open competitive 
bidding for the grazing rights in the sta e forest. 
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Recommendations. The committee requests the director o the 
Slate Department of latural Resourc~s to submit to the a1rd Gene al 
A~sembly proposals for the cons_rvd ion, exchange. or other disposition 
of the state forest. 
Legislative Changes RecommPnded 
Certain legislative and administrative chang~s, i adopled, 
would serve to alJ.cvidl.e or ~liminc1te many o~ he difficultie5 or 
causes of friction nnrl cor1ce1n ½hich w re found by the cnmmi Lee. 
Board's Rule-making Powers. The present law should e amended 
to requir he land board lo follow well-d fined, standard procedures 
in establishinn amending, or rerealinq any of it~ r les or regulctLinns. 
All rules and regt1lations shoLlld be adopt~d in accnrdance with the 
Administrative [rocedure Ac nf 19_9 (Ch~p er 37, Session Laws of l9SQ), 
dnd in addition all ules should be submit.led to the At orrwy General 
for acivic as to heir legality. In any even., continuing rerorts 
crncernin J ;Jny such acUons should be provided the director of he 
Department of Natural Resources . 
.StJP.LEASING. THE PkESE,11 S JBLl.:/\ !N(J POLICY• GR POLICIE:S, or 
·r Hf: s r A ·1 l LA~:o DOA1 D CONSTI1 Ul E I $01.JHCE (1F FH ICT ION ,.iHICH ::;110ULD [H-
cnHHl:CT ED l-N U:GISLATH~N SPECIFICALLY PfiOlllBITING .:3lJBLE/\SING IW 
LLS.S!.:ES, INCLUDING IMMEDIA 1 C LEA-E CA CELLATION IN CASES OF VIOLATIONS. 
Land Values. Land board appraisers should include e timated 
values in heir rPport.s wh1ch have some meaning, such as the minimum 
price which might be exriPcted fnr sales purposes. The board would tlwn 
· e able to maintain a closer rrview on the prac ices and renlal rates 
set by the a 1praisers, as well as have fairly ur- o-da e and realistic 
figures on this land and what rate of re urn is being realized from 
lease rent.als. 
Valu~s of mprovernents. In order to rrovid a 1111=-ans of 
S(ttling dis ut s over the appraised value of lesse 1rnr,rov0ments, ano 
cnrrespnndinqly inc ·ease competition, the committee recommends tha 
the law b: amendnd o require an independen appraisal hy S'JmP0ne no 
r0nnected wi h any o the arties involv(d, includina the stdte lane 
board. in cases of r:onfl'c ing lease arrl'cations or·sdles a plica ions 
i so demanded by either· arty. 
C onf lie of Inlf:"rest. Leoi la i0r1 ~houl.d be enacted providino 
t hd no Lrnd boa rd me mb _ r or emr l ny , should JJE CTiNN!J:TED ,(ITI! nl-{ ha v 
d f:IN/U'1C ... l,\L JNTL:HEST IN A~iY sta11 li=•ase. L <]islaticn prohibi .ing H",:d 
f s a· ( bro kerdgc or s lPS aqen 1c .i vi i :-><; on the oar of l;rnq b"" rei 
employePS shriulrl also b.-. adopted. A he same t.im~. he COfTHl\11 l.ee fc ,Js 
that il re-ev,1lua inn of he sc,L ry scale or the board's fielo dpprtlblrs 
miy ir re llrd or in c-rde1 ln r~lse .heir romoensation to a lev• 1 wh, 
h t o a JCJ c · n r c. d i n c nm r ,. t l' n t em r il o y e e s v-, i th o u t s 1 1 pr l Pm e n t ,d l II c om r> 
I rom ICrll ~ ale dPdlina~. 
XXX 
... 
Dn: cor.irn.:..ttee _,es no ner-d or re son to eliminate the RET-ilTION 
of leases on the part of .111y public offcial wro is no directly connec 
ed with the st~te l<l1 d loard. If such a position were t~ken, it would 
mean ha upon bEcomin0 a p.lblic:) 1ici1l, a per5,>r1 would have ... o 
sacrifice what might bP a vital par· of hi& me .. ns o earning al.iv li-
hood. This would be part ic:;lar l y p1ir. i live in th, ca 5e of part- U me 
public o,_fici;:ils whose 5ervices .1re- he:no providPd now in many 
ir.stances at-~ priva e financi ~1 5::icrifice. 
LAND /\PPRA!S.\_J A JD COi!1PFTI r1v= [ IODING. u~ Oll.Dl=n TO PRO 'ID: 
rnur- APPP.A .l . ·u V1\[Ur..:0 U1. ,_; rt .. f F ,j HGOL LAN") ::b CTUAL cm 1PfT: f ~ VE 
BIDDING FOR r1-1c: Lt-=ASING !"l!r .i-oF. Tl- . t:'0l.L 1' ;Jc FOU. -STr PHOGR.Al!1 IS 
R FC0/1',, •.~ND'.:'" D: 
1. S ;'ATE 3CHOOL LAND P.!l.fl.(T LJ Sl!OULD BF APP.v\ S:-0 FVFHY SIX 
YfAHS FOn L-A:I: 1G µ11n..P0:.1r.:..~ BY A nmr· -;:P'.!rr. TrAM CO\lSTSTI.lG OF THr 
COlNTY AS..,r£$0:-,. A LA.m BOAP.D .t,,ppr.,.\rS R. '\i 1D Qt,![- lOC/\L FAt1:•rr~ OR 
:-.fa.NCHr·n 1/.1HO IS A :0·1-Lrssi:-:_-- OF ::TA rr ~-A"''i ::t-lf) 1!.'0UU1 r--ir .I\Pror;:rr~ BY 
"'.'"!---F B0.~JW OF C:OllN fY C~X'.," 'SSIJNrn__.. :-~:" Ai-P-A. • -r::1 V.I\LI IE SHQt,.:_!) ·i1 ppc_ 
~r. 7 THTS (; 0 0 )P'S S li" ri-: OF fit" fr'\11 ".r;.~!(r'T VALlJ'" OF THE ...,;A.,..f 
P1\!1CE:....: OF LA~~:). 
2. ;\ ", ... tll''.UI\ L'.::,t;,::;, H :JTAL ~.AT::- .---:1 :n LD Bt:' .... ::.~_.:.,BL ISi.FD AT 4 
Pr!·, CFi\:T OF T"}: /i,;JD 1 S f-AT:1 "/\~:-:--:- V:\Ll)t" HJ~ ;!!GS!: PA ,c•:s '.',r!r:::PS 
CO; PETI--:-IO' rx I .;~. f"O~' OTHr:~ src~:0:: · u:- .5fl\T:= LAND rO .. '.'.'.lICH CO/-.-',-
V T:::TIVE 3ID~ t•.-:'.': ~o:- r,:-c- 'V::. 1). "Tl-'.:: , ;, ~) ~(),\.~'.) SHOULD co::Tl :u:::: TO 
OF~R . ci.r: TO CO! !..FC:- T:---F" 3 ~T r'.D'.--:-A:.., ~A-:.- 'J":· d ~AJLF. 
3. /\C~·::AL co·~r ·-...- ~~vr.. ::.rnr1r:'r1 ...,! ')t·~:i 3~ r·;cour l\Gi:::D IF -:-H..-
sc:1:x.1;__ F:l\:o T:,j TO r:sc,-I'.1:- -=-~..- ,"i:.~• ::·,y•, r" ::r..,!.. ,A-:- 8 0 ._'.li3L[ DJ LIG!!T 
C,F ::An.K:r co:DITIGrJ'.3 1,.-~J co1·--:~--=~r;· · ..rr1 G(Y)D L/>.1:~ :P."\GCi,c,T llfl./\C-
TICTS. :-o -:-·:: ...... -i:O. AT -H= .... AS Y.i<'.:r---: 0\T[OrJ ·,1\: 1 A:.YO!''.: SHG\JLD BE 
/\LLm·;ro -.-CJ CO'. r-r· WITH ,1\ '·11~:~••,t''.', .\ ) G? c. PrT'. GfN. O:= :HE LAt'\D'S 
Fl\[r. t',APKr=T V. ,~o:,1us ·;.;r:~: -~) ;r-:=r=:-1~ \!( r- \LLQI!.'':;) ---;-·i::- OLJ 
LfSSfE A':°J AT 
4. AS LO;~G::::R----:-"R;' L."/\S.-S flt\v- B-r.,. rI OR-ED BY ~;TA-F L 1·0 
l.FSSE:ES TO ~r 1//0 ·:TH l'iCC::- Ti:A, :rl[ pr,--nrr 01/-Y:AP. LrAsrs J~SUED 31' 
THF BOARD, LFA . .:r TE:/'1..; HOl LO JF l'.'.;CR r AS' D TO .l 2-Yf Aq pt R IODS '.'.'ITH 
THF PROVISION THAT. FO L0':/1':G :l"-A:-)Pf-JdSt,L J\ND c:...ASS FfCA' ION AT THr FND 
OF THE FI~ST SIX YFAf1S, ru-;--.:Tr'\LS s::ut'[ [1 [ff ADJ 'STED Ti' AC'C0!1DA.NC!? WITH 
ANY CHAi':Gr- I: THF APPR/>.1 :°.)-·o ,\1.ARKE r V ~ l.l f • F ITHF R. IJf '.:Ann..; OF. Dm1JN'/\"Arms. 
Lese Consol id tjons a11d ,_xt ·nsio'ls -·he committee consi<lers 
the board's policy of con5olid;itinq ll,"[) ~y-:--.:DINCj leasP.s as one which 
is not justific,d h.y resul-'-irg in mo,P adr.ii11·s rative efficiency when 
compnred to its effec of PFDUCING COMPFTITfIV~ RIDDING anrl causing 
concern on the pnr of wouid-bP lessees th~t his represents an attempt 
o exclude them frorri bidd·i.110. l.F{iI~LATION WITH S.AYCTIOt~S SHOULD ASSURf-
Tl~T NO LrA ✓r~ A~r FXTrNDfD, OR T[R~S AMFNUFD, ~ITHOUT IUBLIC NOTICE 
AND AN OPfJORTUNl TY FOR COM Pr rTTI 1:::: RIDDI !G. 
xxxi 
Administrative Ch~naes Recommended 
TIIF COMMITTEF P.ECOGNizr-s THAT A GREAT DEAL OF THE ADMH!IS-
TRATIO I OF oun STAT[ LANDS t.\G.ST nr LFFT TO ADMI 'lISTRATIVE DISCf1FTIO l. 
HO'.'/EV!:!l, THt: CO,/,MITT-f'. co: nr: ms TO THE ATfENTIO ! OF THE LAND BOARD 
TH!.: Am. r. llSTRATIVE !1ECO.~\ ENDATION.., WHICH APPFAR IN THF MAI J BODY OF 
THIS P.EP0:1. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
It is he hope of the minori y 
subMi ting this report thnt it 
will supply the deficiencies 
which are apparent in the 
majori y report. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Represen ·ativt Forrest Burns 







PUBLIC SCHOOL LANDS 
IN COLORADO 
As a general policy, the federal government granted title 
to varying amounts of lands to the states upon their admission to 
the Union. Much of the land was granted for use in supporting the 
common school systems, with additional grants being made for other 
purposes. In Colorado, under the state's Enabling Act, sections 
16 and 36 in every township, or equivalent lands, were granted for 
the support of the common schools. Additionally, 50 sections each 
were granted as lands for public buildings and for a state peniten-
tiary; 72 sections were granted for the use and support of a state 
university, and a small amount of land (19,000 acres) was provided 
for the development of commercial salt production. At the time of 
the state's admission in 1876, these grants amounted to approximately 
4,000,000 acres. 
A State Board of Land Commissioners composed of the governor, 
attorney general, secretary of state, and state superintendent of 
public instruction was established to administer these lands granted 
the state. Because sections 16 and 36 were not available in every 
township for granting title to the state as a result of homesteads, 
Mexican land grants, Indian lands, etc., one major function of this 
board was to select lands in an amount to equal the original total of 
two sections per township. About one-half of this total acreage of 
school land was selected in this manner. 
For whatever reasons the selections may have been made at 
that time, the results have been large concentrations of state 
school acreages in some counties and little or none in other coun-
ties. As reported in Table 1, most of these large r,oncentrations 
are found in counties in the eastern part of the state. Moreover, 
surface acreages administered by the state land board represents 
more than ten per cent of the total county land area in six coun-
ties: Alamosa (12.0%); Bent (14.3%); Custer (12.2%); Fremont 
(13.5~); Otero (14.7%); and Pueblo (15.41c). On the other hand, 
no surface land administered by the land board is located in ten 
counties: Costilla, Delta, Garfield, Hinsdale, Mesa, Mineral, 
Montrose, Rio BlHnco, San Juan, and Summit. 
It may be noted that, of the original grant of 4,000,000 
acres, about one-fourth of the surface acreage has been sold. 
However, by federal and state law the mineral or subsurface rights 
are retained by the state when the land is sold. The state conse-
quently has titlI to mineral rights on approximately the original 
4,000,000 acres. 
1. Prior to legislation in the early 1920's, some rather small 
amounts of mineral acreage were sold. 
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Present State Board of Land Commissioners 
The original state land board was replaced in 1911 when the 
present'board was authorized by constitutional amendment.2 Board 
members consist of a president, a register, and an engineer who are 
appointed by the governor with the consent of the senate. The me~-
bers are appointed for six-year terms on a staggered two-year basis. 
The constitutional provision does not specify any qualifica-
tions for the persons appointed as president or register, but the 
person designated as engineer must be a civil engineer "who, for at 
least five {5) years, has been actively engaged in the practice of 
his profession." Board members are considered to be full-time 
employees and are presently paid salaries of $9,000 a year. 
Section 10, Article IX of our constitution, authorizes the 
State Board of Land Commissioners 11 to provide for the location, pro-
tection, sale or other disposition of all the lands heretofore, or 
which may hereafter be granted to the state by the general government, 
under such regulations as m~y be prescribed by law; and in such man-
ner as will secure the maximum possible amount therefor. 11 This 
section further authorizes the General Assembly to adopt legislation 
to require that the land will be ujudiciously located and carefully 
preserved and held in trust subject to disposal, for the use and 
benefit of. the respective objects for which said grants of land were 
made, and the general assembly shall provide for the sale of said 
lands from time to time; and for the faithful application of the 
proceeds thereof in accordance with the terms of said grants. 11 
Administrative Organization. The office of th~ State Board 
of Land Commissioners is divided into four general divisions under 
the direction of the board itself. These divisions are administra-
tive, accounting, mineral, and state forest, as shown in Chart 1. 
The board has a full-time staff of 26 persons who may be 
classified generally as follows: administrative, six pers?ns; . 
clerical, 13; field appraisers, four; and forestry a~d engineering, 
three. Board employees, excluding the members themselves, are 
under state civil service. 
From time to time the board may utilize part-time services 
of geologist consultants, foresters, and oil and gas appraisers in 
addition to its full-time staff. Each of the four field appraisers 
has been assigned a specific district in the state. These districts 
and the names and addresses of the board's appraisers are shown in 
Chart 2. 
2. Section 9, Article IX, Colorado Constitution 
- 3 -
Chart l 
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The cost of the board's operations for fiscal year 19S9 
tot~led $190,526.02~ Expressed in other terms, the board stated 
that. 011 the basis of 3,000,000 surface acres, the annual per acre 
cost of ,1dministration was six cents, and, after ;;;idding the 4,000,000 
acres of mineral rights, the per ~ere cost was $,0275. 
School Fund Revenues. All income from the administration of 
state land is credited to the several funds 1'owning 11 the land, the 
largest of which ~re the two public school funds. That is, the 
board administers land for the common schools, Colorado University, 
Colorado State University, the state penitentiary, the intern~l 
improvements fund, the public buildings fund, the saline lands fund, 
and the state general fund. 
Tables 2 and 3 list the receipts to the two public school 
funds for the past ten years, Receipts to the public school income 
fund. reported in Table 2, are distributed four times each year to 
every school district in the state on the basis of aggregate school 
attendance; actual county distributions made from the income fund 
for 1958, 19'.JO, a11d 1960 are shown in Table 4. The public school 
permanent fund (Table 3), however, "shall forever remain inviolate 
and intact'' and only the interest received on investments thereof 
may be used for distribution to the common schools. Consequently, 
monies received from the sale of school land and the various royal-
ties, or the sale of any "irreplaceable assets," are deposited in 
the permanent school fund. 
Receipts to the public school income fund have increased 
substantially over the past ten years -- from a low of $1,201,570 
in 1951 to a high of $3,594,618 in 1957. tapering off somewhat to 
$3,353,126 in 1960. While increased revenues from land rentals 
and interest in investments contributed to this gain, a significant 
factor was the addition of mineral lease rentals and timber sales, 
beginning in fiscal year 1953, as these receipts have been account-
ing for approximately one-third of the income fund since that time. 
nevenue receipts to the public school permanent fund, on 
the other hand, fluctuated considerably during the past ten years, 
due largely to the fact that its sources, such as land sales and 
receipts from escheated estates, have a more erratic nature than 
do the receipts to the income fund. Since 19~1, the lowest year in 
this respect WdS 1953 when receipts from miner~l lease rentals and 
timber sales were no longer credited to the permanent fund but were 
deposited in the income fund. 
Sen,ite Joint Resolution No. 24, 1960 Session 
In the 1960 session, the Color3dO General Assembly adoptPd 
C::.enate Joint Resolution No. 24 whi.ch dir!C!cted the Legislative 
Council "to study the procedures and policies of the state ho,ird of 
land commissioners with a view toward securing 0 maximum revenue 




the committee appointed by the Legislative Council to carry out this 
study held a series of five regional hearings in various areas of 
th~ state, followed by a state-wide hearing in Denver on October 6-
7. In addition, the committee directed the preparation of various 
data ·in order to shed light on questions which heretofore had been 
largely unanswered and subject to speculation in many respects. 
This report therefore represents a summary of the comMittee's activ-
ity over the eight months of its existence, from April to December. 
Statutory Provisions and Administr3tive Practices 
Statutory prov1s1ons governing the administration of state 
lands are provided generally in sections 112-3-1 through 112-3-46, 
1953 Colorado 1evised Statutes, as amended, based on a l~w p~ssed 
in 1919. The State Board of Land Commissioners has supplemented 
these provisio1s by adopting rul€s and regul~lions regarding the 
leasing of surface lands and mineral rights. 
General Administration 
The state land board is required to maintain a complete 
record of its proceedings and to preserve all important papers and 
documents pert~ining to state londs. Normally, board meetings for 
which a record of proceedings is kept are held on a semi-monthly 
basis. These meetings are largely devoted to matters of authoriz-
ing sales, investments, exchanges of 1.,nd, and reviewing conflicting 
lease applicatior1s, appeals from previous actions or decisions of 
the board or its employees, etc. 
In addition to thE board's general powers and dutie& in 
regard to the leasing and selling of land, the law directs the state 
land board to select and locate all lands grdnted the state by the 
federal government. As these selections were completed for all 
practical purpose& by 1920, this is no longer a major function of 
the board. 
Another section, C.R.S. 112-3-42, which has remained un-
changed since its passage in 1919, authorizes the land board to 
exchange lands with t~e federal government. Mos~ of the land in 
the State Forest in Jackson County was acquired in this manner, and 
this process is still being utilized. Only recently the board 
attempted to trade 25,000 acres of state land in El Paso County, 
which is leased to Fort Carson, for federal land utilization (''LU") 
land in Southeastern Colorado. In this instance, it was reported 
to the committee, the trade fell through as a result of pressure 
from lessees of the federal land who did not want to pay the higher 
lease rental rates if the state were to acquire this LU land. 
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Table 2 
PUBLIC SCHOOL INCOME FUND RECEIPTS 
fiscal Years 1951 Through 1%0 
Receiets 1951 1952 l<lSJ 1954 1955 1956 195., 1958 ~l_ 1%0 
Land Rentals 
School land $ 622,459 3 742t347 $ 925,081 $1,065,072 SI, 055, 061 :U, 164,593 $1,124,956 U,180,517 $1,183, 0'.;,4 $1,241,316 
State Fores~ & timber sales 4,644 4, 2<,5 43,0<,0 53,30,.1 69,795 69,048 67,666 54,682 49,961 25,343 
Interest on Invest~ents 574,464 54 7 ,8';,0 595,624 625, 24 '- 664,566 697,819 739,1,32 791,784 858,563 8%, 717 
n r.era l cl.en ta ls 677,775 Blc;,,600 l,24:,,828 1,410,152 1,661,943 1,211,899 1,448,437 l,189, 750 
.'! L see l la neou s 3 11 221 
Total U, 201,570 $1,294,463 52,241,530 $2,559,225 $3,03:,,250 SJ, 341,612 $3,594,618 $3,238,882 $3,540,015 $3,353,126 
Table 3 
PU!ll.IC SCHOOL PERMA.NENT HIND P,ECEIPTS 
Fiscal Years 1951 7hrough 1960 
,, 
P.evenue Receii:,ts 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 19".,<l 1960 
Sales 
L,nds* 534,570 $ 486,595 $ 394,207 '5 381,125 $ 242,814 $ 2&9,404 $ 366,010 $ 215,802 $ 235, 50!J t 360,959 
"Lghts of way 9,536 10.969 7,395 9,715 18,323 18,011 122,664 15,688 Ia ,618 8,667 
[n,;,rov e,nent s 375 '140 2,922 228 228 320 100 1,200 
Timber, sand & grav~l 49,343 41,670 
~lneral Royalties 43,943 74,130 77,209 176,322 3%,960 60<,,364 534,635 64Q ,455 778,014 674,198 
11.ineu l Rentals 481,681 578,583 
Tra.:',s.f er s - e sc h~~ted estates 11,612 12,241 14,064 6,369 2,385 13,839 2,663 l7, 294 8,307 '1,818 
'.!i sc~ 11 H,eous 7,011 ~.317 271 320 ~4 
~1Jb-tof'..~ 1 u ,138, Oil $1,209,945 ~ 495,797 $ 574, 1)3() $ 661,030 :; 907,582 $)., 026, 072 $ 898,242 $ 1,040,447 $ 1. 054, &12 
~ :c n - ~.e\· c null:' P.ec,aiets 
Repayments of lo~ns t 22,342 $ 69,668 $ 1',2, 760 $ 99,641 s 106,335 $ 153,638 .. 131,455 $ 384,559 ~ 643,385 $ 228,99.4 
I~vest~ents liquidated l, 111, 74 l 1,044,987 781), 234 1,215,360 955,345 661,63'.'. 586,248 716,609 l,0~8,429 2,463,632 
Total $2,272,15~ $2,234,600 11,338,800 $1,889,031 31,722,710 $1,722,852 $1,743,775 $1,999,410 t2,732,26l $3,747,468 
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STATE PUBLIC SCHOOL INCOME FUND DISTRIBUTION 
Fiscal Years 1958 Through 1960* 
19'59 
Payment Aizeor tionment Payment 
$ 159,419 $ 208,94'5 $ 176,054 
21,741 21,562 21,559 
235,304 211,125 244,016 
6,272 6,419 5,838 
15,038 15,744 15,744 
17,369 17,165 16,676 
113,438 116,900 116,985 
15,540 15,708 15,708 
6,332 6,259 6,259 
5,914 5,860 5,860 
26,161 25,080 25,325 
12,411 13,835 13,835 
10,089 9,935 9,272 
3,126 2,724 2,724 
36,514 33,643 34,693 
742,728 741,951 741,951 
5,391 5,403 5,419 
10,493 10,658 10,779 
10,195 10,415 9,765 
7,520 8,177 7,101 
221,693 234,372 235,313 
36,059 35,210 35,205 
25,970 26,091 26,058 
1,457 1,394 1,329 
9,136 9,121 9,377 
" .. . 
1960-
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Table 4 Continued: 
1958 1959 1960** 
County Aeeortionment Payment Aeeortionment Payment A!;!QOrt'ionm~nt Pa'£'llent 
Gunnison J; 10,750 $ 9,971 $ 10,829 $ 10,138 $ 10,077 $ 9,487 
HLnsdale 261 205 62 -0- 242 222 
Huerfano 15,381 15,381 14,428 14,428 13,279 13,279 
Jackson 4,546 4,546 4,223 4,223 4.141 4,141 
Jefferson 221,450 221,450 230,630 230,630 230,066 230,066 
Kiowa 5,781 5,781 5,814 5,814 5,310 S,310 
Kit Carson 15,6132 15,490 14,753 14,547 14,062 13,855 
Lake 17,337 17,337 17,716 17,716 12,815 12,815 
La Plata 40,487 41,298 42,189 42,832 40,885 41,444 
Larimer 92,588 93,211 91,656 92,305 87,191 87,810 
Las Animas 51,013 51,013 47,882 47,882 43,256 43,256 
Lincoln 12,913 13,163 12,572 12,722 11,651 11,616 
Logan 46,605 46,265 43,244 42,945 40,681 40,332 
I-- t:'.esa 109,872 110,223 109,318 109,609 102,310 102,580 
0 //inera 1 l,065 1,065 1,031 1,031 804 804 
l'affat 15,258 15,258 14,958 14,958 14,600 14,600 
,.\ontezuma 29,947 29,947 35,712 35,712 34,776 34,776 
'\ontrose 42,725 41,633 42,430 41,365 40, l. 78 39,264 
iiorgan 52,306 53,083 49,570 50,418 48,577 49,381 
OteTo 62,262 63,797 59,217 60,993 55,649 57,193 
Ouray 5,320 5,067 4,511 4,262 4,000 3,714 
Fark 3,026 3,026 3,256 3,256 3,376 3,376 
Phillips 11,529 12,109 11,352 11. 849 10,459 10,975 
Pitkin 4,010 4,617 4,064 4,632 4 ,J.30 3,280 
Prowers 32,388 32,927 31,733 32,221 30,394 30,876 
Puebla 226,819 225,444 227,035 225,791 217,426 216,321 
P.io Blanco 14,028 14,028 12,947 12,947 12,159 12,149 
.0.io G:r-ande :27,313 26,414 26,41'; 25,586 25,562 25,008 
Rout;t 16,411 16,252 15,125 14,949 14,226 14,097 
Saguache 12,046 12,678 11,043 11,634 10,872 11,519 
• t, .. .. .. .. 
r .... .. • .. .,. 
Table 4 Continued: 
1958 1959 
Counti Aeeortionment Payment Aeeortionment 
San Juan $ 2,343 $ 2,343 $ 1,984 
San Miguel 6,743 7,674 6,510 
Sedgwick 12,029 11,789 10,757 
Summit 2,689 2,689 3,468 
Teller 5,902 5,902 5,709 
'."!a sh ington 15,859 15,481 15,295 
't:e ld 157,064 155,903 153,996 
Yuma 21,799 221120 211130 
Total ..... 33,181,889 :53,181,889 53,208,263 
* The column heading "apportionment" signifies the amount of money allocated 
to each county. However, due to school districts overlapping county lines, 
actual payments to the counties vary in most cases. Totals may not balance 
as a result of rounding to nearest dollar. 












-IHI-* Actual distributions are made on a quarterly school-year basis (Aprill through) 
March 31); however, the funds are distributed the quarter following collection 


























In 1957, the General Assembly created the State Depart-
ment of Natural Resources which would ''develop an integrated state 
policy for the conservation and development of natural resources, 
negotiate with the federal government in the natural resource and 
conservation fields, develop constructive programs for effectuat-
ing conservative use and orderly development of natural resources 
of the state," and have general supervision and control of all 
agencies within the department.3 The State Board of Land Com-
missioners was one of the several state agencies placed in this 
department. and is consequently directed to give "due regard" to 
over-all policy set by the Department of Natural Resources. 
Leasing of Surface Rights 
Section 112-3-18, 1955 C.R.S. Supplement, provides that 
public lands will be leased by the board so as to produce an 
"optimum long-term revenue," with no lease for grazing or agri-
cultural purposes to be issued for a period longer than ten years.4 
In determining maximum benefit to the state in the renewal of any 
expiring lease, the board is directed to consider the care and use 
given the land and the development work done by the lessee in con-
serving and promoting the productivity of the land and the 
classification, location and contribution to the unit controlled 
by the lessee. ;ireference is provided present lessees in that, 
before the land ''shall be le3sed to anyone other than the present 
lessee, the present lessee shall be giv8n ten days notice and Lln 
opportunity during said ten days to negotiate with the state 
board of land commissioners concerning a new lease." 
The section further provides that the board make a list-
ing of all leases in advance of their exp3.ration date, on a 
quarterly basis, and at least five days prior to the beginning 
of each quarter a copy of this listing is to be transmitted to the 
county clerk in each county containing land to be leased. This 
copy is provided for posting in a conspicuous place in the court-
house and another copy is posted in the office of the land board. 
All lease applic~tions are to be in writing, stipulating 
the rental the applicant is willing to pay and under such other 
regulations as the board may prescribe. An applicant must also 
furnish evidence of his responsibility to carry out the terms of 
the lease and any applic~nt other than the present lessee must 
deposit with his application a sum of money equal to the payment 
of the first year's rental. The board is granted the power "to 
Cnncel and terminate any lease at any time if it finds that a 
lessee has violated any of the provisions of the lease or made 
any false statement in his application therefor." 
3. Section 3-15-4(1), 1957 C.R.S. Supplement. 
4. Lands within city boundaries may be leased for a term not 
exceeding 50 years. All such lands shall be reappraised and 
classified at least every five years, and lessees thereof 
must pay any increased rental or forfeit the land under lease 









The General Assembly in 1937 authorized the land board to 
adjust rentals when "in i-::.s opinions conditions justify II this 
action.5 All lease rentals are payable in advance,6 and lessees 
must be bonded to securt the state against loss.7 
Under the provisions of Section 112-3-6, 1953 C.R.S., the 
land board may require written reports from its appraisers on such 
items as the general character, adaptability, and estimated value 
of land parcels. In this connection, the law also authorizes the 
state land board to reclassify and reappraise any lands owned by 
the state at its discretion.8 
In the event a person applies to lease state land upon 
which there are improvements belonging to another party, before 
a lease is issued he must first pay to the owner the price of the 
improvements as agreed upon by the two parties or as fixed by the 
land board.9 Otherwise he cannot be issued a lease. 
In amplifying these statutory provisions, the State Bo~rd 
of Land Commissioners has adopted various rules and regulations. 
At times, however, the board has changed or suspended its own 
rules as it deemed necessary. 
By board regulation, lease applications must be filed at 
least 60 days prior to the expiration of the existing lease. 
"However," the board points out 1 11 the Board is not obligated to 
accept the high bid, but can still make the deal which we think 
will be the best for the State and schools in the long run. In 
other words, tre present lessee will have to meet any other bid 
which the Board feels is made in good faith and within reason. 11 10 
Lessees are permitted to assign their state land leases 
subject to board approval. Following the adoption of the 1955 
amendment to section 112-3-18, the board reduced the assignment 
fee levied in such cases to an amount equal to one year's rental. 
Previously, the board collected a consideration for approving a 
lease assignment of two and one-half times one year•s rent. The 
board reported its reason for the fee reduction in its bulletin 
issued on May 27, 1955: 
5. Section 112-3-14, 1953 C.R.S. 
6. Section 112-3-17, 1953 C.R.S. 
7. Section 112-3-30, 1953 C.R.S. 
8. Section 112-3-9, 1953 C.R.S. 
9. Section 112-3-19, 1953 C.R.S. 
10. General Bulletin No. 2, October 14, 1955. 
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"Under the new law, the holder of a lease has the pref""r-
enc'c' right of being able to meet the high bid, but we do not feel 
he receives quite so much when he t;Jkes over a lease on an assi1n-
rnent, so we are reducing that consideration to one year's rcnt~l. 
When w~ were collectina two and one-half times ~n annual rental we 
took up thP old lease ind issued a new one so that the assignee 
had protection for five years; but under the present law that 
would not work as we are required to post expiration dates in the 
court houses, and if we arbitrarily issue a new lease for five 
years, wher~ the old one only had a year or two to run, it would 
be contr~ry to law as it would deprive any prospective applicant 
for land he desiri?s to lease. 11 
The board slated to the committee that no effort is made 
to deternine any profit from conveyances of state leases; several 
yPars ago. when the hoard tried to do this, it w~s found impossible 
to ~dminister. In the past two ye~rs, the board said, there were 
243 lease transfe1s involvjng 290,:)97.9 acres with $95,990.80 
being collected as cons5deration for the nssignments. 
In recyird to the federal soil banking progr,1.m, some lessees 
placed thrir leased state land in this program, thereby receiving 
a set income of ct given amount per acre for the life of the con-
tract. Some controversy d8veloped over this practice, however, 
particul~rly where the land cor1cerned was classified by the state 
land board dS grazing l~nd and not agricultural land, since the 
federal program h,td heen established to reduce cultivation of 
crop land. The state land board treated this issue as one not 
requiring any procedural or policy changes. In essence, the board 
adopted the position that placing state land in the soil hank was 
the sole business of the lessee so long as he continued to pay the 
rental rate which had been set by the board. In 19S9, Congress 
enacted a law prohibiting the placing of any more state-owned 
l~nd in the soil bank program so that this is no longer a current 
problem. 
Lecisinq of Miner;::il Rights 
The leasing of miner~l rights by the State Board of L~nd 
Commissioners, authorized by section 112-3-13, 1953 C.8.S., is 
left to the board's discretion even more than surface leasing. 
ThQ General Assembly did provide in 1925, however, that leases 
concerning mineral rights on land owned by the Fort Lewis School 
be m,1de by the land board "with the consent and approval of the 
state bo:'lrd of agriculture. 11 11 As wi_ th surfc:J.ce leases, rentals 
must be paid in advance. On the other hand, a mineral lease may 
be cancellrd by the lessee at his option. 
















Generally. Unlike grazing or agricultural surface leases, 
oil and gas leases are initially issued on a strictly competitive 
bid basis, for a five-year period, with the lessees usually 9ranted 
the privilege of having the leases extended for a second five-year 
term without competition but at an increased minimum annual rental 
of $1 per acre compared to 50 cents per acre for the first five 
years. The board's procedure on the sale of these le~ses is con-
tained generally in Regulation No. V - Leasing Procedure, in its 
"Regulations Relating to Colorado Oil and Gas Leases, 11 effective 
January, 1959. Oil and gas lease sales are held on the third 
Wednesday of each month. Lands offered are selected either by 
application, by request from industry, or by motion of the land 
board. No formal legal advertising is made, but copies of sale 
notices are (l) mailed to all parties on the board's mailing list, 
(2) furnished to at least two commercial publications and in such 
other publications as designated by the board, and (3) posted in 
a conspicuous place in the board's office. 
Three methods are used for sale procedure: sealed bids, 
oral bidding, and leases by application. Sealed bids are accept-
ed on any tract listed in the sale notice. The minimum acceptable 
sealed bid offer is $10.60 per acre, A lease will be awarded to 
the person making the highest acceptable sealed bid. In the event 
of identical bids, the board will notify those involved that they 
are to submit new sealed bids within ten days. All tracts on 
which acceptable sealed bids are received will be withdrawn from 
the oral bidding. 
There is no minimum bonus offer in oral bidding, i.e., a 
minimum bonus ·of $10 per acre is required in sealed bids. Leases 
under oral bidding will be issued upon payment of the filing fee 
(ten cents per acre) plus one year's rental at 50 cents per acre • 
Any bonus offer will be in ~ddition to this basic minimum of 60 
cents per acre. 
Any land not leased either by sealed or oral bidding may 
be leased on a first-come, first-served basis starting on the 
morning of the first regular business day following each monthly 
sale. The regular five-year lease will be issued under a charge 
of ten cents per acre filing fee and SO cents per acre rental 
fee. 
The board's policy is to keep as much of the state's 
mineral rights under lease as possible and not to hold off such 
leasing to await a possible increase in value as a result of 
successful developm€nt. In the board's opinion, "this would 
definitely con$titute speculation with Colorado school land 
income and the board does not believe it should operate in such 
a manner. 11 
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In this connection, Mr. Leonard Aitken, vice president 
of the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association, reported to the 
committee at its Durango meeting that there are four factors or 
periods influencing mineral leasing: (1) during the early 
exploratory period, it is quite normal that leases will be ex-
tended at a relatively low price in terms of rental, bonus, and 
royalty figures; (2) in the next period, companies will attempt 
to block up acreage and prices will be a little higher; (3) the 
following period includes initial drilling with even higher 
bonuses paid; and (4) the final period takes place after a dis-
covery well has been drilled and prices are apt to rise. 
However, Mr. Aitken stressed that the lease 11 play," or interest 
in obtaining leases, may cease after any one of the first three 
periods. 
Moreover, he emphasized that these periods represent 
increasing levels of speculation. ·That is, a landowner either 
could lease right away or await future developments, but he 
should realize that there is more risk with each step. In this 
respect, he said, different considerations are going to govern 
the leasing of state land compared to private land in that a 
private landowner can take a gamble without criticism while the 
public generally believes it is not good to speculate where 
public funds are concerned. 
Fort Lewis Oil and Gas Leasing. In 1909, the block of 
Fort Lewis land in La Plata County was granted to the state to 
use in creating a school for Indians. After acceptance of the 
grant by the governor, in 1911 the Colorado General Assembly 
created the Fort Lewis School and subsequently (in 1925) pro-
vided for the joint leasing of mineral rights by the State 
Board of Agriculture and the State Board of Land Commissioners. 
The first mineral lease of record on the Fort Lewis 
land is a coal mining lease dated July 8, 1925, but there is no 
record of any mining having been done under this lease. More 
than 25 years later. the fir$t oil and gas lease of record was 
issued to the Great Western Drilling Company for a five-year 
term -- from February 1, 1952, to february l, 1957. 
All 6,318.56 acres of land in the Fort Lewis block was 
leased at a total of $2.91 per acre ($.11 per acre filing fee; 
$.25 per acre rental, which was paid for two years in advance; 
and $2.55 per acre bonus), and for the five-year period the 
lease was in effect the state collected a total of $24,705.57. 
Great Western drilled two dry test wells in this block 
of land before halting its operations. The first well, which 
was started on June 24, 1953, and completed on October 14, 1953, 
was drilled to a depth of 10,216 feet but no shows of oil or 
gas were reported. The same reports were made after drilling 
had been completed on the second well on August 30, 1956, at a 











Despite the two dry holes, interest in leasing the 
mineral rights on land in the Fort Lewis block again picked up 
in 1957 as a result of promising developments to the southwest, 
and several sections were leased solely by the state land board. 
The board reported to the committee that its action was "due to 
an oversight of Section 124-14-10, C.R.S., as the board had no 
knowledge of the existence of this statute which pertains only to 
the Fort Lewis tract of 6,400 acres. The board operated in the 
belief that Article IX, Section 10, of the Colorado Constitution 
vested full authority in the board to so act." However, the 
State Board of Agriculture later declined to agree to these leases 
and on January 21, 1958, requested the land board to cancel them. 
On April 21, 1958, all lessees were notified by the 
State Board of Agriculture that it considered the leases invalid 
and refunded to the lessees any money which they had paid thereon. 
All lessees, except British-American Oil Producing Company and 
Sunray Mid-Continent Oil Company, relinquished their leases. 
These two companies disagreed with the opinion and action of the 
State Board of Agriculture and, after declining to surrender 
their leases, are being sued along with the State Board of Land 
Commissioners to clear title on the land in the Fort Lewis 
block. 
The following tabulation contains a chronological his-
tory of the 58 state oil and gas leases issued in La Plata 
County from 1951 through 1958, including those involving Fort 
Lewis land. In examining this list, it should be noted that, 
between 1952 and 1954, the land board increased the minimum 
le~se bid from'$ .36 per acre ($ .ll filing fee and$ .25 rental) 
to$ .60 per acre ($ .10 filing fee and$ .SO rental), exclusive 
of bonus. 
Of the 58 leases involved, ten were sold for the m1n1-
mum rate with no bonus offered, 13 l.aases had bonus bids of '.11 
per acre or less, 27 leases hQd bonus bids of more than $1 and 
less than $5 per acre, and eight leases contained bonus bids of 
more than $5 per acre, the highest being $15 per acre bonus for 
3U-33N-12W in August of 1953. 
State Oil and Gas Leases in La Plata County 
1951-1958 





















◄ Month and Year Parcel Per Acre 
111 
April 9 1951 {contd,.) l5-34N-12W $ 1.61 ., 
22-34N-12W 1.61 






February, 1952 Ft. Lewis Block {all)* 2.91 




March, 1955 l8-33N-6W 4.35 
2 .. 34N-9W 1.10 
35-34~-9W .BS 





November, 1956 36-36N-7W .60 
l6-35N-10W 1.60 
36-35N-10W 2.10 
16-35N-l0W 2 .. 10 




February, 1957 2S-35N-9W 1.60 
35-35N-9W 1.60 
36-36N-11W .60 
May, 19S7 36-36N-8W 1.10 
















Month and Yea?' 











































The policy of state land boards in the past has been 
generally to refrain from selling state land. Major exceptions 
to this rule have been cases of isolated tracts having a rather 
high administrative cost or where land sales seemed the best way 
to settle disputes between neighboring ranchers. 
Along this line, section 112-3-23, 1953 C.R.S., prohibits 
sales of school land except that "parcels consisting of not more 
than one hundred sixty acres may be sold when the state board is 
of the opinion that the best interests of the school fund will be 
served by offering such parcel for sale. 11 As this statute pro-
vides administrative discretion to the land board in the sale of 
any school land, on June 1, 1959, the board instituted a policy 
allowing a lessee to retain his leased land on which a sale 
price had been accepted by increasing his rental rate to a figure 
which will equal 75% of the amount the sale price would produce if 
accepted and invested at 4%. 11 The board's reasoning for this 
policy is that the school fund will be much better off to retain 
the land, believing that the land may appreciate consider~bly in 
* Asterisk denotes Fort Lewis land. 
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value in the future, and that under these circumstances the board 
can afford to sal~ifice one-fourth of a possible four per cent 
interest return. 
All sales of state land must be at public auction. In 
addition, section 112-3-2S, 1953 C.R.s., requires that proposed 
sales be advertised in four consecutive issues of a weekly paper 
in the county where the land is situated. Also, if there are 
authorized improvements which have been made by the lessees, the 
purchaser must pay to the lessee the value of these improvements 
as appraised under the directior. of the land board. 
Investments Authorized 
Section 123-4-1, 1953 C.R.S., limits investments of per-
manent and income state school funds to the following, as directed 
by the State Board of Land Commissioners: (l) interest bearing 
warrants of the state of Colorado; (2) bonds of the state of 
Colorado; (3) loans on cultivated farm lands or on improved and 
operating ranches within the state of Colorado; (4) bonds of 
school districts within the state of Colorado; (S) bonds of water, 
sanitation, metropolitan and fire protection districts of the 
state of Colorado; (6) bonds of any county, city, town, or city 
and county of the state of Colorado; and l7) bonds or other obli-
gations of the federal government. 
No investments may be made in bohds of any county, city, 
town, or city and county until the Attorney General has first 
determined their validity and a minimum interest income of two 
per cent per annum must be received. Also, no bond or other 
obligation of the federal government may be purchased unless it 
will yield an annual income of three-fourths of one per cent or 
more. 
12. In 1959, the board's return on its investments averaged 







Comparison of State Land Activities in 1~ States 
As mentioned earlier, the states received varying amounts 
of land from the federal government upon their admission to state-
hood. Some states, notably those in the western half of the nation, 
retained these lands instead of selling them completely and invest-
ing the proceeds therefrom. 
The committee surveyed the 14 other western states to com-
pare their treatment of state lands ·and, where not sold, the 
administration of these lands. The following tabulation lists the 
states surveyed together with the amount of state surface and 



















































It rn3y be noted that inforrn,.1tion is not reported for a 
nurnbEo-r of thE: states. However, on the h-J sis of the available 
data, the states' ranking in reg~rJ to size of surf3ce 1cre~9e 
is (1) i~E.'W Mexico, (2) Arizona, (3) f:1ont.Jna, (4) Viyoming, (5) 
.T.d,=,ho;:i, (6) Colorado, (7) \','ashington, (8) Utah, (9) Nebraska, 
(10) !Jorth Dakota, (11) OkL1horn-1, and (12) Nevada. Nevada has 
sold all but 2,280 acres of the school land it was granted, as of 
June 30. 19S9, and for that reason is not comparable to the other 
14 states on many of the points discussed subsequently. 
Colorado's Program Gener ally 
While somewhat limited by the {act that not all of the 
states replied to the ~est.ions raised, on the basis of the com-
parisons made the Colorado State Doard of Land Commissioners ranks 
above ;:ivcrage in terms of per acre rent;)ls on i'!(Jricultural, 
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grazing, and oil and gas leases, especially when compared to the 
neighboring states of Arizona, New Mexico, and Wyoming. Moreover, 
with the reservation that the carnpara ti ve quality of land in tr,e 
various states is an unkno1"1n factort rentals per acre on grazing 
leases are higher in Colorado ($.31J, where the r3tes are deter-
mined on the basis of the appraised value of the land, than in the 
states using a carrying capacity basis: Arizona, $.OS; Idaho, $~11; 
Montana, $.09; New Mexico, $.05; Oregon, $.08; and Washington, $.20. 
The Colorado Land Board, with 3,100,000 acres of surface 
land, ranks about in the middle in the amount of acreage under super-
vision. Its administrative arrangement is unique among the other 14 
states in that Colorado is the only state using a full-time board to 
administer state land. 
The leasing methods followed to determine rental rates are 
basically about the same in these states. The·main difference · 
appears to be in the factors used in establishing land value and the 
emphasis placed on carrying capacity. 
Most of the states, like Colorado, sell relatively few 
parcels of land. Nev~da, which has only some 2,280 acres of state 
land rem~ining, is the major exception in this respect. 
Except for Montana, none of the states reported interest 
returns on investments of more than 3.5 per cent.due largely to the 
general limitation on investments to government bonds. Colorado 
showed an interest return of 3.17 per cent in 1959. 
In compa~ison with the other states, Colorado's percentage 
of administrative costs of 3.45 per cent in 19S9 appears to be 
nominal. Interestingly enough, no correlation is found in the 
number of acres per full-time employee between states using a carry-
ing capacity formula for grazing lease rentals and those which do 
not. In fact, the states with the greatest number and least number 
of acres per full-time employee are both carrying capacity states --
Montana, 316,326 acres, and Washington, 23,256 acres. Colorado is 
below the average with 119,230 acres per full-time employee. 
Colorado is grouped with several states in regard to maxi-
mum leasing periods at ten years. Unlike a few of the states, 
Colorado has no restrictions on the maximum amount of land which 
may be leased to a single lessee nor does it have any special lessee 
restrictions or qualifications. 
A more comprehensive bonding ·program is found in Colorado 
than in any of the other states. Similar to Colorado, preference 
provisions are noted in all but three states. Colorado does not 
provide 11 landowner services .. to its lessees, but a few of the · 









lh.e of Boo:rds or_,9Jfi cers_ to Adm; nj st.er .sta __ te I.ands 
T~ble S comp~res the u~e of bo3rds or executive officers 
r1s the prima1·y administ.rc:1to:r of statr-) L!nds, based on a :t"eview of 
the laws of the 15 $t;ites. As ~,hG 1Nn therci.n, Colorado is the 
on~y state using <l full-time boclrri to adrr1in~stPr stal0 lands, 
whtle 13 states use a single elective or appointive official~ 
California, which has a p:irt-~t.ir:10 board, probabJ.y uti_lizes the 
services of a full- time 1.:·xecut :hp i_ 11 i. L; e:idmi..n i. strati ve arrange-
·ne n t.. 
In the 13 stJ.i:es h:wi.i:r, :i fL1J.l-ti1w~ sinqle adrninlst.r?itor 
speci!"i.cally p:rovid1c:d for by l:Jw, .-:11 but t•:✓o (h:v,ida crnd !'-lew 
J ' • ) • ~- • • • • ,,•,ex 1 co ma 1 n 1.;_n r1 p.:J !:' t- t 1 ml' tv, 0- ru "· or c a:nrn ;_ s i:;-l or~ s.. ·r he mernhrr ship 
co11sists of lay r·10r~1br-1·s fo:r ti-,,? r;10'-.t }',-~rt i.ri /l.d_z.on;1'.I NcbrJska, 
and Ut.1h, and public o-fC.ci.als ·ln !.he u,rciA.ir.inq eioh-\.. .stc,tes. One 
funct.).on of thesr, p,ni -U_w:? bc,;;rr_·J,,,, i ,.; to s1"rve as ...,::i ·,;eparc'lte appeals 
body 1n sovpn of th0 st.Jtcs. 
L,~;ises involvirir3 SlFfacr: .ri,1ht.s to st;.ite 12nd 111;.:iy be issued 
for various p1irposcs, but -l.r1 q1_,rinr;d surf;1cc lo?-1Sf'S foT th~, most 
'.);Jr t invo l Vl~ ,_, i Lhcr ld nd f 01 i·.1-1.li. i v,J ti o 0 o:r grciz i ng r .ight s. Sub-
surf a cc 1,_,:1sing of r::,t;i"iY l;ind i'Jday prLrr;arlty corisisLs of oil and 
<J,1~, 1c.•xplorntion or ;=,:roduct~on -1c1i,,1i+-_:i.c,s. In T-sr~•le 6, the methods 
1...:s1:d by the !',cv1~r1.l ,_;,,1cstern ~~ta.tc'..; 1-.0 rkt,,rmi:i-: rc:ntal rdte>s on 
.:"JqricuJtu.r~,l, c;L'.,zi.,HJ, ,11,d oi.t arid c:f'!S le;-,·:-,,7,5 ;-ire summariz0d • 
Tr. ·U·,0 C;"iSc• of ;19ricultural Jrc:1sPr, 1 LhrJ most common method 
H'i)or-':.rc•1 for th,~ 12 s-L-1.tos whr:1 :r-,.• informiltirrn .is av.1ilc1.ble is to 
base tht" 1.r:-J'.:.ie T':'rt.1l. r,,t,, '.)n th,:• 0n1p:rc, i ~,,:-d va.lur of -the land. 
r)1is mcU,o~l is us,,d \n eiyht '.-,i-,Jt.e~ i111'.]ud.i.~iq C>lor,1do. Tt· 10 strltes, 
]_d;iho .cind f-..-'1or;t<1,V'., bas.::: 1.hr-, ru1L;:1 l .r<1te c>n U~P. pr0ducti·,,1i.ty of the 
l;.i,d, and \",.:J.<:-hingl_.on 1 ,;:is an npliorc.)1 :..:,y'.,l,ern involvinq both L1r1d 
v:duc ,1nr:l p:roclur~t,vity. The fin?! st,1te r:·1 this rornparisori, New 
F:cxico, 0sU1hlishcs its rr.:11tc1l r;)t,_,s by st,1-Lute. Generally, how-
ev~r, for ~11 of thes~ st~tes th~ b~sic con~idPration in de1crmining 
n~nt,1) rc1t"s ;1ppe;i.rs to b;: o:'JC or L1rid ,1J_1_1w. whr,,ther it involvPs 
pr0ductivi.ty onJy or othr:r f,1c\.o~·~,, ;~,:. Wf.>\L 
A tot>il of s1~v0r1 st-3.!.<.>~~ :_.'..,SUC' fJr;1zl.n0 l 1>Jses on the h,1sis of 
cnrryi.nci c:1p,1city: 1\r1zon,•:, l-.i 01ho. r,.1,or,'..an:~, Uer,: Mexico, OklJhorria, 
Or0c3on, :-ind \,\1;:sh.i.notori. lhP 1_1tb/'.-r six st,ites re 1>JrLing on this itcrn, 
including Colorado, dPten1 i_m: q1·,nir1g .l0;,se rc,ntc1ls on the ;ippr;,iised 
v ~ 1 u c o f th e l a n d • T 1 w o 1 1}_ d .s "' f"11 , h ow (, v (-' r , !_ h cJ t :i. n th e L1 t t e r 
detcrmin;cit1.on ,3. r;i.c:inifi_cant. f;,ch1r :i'1 ;;:;cr:rtaini.ng L,nd '1,cil1w would 
be-'. the c:irrying c_,p-1c1.iy of thr~ :-i1~l'f.',lC1E.· f;D that, ;1s "1 prc1ctic..1l 
matter, then, m:1y nol be ,iny :_;ubst:ird.i,d d·:fferencc in the b;J.sic. 
methods foll.owed. 
Table~ 
USE OF BOARDS OR OFFICERS TO ADMINISTER STATE LANDS 
Full-time Administrative Board or Office_r_ _Part-time Board 
Separate 
Established by: Appeals 
State Const. Statute Membership Apeointed Elected Membership Body 
Arizona --- I X 1-Comrni s s ioner X --- 3 members appointed by Yes 
Governor. 
California --- I X --- --- --- Com:ro l ler, Lt. Governor, No 
Director of Finances 
Colorado X I --- :-President, Engineer, X 
Register 
Idaho --- X I-Commissioner X 
X --- --- --- --- Governor, Supt. of Public Yes 
~ Instruct., Sec. of State, Atty. General, Auditor 
l.',ontana ---
J 
X !-Administrator X 
X --- --- --- --- Gov., Supt. of Public Yes 
Instruct., Sec. of State, 
Attorney General 
Ne bra ska X I X 1-Secn~tary X --- 5 members appointed by Yes 
Gov., one of whrym shall 
be competent in the 
field of investments, 
Nevada --- I X 1-Dir. of St. Dept. of X 
Conservation and 
Natural Resources 
New Mexico X I --- 1-Cornmissioner --- X 
.. .... 
, • ... .. 
Table 5 Continued 
Full-time Ad~inistrative Board or Offic~T 
!:stablished by: 
State Const, S~atute !~ernbe r shi £ Appointed 
::orth Dakoto. X 1-Co;;i;:ii ssioc1er }: 
X 
Oklaho~a Y. 1-S.ec~~~,r'/ X 
Gregor. --- I ,, !-Clerk X 
X 
1 
rv South Dakotc1 X I --- ~ -Co,,_rr.i s s io n02 r (j1 
X 
'.)t ah --- X !-Director X 
'Neshington X --- !-Commissioner 
X 






.., ,. ....,.. 
P;a,rt-·. :re 3-:nrd 
1-'.ember shig 
Gov,, Supt. ~f Public 
instruct., Atty. Gen,, 
Sec, of St., Auditor 
Gov., Sec. of State, 
Auditor, Supt, of P~blic 
Instruct., Pres. of 
Eoard of Agriculture 




Supt. of Ed. plus 5 











Gov,, Supt. of ~ublic Yes 
Instruct,, Co~missioner, 
Dean of Colleoe of 
Forestry, Dir: of I~st. 
of Agriculture 
Gov., Sec. of St,, St. 
Treas,, Auditor, Supt. 
of Public Instruct, 
Yes 
~ 
Considerable variation is reported for m1n1mum rental rates 
per acre for oil and gas leases shown in the last column in Table 6. 
Minimum rates range from ten cents per acre in South Dakota to $1 
per.acre in five states - Arizona, California, Montana, Nevada, and 
Utah. Three states provide minimum rentals of 25 cents per acre, 
in North Dakota, Oregon~ and Wyoming, and in three other states, 
Colorado, Nebraska, and Washington, the minimum rate is SO cents 
per acre. In New Mexico, the commissioner establishes the mintmum 
oil and gas lease rental rate per acre. 
Lease Rental Income 
Surface Leases. A comparison of rental income per acre 
from surface leJses is reported in Table 7 for those states where 
this information is known. Where possible, the rentals shown on 
a per acre basis are classified as to agricultural, grazing, other 
leases, and total. 
On the basis of total surface income per acre, Oklahoma 
leads the nine states reported for 1958, 1959, or 1960 with an 
average of $1.31 per Rcre, followed by Nebraska and Washington with 
respective averages of $1.15 and $1.02 per acre. Colorado ranks 
next with a $.42 per acre average. 
In terms of agricultural leases, Washington 
highest return with an average of $7.03 per acre. 
second, with $3.16 per acre, and Colorado is third 
state group with $2.56. 
has by far the 
Montana is 
in this five-
Of the eight states for which income from grazing l~ases 
is available on a per acre basis, Colorado ranks first with an 
average of $.31; ~ashington and Wyoming are next with a rental 
rate average of $.20 per acre. One-half of these eight states 
have grazing rental averages of less than $.10 per acre - Montana 
($.09), Oregon ($.08), and Arizona and New Mexico ($.05). 
Based on the information in Table 7, the following tabula-
tion lists the states and average rental incomes per acre where 
known for the most recent year reported, i.e., either 1958, 1959, 
or 1960: 
Total Surface Income Agricultural Leases Grazing Leases 
Oklahoma $1.31 Washington $7.03 Colorado $.31 
Nebraska 1.15 Montana 3.16 Washington .20 
Washington .1.02 Colorado 2.56 Wyoming .20 
Colorado .42 Idaho 2.10 Idaho .11 
Mont8na .41 Arizona .l.97 Montana • 09 
North Dakota .40 Oregon .08 
Idaho .17 Arizona .05 
Arizona .10 New Mexico • 05 
















New Mexico (a) 
North Dakota X 
Oklahoma X (c) 
Oregon 
Sout? 9akota (d) 
Utah e -xltl Washington 
Wyoming X 
- ,. .. ,. .. . .. "' 
Table 6 
SUMMARY OF METHODS USED TO DETERMINE RENTAL RATES ON 
AGRICULTURAL LEASES, GRAZING LEASES, AND OIL AND GAS LEASES 
AgriculttJral Leases Grazing Leases 
Appraised 
Productivity R.entals Paid Value of Carrying 




X X X 






( d) (d) 
-xl f) -xl f) -x, f) X 
X X 
Set by statute: 25¢/A for dry farming; $1/A for irrigated land; and $2/A for cotton land, 
Set by commissioner. 
Minimum rate of 5% of appraised value. 
Not less than 120% of the average taxes on same class of land in county where located, 
Information on land leases not known. 
.... ...,... 
Oil & Gas Leases 
Minimum 
Rental Per Acre 



















( f) Washington uses an optional method of sharecrop (30% rate) rental on 120,000 acres of wheat land in addition to 
its method of cash rentals based on the carrying capacity and market value of similar agricultural land in 
locality, 
Table 7 
COMPARISON OF RENTAL I'.ICOME PER ACRE FROM SURFACE LEASES 
1930 1940 l950 
S--.:atE' Rental State nen t.a l State 'len~a I 
Rate Per .Ac re R.-te P<>r Acre Rate Per Acre 
State ~ ....§L_ Total+ ....&!.,. Gr. 1otal"' ~ 
Ariz. 
Calif. NAa 
Colo. $ .lJ $ .ll 
% diff. 100.0% 84.6% 




Mont.e $ .14 .45 .O'S $ .09 1.33 
% diff. 100.0% 64.3% 
tJeb.f $ .48 $ .27 
% diff. 100.0% 56.3% 
Nev.9 
N.M.h .002 $ .002 .03h .03i 
• % dij.f. 100.0% 1500.0% 





Wa&h. 1.16 .11 $ .24 .77 .OB $ .17 2.69 
% diff. 100.0% 70.8% 
Wyo. .13 N.A.a .13 N.A.a 
* 
a. 








After 1940. all agricultural leases leased on crop-share basis. 
...fu.,__ Total* 
$ . .18 
138.5% 
$ .07 s .13 
162. 5% 




.03j $ .OJj 
1500.0% 
.03 
.11 $ .48 
200.0'% 







BY STATES AND BY YEARS 
1955 1959 
~L,te Rental State Rental 
Rate P,;,r Acre Rate Per Acre 
_____fu_._ 1'ither Tota! Ag. ......§L,_ Other 
$1.97 $.05 $ .19 
$ .27 $1.45 $ .38 2.56 .31 1.36 
292.3% 
.09 .25 $ .15 2.10 .11 .25 
187.5% 




.osc 2.25C $ .os<= .05 2.22 
2500.0% 
.05 .08 
.171 $ .181 
.17 $ 1.08 7.03 .20 .05 
450.0% 





Income figures where reported on biennial ba&is have been adjusted herein to annual totals by dividing in half. 
As of June 30. 1959, Nevada had sold all but 2.280 acres of the school land granted the state and does not fit into a compari~on of this type. 
"Grazing" classification includes some 91.500 ~cres of agriculture land under lease in 19~9 and some agriculture land may be included in prior years 






























{',ii Ii: r,1 l Le,-, r,e s. Ta blc 8 c omp;ir es. the J rnr,ur It of n-:snta l 
income per acre tram mineral leases where known, and in this com-
parison Colorcido ( 1 ir1sistently ranks high on the lLst. 
Col or;:1.do 1 eads in terms of tota 1 rental income from 
mineral le~ses in 10~9. averaging $1.08 per acre followed by 
V!yoming ($.49). Wr1shington ($.38), Arizona ('.f..27}. and Idaho 
($.2S). (This information is not known for tc•n of the 15 states 
surveyed. ) 
For oil and gas leases, Colorado, with a per r1cre average 
of $1,07, ranks second behind Oklahoma which shows a renlr1l income 
of $1.80 per acre. Colorado also ranks second for other mineral 
leases, having a per acre average of $1.26 in 1959, compared to 
$3,06 for Oreqon. 
Eev(~nue From Sales of State Land 
A comparison similar to rental income is reported for sales 
of state land in Table 9. In this case. however, mast states do 
not classify the type of land sold, i.e., agricultural, grazing, 
and other, so that this distinction cannot be made. Consequently, 
the wide variation among the states in per acre prices for sales 
in 1958 or 1959 may be due in part to differences in thP type of 
land sold: this reservation also holds true for some of the varia-
tions in price for any one state over the pPriod of years included 
in the tablC:'. 
Of thP ni_n.- states for which .i.nform:iti_on is av;iil:-ih.le for 
land sales in 1958 or 1959. Colorado rec""iverl UH:- highest pnr ;-1cr,,~ 
figurr- of '.f.421. 76. w.ith Arizona next at t,2H' 1.r12, The rem.1 i.ni nq 
seven states and their per acre sales income ,-ire ,15 follows: 
Wyoming ($97.24). Idaho ($51.57). New Mexico ($41.09), OkJahorna 
($37.90), Montana ($36,51), Nevada ($5.00), and Oregon ('.11\,?Q -
grazing land only). 
Income From Investments 
In eight of the 15 states, recent income from investments 
range~ from a hig~~of 5.44 per cent in Montana to a low of 2.40 pPr 
cent 1n Nebraska.·" As shown in Table 10 after Montana I s hi.ah r.:.te ' ,· 
the percentage return from investments drops rather sharply, to 3,48 
per cent in North Dakota. 3.17 per cent in Color0do, and ~.Jl per 
cent in Wyoming. Oregon shows a 1959 return of 2.91 per cerit. ~~sh-
ington 2,70 per cent, and Idaho 2.58 per cent. Generally, the 5tates 
are earning lower investment returns than they did 30 years ago, 
except for Montana. 
13. no i.nforrn:Jl.ion for Arizonc1., C;1lifor,\i,1. ilcv.-ld,!, N(:w Hexico, 
i'lk l .1. homc1., Sou th Dakota , ,--: nd lJLi h. 
- '.)Q -
Table 8 
COMPARISON OF RENTAL INCOM.E PER ACRE FROM MINERAL LEASES BY STATES AND BY YEARS(a) 
1930 1940 1950 1955 1959 
Oil Oi 0 Oi 01 
~ & Gas Other Total ~ Q.!h!.!. Total & Gas Other Total l..Qil ~ Total & Gas Othe-t Total 
Arizcona $ .26 $ .74 $ ,27 
California -
Not Available 
Colorodo $.10 $5.30 $. 29 $.19 $1.57 $.35 $ . 26 $1.49 $ .Jo s .57 $ .5'7 $.57 1.07 1.26 1.08 
Idaho ~74 (b) .25 .25 .25 ~:~5(c j .25 i:o6!~l .25 Montana .81 .29 .74 2.51 .55 2.45 
Nebras1<a .64 .82 .64 .aa(c .82 
N!!>vada ~ Wine 
New Mexico -, Not Available 
..., North Dakota -
o Not Available 
2.os(c) 1.ao(d) I 0.clahoma 





Washington .20 . 21 . 23 .JS 
Wyoming .54 .16 .52 .48 .26 .41 ,49 .49 . 4', 






,· • • L _.,_ 
► 
► 
While the investment return varies for the different states, 
each basically is authorized to invest in the same types of secur-
ities, namely federal, state, and local government bonds. In 
addition, Colorado, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oregon, and Wyoming may 
invest in farm or ranch loans. Oregon may also invest in city 
properties and Wyoming may also invest in emergency school construc-
tion loans. 
Administr~tive Costs and Size of Full-time Staffs 
Administrative costs and size of full-time staffs vary among 
the states, as reported in Table 11. The percentage of administra-
tive cost, in relation to total receipts, is highest in Arizona 
with 15.38 per cent and Washington with 14.47 per cent, compared 
to a low of .87 per cent in Nebraska. In this respect, the remain-
ing seven states for which information is available show the 
following percentages of administrative costs: Oregon, 6.28; 
Idaho, 3.72; Colorado, 3.45; Oklahoma, 3.07; New Mexico, 2.66; 
Montana, 2.64; and Wyoming, 2.41. Comparing the percentage of 
administrative costs between 1950 and 1958 or 1959 1 six states, 
including Colorado, show a decrease, while Idaho increased in this 
respect, from 2.64 to 3.72 per cent. 
For those ten states reporting the size of their full-time 
staffs engaged in the administration of state lands, Washington and 
New Mexico utilize substantially the greatest number of employees, 
with 129 and 102 full-time employees respectively. The next state 
in line, Colorado, reports 26 full-time employees, and Nebraska has 
the fewest number with nine. As a point of explanation, Washington 
reports: 11 Since reorganization /In 195]7 we have increased the 
management of these state owned Tands by more fully integrating 
activities previously performed by separate field personnel and 
through additional personnel. The additional expenses that we are 
making, however, seem more than justified in the light of additional 
returns •••• the income from rentals of our state owned lands increased 
57% over the previous biennium." 
Leasing Procedures 
Maximum leasing periods for agricultural land range from 
five years in four states to 12 years in Nebraska and 20 years in 
Utah. Colorado, along with six other statest has a ten-year maxi-
mum. Oregon, which has no maximum set by law, reports that it 
normally issues agricultural leases for a two-year period. 
Grazing leases are limited to a maximum of five years in 
four states, ten years in seven states (including Colorado), and 
12 years in Nebraska and Utah. Again, Oregon has no statutory 
























COMPARISON OF PER ACRE REVENUE FROM SALES 
OF STATE LAND BY STATES AND BY YEARS 
1930 1940 1950 1955 1959 
$289.92 
$10.86 $ 9,22 $17.57 $ 33.27 421. 76 
14,45( ) 15.23 27.79 _ 30. 01 ( ) 51. 57 ( ) 




5.55 2.96 4.60 6.70 4.79 
19.57 
27,35(b) 
26.50 24.52 45,64 14.29 
10.91 11.34 None 100.00 97.24 
m Since the turn of the century, Nebraska reports, it has had very 
few sales. 







► ,._ , 
~ Table 10 
I 0. 










Colorado 1930 $10,284,800 $ 469,000 4.56 
1940 11,640,500 4S9,DOO 3.94 
1950 15,547,600 460,000 2.96 
1955 19,610,800 523,000 2.67 
1959 23,33!",ooo 740,000 3.17 
Idaho 1930 11,464,686 374,486 3.27 
r 1940 13,034,952 489,671 3.76 1950 27,492,656 565,346 2.06 
~ .. 
1955 40,515,625 1,009,895 2.49 
1959 50,290,570 1,297,934 2.58 
Montana 1928 10,138,755 465,860 4.59 
1940 13,97S,241 S99,768 4.29 
l 1950 24,355,032 1,174,295 4.82 1956 34,882,139 1,891,138 S.42 
1958 38,060,358 2,068,964 S.44 
Nebraska 19SO 12,873,753 324,935 2.52 
1956 14,599,198 352,111 2.41 
1958 17,524,681 420,071 2.40 
Nevada -
Not Available 
New Mexico .,; 
Not Available 
North Dakota 1958 40,281,667 1,377,623 3.42 
1960 42,672,748 1,486.672 3.48 
Oklahoma -
Not Available 
Oregon 1930 6,837,890 363,385 5.31 
1940 6,615,127 284,401 4.30 
1950 9.985,457 245,728 2.46 
1955 12,025,596 341,590 2.84 
1959 
So u th Da k o ta -
13,984,147 407,081 2.91 
Not Available 
Utah -




Table 10 1 
(continued) -l 
... 
Amount % " 
State Y!ll Invested Income Return 
Washington 1930 $22,857,459 $ 956,517 4. 18 
1940 28,327,283 1,386,531 4,89 
1950 50,262,000 1,229,660 2.45 ... 
1955 64,473,119 1,636,723 2.54 .. 
1959 79,055,457 2,130,793 2.70 
Wyoming 1930 18,053,919 762.476 4.22 ... 
1940 20,316,515 797,351 3.Q2 
1950 22,247,738 987,921 4.44 .. 
1955 34,974,813 1,588,695 4.54 ... 
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rT ., ::~-c:udiriq umtnt 1,,::,1,>f?s and H,l't.~ 
lr. adcit~cn to twll-tlmt s~sf Montana 
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Fop>stry p,;rsonnaei who J54Ht with timt.'~c 
raoor:s. it hind six 60-day cr,,i::, 4hed,;ers 
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{•1 F,:,reatt1· am.i engif>\'>l•tlog. 7U:J.e dc<aa net in<:lude, g,;tcdo9iH conswtunt, for<?ata,·, .iml o:l ,1nd qu aprr..iuu wndin put-time 
conuacu,, 
- . • 
Most of the states approach oil and gas leases in the same 
way, that is, a lease will be issued for a given number of years 
and for "as long thereafter as products are produced in paying 
quantities." With this reservation aside, statutory maximums on 
leasing periods vary from five years in six states to 20 years in 
California. Oil and gas leases in Colorado and five other states 
have ten years as their statutory maximum without production. Also, 
Oregon normally issues oil and gas leases on a ten-year basis al-
though not limited to do so by law. 
The maximum size of state land under an agricultural or 
grazing lease is limited to 640 acres in South Dakota and Washington. 
Similarly, unless a lessee owns or controls land on two sides of an 
additional lease, these same limitations of 640 acres apply in 
Nebraska. An agricultural lease is also limited to 640 acres in 
Utah, and a grazing lease in that state may not include more than 
25,000 acres. 
Generally, all of the states have similar basic restrictions 
or qualifications in regard to lessees such as that a lessee must 
be at least 21 years of age and that the land may not be used except 
for the purpose for which leased. In addition, however, no out-of-
state resident may hold a Nebraska lease unless he owns the land 
adjoining the leased area; grazing leases in Oklahoma are also 
restricted to state residents or an owner of land adjoining the 
state parcel, except that this restrict.ion does not apply if no one 
meeting these qualifications bids on the land. No state lease may 
be issued in Wyoming to land board members or to board employees. 
Performance bonds on surface leaseholders are required in 
Colorado, as well as surface damage bonds on mineral lessees, but 
this does not appear to be a usual requirement in the other states. 
Idaho, Nebraska, and Oregon require bonds on mineral leases only, 
for example, while Montana reports leaseholder bonds are seldom 
required. 
Appraisal Practices 
Of the eight states reporting on their appraisal practices, 
three states, California, Colorado, and Washington, provide for 
... 
... 






appraisals prior to putting land up for lease or for sale. Idaho , 
and New Mexico only appraise the land prior to its sale, and, while 
the practice varies in Oregon, land is always appraised at least 
before a sale. In Montana, state land is appraised every ten years, 






Preference Practices and Competition 
As in Colorado, most states provide for preference to be 
given current lessees in renewing leases. Nebraska, North Dakota, 
and Oregon do not authorize this preference,14 While most states 
report that there is competition in renewing agricultural and 
grazing leases, at least two states, Idaho and Wyoming, do not 
have competitive bidding. 
The amount of competitive interest shown in land leases 
in the various states is largely impossible to determine. How-
ever, Nebraska reports that the greatest interest is shown in 
leases on primarily wheat land and grazing land, with from 20 to 
50 persons attending these lease sales, while there is a smaller 
interest shown in general farming leases. In Washington, the 
number of applicants or bidders on agricultural and grazing 
leases is reported to be approximately 15. 
Landowner Services 
Unlike Colorado, a few of the states are known to pro-
vide what may be termed landowner services. Idaho and Wyomi~g 
share in noxious weed control activities, as does Oklahoma with 
soil conservation measures. In Washingtont rentals are adjusted 
where there is a construction of new and needed improvements, 
especially improvements that can be classified as conservation 
measures. This state reports that "basically we feel that we 
will furnish the material and the lessee will do the necessary 
labor. 11 
14. Information not known for California, Nevada, _and Utah. 
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Review of Current Surface Leases 
As a part of its considerations, the cornmitte8 reviewed 
the more than 2,SOO surface leases issued by the state land 
board which were in effect as of September, 1960. Of primary 
interest to the committee were various comparisons concerning 
lease rental rates and estimates on the results of sales of the 
state land. 
Comparison of Rental Rates 
Table 12 compares the average rental rates by counties 
for state grazing and agricultural leases with those of so-called 
11 large II lessees. For purposes of this comparison, 11 large" lessees 
are considered to he persons leasing more than two sections of 
grazing land or more than one section of agricultural land. 
Further, in order to compare this data an a county basis, acre-
ages involved in a large lease in more than one county are 
credited to the counties where the land is located. 
For grazing leases, the state average per acre is $0.316 
compared to $0.293 per acre for 11 large" lessees, or a difference 
of 2.3 cents per acre. In 26 counties, the average per acre 
rc•ntal for '1largG 11 grazing lessees is less than the county average 
compared to 12 counties where the rentals for "large" lessees 
exceed or equal the county average. 
In regard to agricultural leases, a greater difference 
between the twp comp~risons is reported. The state nv2ra9c is 
'.12 Ji.5 pc.,r acre c1nd the rcnt;i ls in ,, large 11 lea S1! s ::iver-3.gc $2 .13 
per acre, or 32 cents por acre less. On a county basis, the 
3Vcrage per a(.re rcnt;i_l exceeds thc1t for 0 large 0 lessees .in 
seven counties nnd ls the same or less in seven counties. 
Grazing rates for 11 large" lessees are further r-0fined in 
Table 13. In this tabulation, only the rates for those lessees 
having ~ore th~n 10,000 acres of state land are compared. On 
the bJsis of this comparison, the average rate per acr~ for the 
some 40 "large" lessees listed in Table 13 is $0.273 compared to 
the state av~rage of $0,317, or about five cents per acre less, 
One caution to keep in mind when studying the per acre 
rentals is that practically all state lands are under lease. 
Yet some of the acres among the 2,553 leases undoubtedly is waste 
land. lf all acres of waste land were excluded, the per acre 
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Table 12 
CON~ARISON OF RENTAL RATES OF 11 LAHGE 11 LESSEES 
WITH COUNTY AVERAGES* 
Grazing Leases Agricultural Leases 
Average Per Average Per 
County Acre Rental County Acre Rental 
Amount Average Acres in For A~ount Average Acres in For 
in Rental "Large" 11 L_arge 11 in Eental 11 Large 11 11 Largett 
County Acres Per Acre Leases Leases Acres Per Acre Leases Leases 
Adams 16,039 $0.375 5,418 $0.365 8,948 $2.53 648 $3.00 
Ala:nosa 55,051 .150 46,165 .146 130 1.46 
Arapahoe 11,667 .489 6,076 .601 805 2.40 
Archuleta 3,080 .326 
Baca 33,855 .35 9,906 .449 5,068 2 .. 24 
Bent 140,653 .278 114,379 • 341 2,163 2.71 481 l. 75 
I Boulder 2,700 .215 117 4,21 
w Chaffee 15,999 .163 l l ,442 .162 
"° I Cheyenne 51,682 .435 9,600 .363 200 2.76 
Clear Creek 160 .25 
Conejos 52,974 .327 34,897 .395 1,727 l.94 
Costilla 
Crowley 68,913 .367 46,448 .358 155 1.52 
Custer 11,965 .279 2,280 .245 74 2.00 
Delta 
Denver 
Dolores 4,100 .399 60 1.25 
Douglas 6,537 .496 343 2.62 
Eagle 8,878 .280 130 2.54 
Elbert 79,414 .384 41,473 .375 2,722 1.66 
El Paso 163,365 .452 135,579 .326 1,843 1.49 360 1.44 
Fremont 57,076 .186 38,077 .186 
Garfield 
Gilpin 640 .28 
Grand 47,751 .249 39,148 .209 81 2.00 14 2.00 
Table 12 Continued: 
Grazing Lea&es Aoricultural Leases 
Average Per Average Per 
County Acre Rental County Acre Rental 
Amount Average /1.c res in For Amount Average Acres in For 
in Eental 11 Large 11 "Largen in F.ental "Large" "Large" 
County Acres Per Acre Leases Leases Acres Per Acre Lealces Leases 
Gunnison 8,098 $0. 208 2,204 $0.201 200 $2 .. 00 
Hinsdale 
Huerfano 39,707 .292 12,805 .282 81 1.53 
Jackson 118,486 .178 105,864 .168 595 l.93 93 1.81 
Jefferson 6,621 .225 15 1.53 
Kiowa 68,158 .317 41,603 .305 620 1.13 
Kit Carson 48,626 .492 12,711 .3?7 4,268 1.19 550 .9137 
Lake 1,087 .428 105 .23 
I La Plata 6,731 .216 69 2.00 
.t:,. Lari:ner 51 I 175 .313 28,504 .333 l ,596 2.89 
0 
I Las Animas 152,684 .292 78,668 .280 1,410 1.45 
Lincoln 132,383 .39 80,480 .377 3,154 2.30 700 1.91 
Logan 122,293 • 41 82,936 .411 11,968 2.61 350 2.66 
Mesa 
!,{inera 1 
i,1of: at 203,154 .23 166,071 .221 3,296 2.65 2,898 2.66 
Mor.tezuma 8,084 .24 1,440 • 20 396 1.29 
:\lontros e 
'I 
1 .. organ 49,539 .409 17,647 .418 3,963 l.82 
Otero 114,679 .309 97,489 .310 674 3. 0 S 
Ouray 792 • 51 
Park 101,247 .226 79.175 .211 85 1.92 
Phillips 4,991 ,462 12,549 3.67 420 4.CO 
Pitkin 472 • 16 
Pro•ners 40,238 .352 18,726 .360 968 2. 31 
.. 11M • :l 
r ,-
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2.79 
S2.13 
(•} For this comparison, "larg~•• leases are considered to be ~ore than two sections {1,280 acres) 
of grazing land or more than one section (640 acres} ot agricultural land. 
Table 13 
COl.'.PA:',ISO?< OF P.::C:tHAL :t!.TES '.':ITH CIJl': :TY AV:!"'..!.GE:S fOR ~AZI::G LE SSE:= S 
!-1_~y ffG OVER l O, 000 AC R::: S O? '.3: .\ TF U,'. :;::, 
:<a-;-,e ::i£ L8ssee 
Ack.er-:ian, J.D. 
A.ut"I:y, Gene 
Burner, Jess & Delm~ L. 
Christophe~, Frank 
Dickinson, ::.argaret S, & A;:,'., Jr, 
Ham, A, 8, 
A Ingle Land & Cattle Company 
N 
Jenkins Livestock Co~pany 
Johnston, Bob 
/.';;.urer, A,B, 3. !~( r: jl ......... 













































1.:':.f!'...!J !. ::>r 
:-er',t2 l Coc.•nties 
3 S,066,98 El ?::i so 
3,122.83 Pueblo 
3,731,73 El Paso f9167.6~l 
Fresor1t , 7GA8,28 
Pueblo (3595,94) 
3,498.09 Fre~ont {15,990.99) 
Park (2520.03) 
3,719.68 !bffat 
4,616.74 Bent (10,901.84} 
;:iowa {640} 
5,749,74 Las Animas (1280) 
El Paso (16687.94) 
4,370;34 ~·-:-e ld 
3,965.90 Huerfano (380) 
Pueblo {12,774,44) 
Las Animas (640) 





3,730,94 Lake (105) 
Park (20745.00) 
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Table 13 Continued: 
Name of Lessee 
Newhall Land & Farming Company 
Nichols, Houston P.. 
Nichols, Lawrence & Houston 
Quealy Livestock Company 
Ross, J,W. 
Rourke Cattle Company 
Salisbury, Albert K. 
Sherwin, Carl L. & Hilma 
Spady, Alvin 
.r,. Spady, Alvin, E 1 k Spady & G. E. Marcum 
w 
Spicer Sheep Company_ 
S~auder, c. J. 
Thc!tcher, J.H. 
Thomas, Zerrell & Bertha Ann 
Timberlake, Rob 1 t M. - Beverly E. Gruy 




























































































































Table 13 Continued: 
Grazing Rate 
1:ame of Lessee Acreage Per Acre 
Appelt Ranch Company 66,704.95 $0.32 
Arnold-Harriman Company, Inc. 44,714.10 .30 
33,033.50 .33 3ohart, Field 
Everhart Ranches 40,138.81 .252 
:.',c!ntosh, Angus 30,331,37 .33 
• Smith: Albert, Margaret, Rob't & Joe 31,125,21 .3762 
~ State Forest Grazing Association 70,317,89 .1266 
p. 
' Stewart, 1~alcolm G. 
34, 795,83 .1388 
Stewart, Malcolm G. • Jr. 40,_314.24 .3022 
Timberline Cattle Company 51,120.20 .3185 
Warren Livestock Company 28,893.64 .38 
Sub-Total 471,489.74 $0.277 
Total 933,063.10 $0.273 



















El Paso (13,475.20) 
Pueblo {53,229.75) 
Otero (35,855.41] 




























































Comparison of Lease Rental Rate to "Value" 
Table 14 presents a county-by-county comparison of the 
percentage relationship between lease rental rates and the 
11 value 11 of the land for current grazing and agricultural leases~ 
for this comparison, two value figures have been used: first, 
the value placed on the land by the land board appraisers in 
their reports filed generally prior to the issuance of the lease; 
and second, the value of the land as estimated by the appraisers 
as of September, 1960. Normally, this latter value was greater 
than the 1' lease" value and the percentage of rental thereto was 
therefore lower in these cases • 
On the whole, ngricultural lessees are leasing state land 
at a substantially higher percentage of value than are grazing 
lessees. In terms of 11 lease" value, the state nverage for 
agricultural lease rentals is 4.12 per cent compared to 2.38 per 
cent for grazing lease rentals. Using the revised value figures 
of September, 1960, the same comparison shows 3.78 per cent for 
agricultural leases and 1.93 per cent for grazing leases. 
On the basis of "lease" value, the percentage relation-
ship on grazing leases averages less than two per cent in 12 
counties: Archuleta, 1.21%; Boulder, 1.56%; Crowley 1 1.92%; 
Gilpin, 1.86%; Grand, 1.75%; Jackson, 1.26%; Kiowa, 1.58%; 
La Plata, 1.92%; Larimer, 1.88%; Moffat, l.98;'i; Phillips, 1.85%; 
and Weld, 1.96%. On the other hand, there are no counties where 
agricultural le~ses average less than two per cent, and only two 
counties where they average less than three per cent - Kiowa, 
2.25%, and Kit Carson, 2.27%. 
Using the value totals of September, 1960, this same 
comparison shows that in the following 26 counties state grazing 
lease rentals average less than a two per cent return: Adams, 
1.66';~; Archuletci, 1.15%; Dent, 1.99°/4; Boulder, .SO}~; CheyC?nne, 
1.88%; Clear Creek, 1.67%; Crowley, 1.62).'.j Elbert, 1.687,'.; Gilpin, 
1.86%; Grand, 1.49/; Jackson, l~l!T/4; Jefferson, 1.99';~; Kiowa, 
1.48%; La Plata, 1.91%; Larimer, 1.5876; Lincoln, 1.64%; Logan, 
1.58%; noffat, 1.60%; l,:organ, J.63X; Phi.llips, 1.67%; Frowers, 
l 81,,,, · r, t t l 75°1 • ,:-- .-1 ' k 1 7 2"' · w h . · t l ,. r,,.' • w l d • ~ ;u, ('c0U , ~ 1", ,.,(;,J(_J\'11.C , • N, ,,as ln'j ,on, .Ou,'l, 1 •.,e , 
l.70}~; ;:rnd Y11mc1, 1.67%. Dy the same token, only one county 5s 
reported v:h0re stc1t0 .:igriculturnl lec1ses avcra:9e less th,in two 
per cent - Y\t Carso11, 1.91% - and three other counties where 
these leas~s aver~ge between two per cent and three per cent -
Fl Paso, 2.rr;;;; Jefferson, 2.29;,;; and K.tow:=i, ?.98'X. 
- 4:=i -
At the other end of the scale, using the "lease" value, 23 
counties contain st0te agricultural leases averaging a percentage 
relationship of four per cent or more compared to two counties for 
grazing leases - Conejos, 4.?'/4; and El Paso, 4.77%. The 23 counties 
and the percentage relationships for agricultural leases are: 
Adams, 5.21%; Arapahoe, 5.86%; Boulder, 7.87%; Conejos, 4.89%; 
Dolores, 12~5CP;(,; Douglas, 4.84%; Eagle, 7.7ffX,; Grand, 4.32%; Gunnison, 
4.00%; Huerfano, 4.16%; Jefferson, 8.34%; La Plata, 4.12%; Larimer, 
6.62?~; Las Animas, 7.06%; Moffat, 5.43%; Otero, 5.09%; Park, 5.03%; 
Phillips, 4.22%; Prowers, 4.91%; Rio Grande, 4.5cr,l; Routt, 6.53%; 
Sedgwick, 4.48%; and Weld, 4.65%. 
Based on the Sept€mber~ 1960, value figures, this same com-
parison shows a total of 18 counties having state agricultural leases 
averaging four per cent or More: Adams, 4.81%; Arapahoe, 4.67%; 
Conejos, 5Q21%; Dolores, 5.00%; Douglas, 5.33%; Grand, 4.22%; Gun-
nison, 4.00%; Huerfano, 4.16%; La Plata, 5.01%; Larimer, 4.26%; Las 
Animas, 6.37;f; Moff;:it, 5.34%; Otero, 4.88%; Park, 4.98%; Rio Grande, 
4.87%; Routt, 5.49%; Sedgwick, 4.68%; and Weld, 4.15%~ Grazing 
leases average 4.50 per cent in Conejos County and 4.10 per cent in 
Lake County. 
Cautions. The basis for the comparisons reported in Table 
14 are the values reported by the land board's field appraisers at 
the time of leasing the land · { '1 lease 11 value) and as of September, 
1960 ( 11 9/60'' value J. In this connection, the land board has re-
ported that the values placed on the land for leasing purposes 
does not represent the price the board would ask for sale purposes. 14 
Consequently, the percenta~e relationship between the rentals there-
on and the value reported may be distorted, i.e., larger, to the 
extent that the value fig1,.1res do not necessarily represent what the 
land might bring if sold. 
Correspondingly, the 11 9/60" values reported by the appraisers 
are generally highGr than the "lease 11 values, and as a result the 
percentage relationships are usually lower than for 11 lease" value. 
Moreover, as the "9/60 11 values represent more recent appraisal 
figures, it appears that the mor~ realistic comparison would be 
between current rental rates and the "9/60" figures. Again, how-
ever, the land board reports that the "9/60" values do not necessarily 
represent the sales value of the land. 
14. However, one of the board's appraisers, Mr. Dan G. Skalla, has 
stated that ''in 1959 I changed the value of state land on my 









19:i5 1957 1960** 
Annual % Diff. Annual Annual % Diff. Annual Annual % om. 
er Acre Total in No. of Rent Per Acre Total in No. of Rent Per Acre 7otal in 
~:ew $ Diff. ..ll!lL Acres Old New $ Diff, ..ll!lL Acres Old ...ll!rL $ Diff • ..ll!lL 
$ .34 $ 9.00 38.S% 2,725.00 $ .40 $ .41 $ 21.C!O 1. 91;: 3,183.55 $ .33 $ .52 $ 607.00 -- --- --- 4,546.38 .69 1,282.00 69.7 640.00 .32 .42 6L .Or:' .15 0 0 640.00 .12 0 1,320.00 .12 .26 159.0C' 
160.00 .25 13.00 47,l --- --- --- --- ---
680.00 .33 -143 -39.l 1,248.00 .41 • 74 413.0C S·C;"---- --- --- --- 640.0C .13 .2e 64.0C ' ·"' .19 13.00 3.5 19,488,93 .21 92.0C 0 2,196.50 .18 .28 208.0C ::.:. • ':l . -- --- --- 12,289,43 .23 481.0C! 20.1 1,115.80 .19 .30 !23.0C ~7.9 
.20 2C.OO 9.1 640.00 .10 0 0 160.00 .15 .25 16.0C ~S.7 
.20 0 0 4,320.00 .35 73,00 5.1 3,680.CO .l9 .26 248. 00 35.9 
.15 -331.00 -11. 7 17,405.97 .22 511.00 15.3 23,095.02 .20 ,34 3,219.00 58,4 
.20 42.00 6.1 25,914.35 .38 2,13t .'.)0 27,7 2,875,97 ,21 .32 329.ac ~S.l 
~ 485.00 173,4 6,332.75 ___.2± 66,00 3.20 ~4.811.96' ,32 .43 :;.695.'J'.' 32,0 
$0.182 s 238.00 ~2% 95,l42,Bl $0.257 $0.305 $4,530,00 ~ 4,966.80 ""Il5'379 50.396 $11,175.00 ~
.61' 1,082.00 225,3 12,640.00 .• 37 .38 l80.0C 3.9 8,320.00 .46 .• 54 521.00 16.l 
.34 243.00 126. 7 6,649.70 .58 ,38 -1,367.00 -35.3 7,257.50 .32 ' .41 643.00 27.6 
.33 94.00 47.2 25,676.38 .35 .37 547.nO 5.l 10,370.27 .32 .45 1,305.00 :?s.e 
,29 56.00 17 .. 6 3,200.00 .28 ,30 51.00 5,7 4,S00.00 .34 .42 378.00 23.1 
.68 1,359.00 248,0 9,380.00 .37 ,55 l,733.00 47.2 7,650.00 .43 .52 656.00 19.7 
.38 8,085.CO 151.l 13,633.49 .36 .37 110.00 2.2 17,095.98 .33 .45 2,027.00 36.0 
.40 372.00 137.0 11,611.90 .39 .3B -37.00 -o.s 16,372.86 ,40 .56 2,561.00 39.l 
.35 1,178.00 66.9 8,143.77 .32 .40 624,00 23. 7 13,515.88 .39 .51 1,590.90 30.2 
.42 38.CC! 16.8 --- --- --- --- --- 1,570.0o' ;44 .54 158,00 22.0 
.40 83.00 100.0 2,719.84 .48 .so 61.00 4.6 1,314.00 .44 ,48 61.00 10.6 
.47 2,439.00 51.2 14,615.42 .37 ,39 406,00 7,6 13,891.90 .37 .so 1,729.00 33.5 ti 245,00 56,5 5.125. 70 37 40 142, 00 7,5 12,878.92 ~~ 49 1.802,00 ~ • 3 $15,304.00 ~% 113,897.20 ~4 ~6 $2,450,00 5. '7;:G lls,037.31 ~3 ~l $13,532.00 .., • I• 
.35 126, DO 133,34 6,608.62 .,28 .33 357.00 19.6 4,549.67 .32 .38 302.00 21.0 
,3C 210.00 7!.51 17,177,03 .27 .37 l, 749.00 37 ,3 12,082.58 .:n .41 l,:?A0.00 33.l 
.30 12.00 93.6 3,326.12 .20 .23 110.00 16.5 2,719.00 .27 .34 215.00 ;_25.9 
.32 525.00 100.0 62,762.84 ,32 ·.33 970.00 4.9 37,357.39 .29 .39 3,523.00 32.l 
,16 31.00 0 5,360.00 .15 .20 225.00 33.0 5,520.00 .18 .23 301.00 30,7 
,30 5,843.00 100.0 12,369.67 .25 .25 237,00 7,8 4,939.70 .34 .42 427.00 25.7 --- --- --- 8,260.60 .33 .36 200.00 7.3 7,318.58 .33 .40 494.00 20.2 ~-, 3,939.00 57.8 9,010.60 .27 ,30 279.00 11.6 15,784.64 .22 .31 1,499.00 44.0 •"-' 
~ -26,00 -26.67 1.160.00 .09 ~ 36,00 33.3 1,920.00 · 19 28 160.00 ~1·1~ 
, • l $10,660.00 > 2.3% 126,035.48 $G.2li5 s • 1e $4,173,00 l!.6% 92,191.56 ~ ~8 $8,161.00 . ' 
1,247.73 .10 .12 . 25.00 19.9 3,461.29 .34 .24 -316.00 -27 .18 ,,, 94,00 39.80 640,00 .51 .61 14.00 22.7 --- --- --- ----~i 
.19 83.00 17.00 1,924.58 ,09 ,20 212.00 122.2 400.00 .06 .10 16.00 60,00 
.29 -285.00 -23.4 3,000.91 .14 .15 37.00 9.1 15,892.58 .29 .29 49.00 0 -- --- --- 640.00 .28 .28 l.00 0 1,280.00 .30 .35 70.00 18.6 
.15 0 0 2,102.00 .25 ,27 33,00 6.5 694.27 .22 ,30 56.00 36.4 
.18 110,00 50.00 2,550.00 .13 .19 154,00 50,8 --- --- --- --- ---
.29 416.00 74.5;:'. , , 052, 5e .. !9 .25 433.00 32.8 2,560.00 .28 .35 192.00 27.::l -- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ----- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 1,240,00 .16 .20 49,00 25.0 
.29 817.00 16.8 20,019.07 ,26 442, 00 6.43 14,165.87 .28 .39 1,505.00 40.7 
614,00 .35 ,43.'JO -18.9 1,520.00 .20 .21 15.00 4.9 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
.39 29.0') 95.0 31,78c.80 .20 .20 44.00 0 4,140.59 .22 .2e 2::.4.00 27 .5 -- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- -
.15 0 0 3,120.80 .22 .21 -26.00 -3.70 280.00 ,20 .20 0 0 
.19 12.00 8.0 6,159.0C ,21 .14 -438.00 -34.5 2,399.80 .16 .19 70.0C 18.4 
.26 38.00 30,0 640.00 .38 .50 77.00 31.6 640,00 11 .15 26.00 36.4 
,o.261$ 1,314.00 ~ 81,447.47 ~5 $1').'228 $1,035.00 6. o)l 48,675.50 ~5 w.-!08 $2,086.00 ~
S0.303 $27,516.00 62.(),16 416,522.96 $0.289 0.319 $12,188.00 10.4% 350,871.17 $0.308 S0.408 $34,954.00 • 32.5% 
t 
lated to the nearest cent. 
,lated from total rents and not the rate per acre which is a rounded off fiqure. 
,unded to nearest dollar. 
l decrease in new rentals, 
!ptember 15, 1960 
Table 17 Continued: 
COMl'ARISON OF PR.tOR AND CURRENT RENTAL RATES PE'R ACRE AND ANNUAL INCOME 
Agricultural Leases* 
Old 19!:I~ New Annual oia 12:!7 New Annual Ota ft!oP Annual 
Annual Annual Total Annual Annual Total Annual Annual Total 
No. of Rental Rental Dollar % .No. of Rental Rental Dollar % No, of Rental Rental Dollar % 
~ ~ Per Acre Per Acre Diff: Diff. ~ Per Acre Per Acre Diff. Diff, Acres Per Acre Per Acrt .JlliL. Diff. 
District I 
Adams !l!!>O $1.63 $2,00 $206 23.()ll'; 3,093 $2.46 $2.34 $-364 -4.80% 1,073 $2.70 $2.73 $ 37 1.1% 
Arapahoe --- --- --- --- --- 565 2.19 2.44 143 ll.4 --- --- ---Boulder 
Clear Creek 
Douglas --- --- -- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 32 2.00 3,00 32 50.00 Gilpin --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---Grand 7 1.00 2.00 7 100.00 60 2.00 2.00 0 0 
Jcickson --- --- --- --- --- 40 1.81 1.81 0 0 
Jefferson --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Larimer --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 300 2.19 5.00 844 128.3 Moffat --- --- --- --- --- 20 4.00 2.00 -40 -50,00 1,868 2,!!>0 2.75 466 10.00 
Routt 30 1.50 2.!10 30 66.67 2,844 2.15 2.17 58 .9!!> --- --- --- --- ---'field ½:e~ 1. 9!I 1.99 65 fl ~:gsg 2.26 2.04 •423 -9.81 ~:m 2.51 si:i 800 ~ District Totals Il':"13 ff:lRl -mm • 1% ~ ~ $:m :-J:'N ~ I27ffl 
District II 
Cheyenne 
Crowley --- --- --- --- --- l!!l 1.00 l.00 0 0 
Flbert 80 1.75 1,75 0 0 796 1.67 1. 75 62 4.$ 165 l.:i6 l.:i6 0 0 
Kiowa --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---Kit Carson --- --- --- --- --- 1,381 2.24 1.92 -440 -14.23 70 2.00 2.00 0 0 
Lincoln --- --- --- --- --- 382 1.69 1.69 0 0 420 2.19 2.38 80 8.7 Logan 615 2.00 2.00 0 0 1,190 2.18 2.12 -70 -2.a· 2,717 2.91 2.99 212 2.7 
Morgan 600 1.07 1.48 248 38.3 1,240 2.03 2.21 300 11.0 399 1.65 1.90 1og 15.g 
Phillips 464 2.17 4.17 928 92,2 2,240 2.57 3.57 2,240 38.89 590 3.02 3.02 
Sedgwick 209 l. 75 2,50 157 42.86 152 3.00 3.50 76 16.67 1,316 3.45 3.16 -380 -8.;F 
Washington 715 1.60 2.!10 641 e6.3 4,213 2.72 2.21 -2,161 -18.7 4,030 2.52 2.33 -736 -7.5 
Yuma ~ $¥·~0 2.!10 56 ..,!l..?,.. rr:m ~ t½:H -,+ ~ 1~:m ~ &:®~ 120 -:-Ht: District Totals 5 ~ $2~ 38,9 ~
District III 
'J' Baca --- --- --- --- --- 220 1.50 2.00 110 33.33 1,034 1.85 2.22 392 20.0 a, Bent 290 2.05 2.80 219 36.6 1,112 3.04 2,93 -116 -3.6: 180 2.28 2.67 71 17.01 
Custer --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 74 1.25 1,99 56 60.5 El Paso --- --- --- --- --- 655 1.62 l,57 -34 -3.l 200 1.50 1.50 0 0 Fremont --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---Otero --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 449 3.14 4.03 400 28.3 
Prowers --- --- --- --- --- 172 1.92 2.04 20 6.3 66 l.99 2.24 17 12.6 
Pueblo --- --- --- --- --- 1,420 1.77 2.18 592 23.2 80 4.50 5.50 80 22.22 
Teller ·-- ·--District Totals ~ ~ ~ fit9 ~ ~ 12:n ~ 1512 ~ ~ ff:n ff:'ffilr."!mi --w.m 
District rv 
Alamosa --- ---- ---- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 70 1.00 1.00 0 0 Archuleta 
Chaffee 
Conejos 75 1.00 1.50 38 50.00 240 1.16 1.33 42 14, 7 155 1.52 1.52 0 0 





rl.ontezuma --- --- --- --- --- 76 2,00 2.00 0 0 Ouray 
Park 
Pitkin 
Rio Grande 240 3.33 2,67 -160 -19,8. --- --- --- --- --- 158 • 75 1.00 40 33.3 
Saguache 110 2.00 2.00 0 0 120 2.00 2.00 0 0 320 2.33 2.13 -64 -8.6 
San Miguel --- ---
District Totals ~ 123s ~ $:-m -~ 5TI Il':64 ~ ,.,.,. 9.1% ~ "fr.66 ~-r.:ii 
State To~als 5,751 $1.86 :£2.29 $2,435 23.l;~ 24,384 $2.30 $2.30 $23 -0- 22,605 $2,!:;5 $2.67 $2,567 4. 7% 
* Annual rentals per acre calculated to the nearest cent, 
Annual total dollar difference rounded to nearest dollar, 
This is due to rounding off annual dollat diff~rences and· calculating per cent In two cases, a dollar difference occurs while% change in-~ate is zero. 
' differences on a rate per acre 'basis,· · 
** 1960 • January 1, 1960 through September i5, 1960 
In order to estimate the amount of additional tax money that 
would be collected by the se~eral counties containing state lands 
should they be sold, the appraised value (both the n1ease 11 value and 
the 11 9/6-0 11 value) has been used as the sale price. Property is not 
assessed in Colorado at market value; consequently, the two-year 
average rural sales ratio in each county has been applied to the 
appraised value to arrive at the additional amount of assessed value 
that would be added to the tax base in each county. To that 
additional tax base the average rural mill levy has been applied to 
determine the additional tax dollars that would be raised. 
For those counties having grazing and agricultural land, 
with the values adjusted by their two-year rural sales ratio, add-
ing this acreage to· the tax rolls is estimated to result in a 
total of $488,905, using the lease value. or $588,769 on the basis 
of the appraised value as of September. 1960, in increased tax 
collections to counties, rural school districts, and special dis-
tricts. On an individual county basis, estimated property tax 
receipts would increase annually by more than $25,000 in five 
co~nties, using lease value as the base figure - Bent, $25,514; 
Las Animas, $29,441; Lincoln, $30,911; Logan, $33,905; and Weld, 
$37,678; using the September, 1960, value as the base total, ten 
counties would receive more than an estimated $25,000 annually -
Bent, $28,924; El Paso, $25,694; Las Animas, $26,997; Lincoln, 
$39,880; Logan, $45,189; Moffat, $29,917; Otero, $27,783; Pueblo, 
$35,944; Washington, $26,246; and Weld, $43,054., 
On the other hand, using either value figure as the base, 
13 counties are estimated to receive less than $1,000 annually 
from increased taxes: Archuleta, Clear Creek, Dolores, Eagle, 
Gilpin, Gunnison, Jefferson, Lake, La Plata, Montezuma, Ouray, 
Pitkin, and Teller; also, on the basis of the lease value alone, 
two additional counties would be in this group, Boulder and 
Chaffee. Further, the placing of this land on the tax rolls 
would not increase the local tax base in the ten counties which 
do not have state land~ 
Concerning investment income, annual rentals on current 
agricultural and grazing leases total $1,204,431. Based on the 
lease value figures reported, the state would have to receive 
better than a 2.67 per cent annual return to better this figure. 
(In 1959, the percentage return on investments equaled 3.17 per 
cent.} On the basis of the September, 1960, appraisals, the 
investment return would have to be more than 2.21 per cent to 
collect more than the $1,204,431 being received from lease rentals. 
Table 20 indicates the income that could be derived from 
the proceeds of the sale of state lands if the lands were sold at 
either appraisal figure. The income from the proceeds are shown 
















ESTIMATED ANNUAL INCOME FROM INVESTMENT OF LEASE AND 9/60 
APPRAISED VALUE OF STATE AGRICULTURAL AND GRAZING LAND 
Lease $ Return On 9/60 $ Return On 
Value* Investment Value* Investment 
$44,948,800 $ 449,500 $54,426,258 $ 544,300 
44,948,800 679,200 54,426,258 816,400 
44,948,800 899,000 54,426,258 1,088,500 
44,948,800 1,123,700 54,426,258 1,360,700 
44,948,800 1,348,500 54,426,258 1,632,800 
44,948,800 1,424,900 54,426,258 1,725,300 
4<!,948,800 J,573,200 54,426,258 1,904,900 
44,948,800 1,798,000 54,426,258 2,177,100 
44,948,800 2,022,700 54,426,258 2,449,200 
44,948, 800· 2,247,400 54,426,258 2,721,300 
.-)(• 
11 Lea::;e" value represents the value contained in the reports filed 
by land board appraisers. 11 9/60" value represents the value placed 














General Statutory Provisions Relating to 
State Board of Land Commissioners 
1953 Colorado Revised Statutes, As Amended 
112-3-1. necord of proceedings. --
commissioners shall cause a complete record 
kept in a suitable book, and shall preserve 
documents pertaining to the state lands. 
The state board of land 
of their proceedings to be 
all important papers and 
Source: L. 19, p. 637, Section l; C.L. Section 1146; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 44 • 
112-3-2. Employees -- register -- hearings -- bonds. -- The 
state board of land commissioners is authorized and empowered to employ 
pursuant to article XII, section 13 of the constitution all office 
force. It shall be the duty of the register to keep the records of 
the state board of land commissioners; to make out and countersign all 
patents nnd leases issued by the board to purchasers and lessees of 
state lands, and keep a suitable record of same; to file and preserve 
bonds of lessees and those given by purchasers to secure deferred 
payments; to make and deliver to purchasers a suitable certificate of 
purchase; to have the custody of the seal of the Gtate board of land 
commissioners; to keep the minutes of the board; to receive all moneys 
from the deputy register collected by such officer on acco11nt of the 
state board of land commissioners, and to pay them over to the state 
treasurer, as prescribed by law, and in the absence of the deputy 
register to receipt for and receive all moneys payable to the state 
board of land commissioners, and to perform such other duties concern-
inQ the land affairs of the state as the said board may direct. It 
shall also be the duty of the register in any and all contested cases, 
at the direction of the board, when hearings are necessary and witnesses 
may be required to be examined, to set a date for hearing such cases. 
The register shall duly advise the contestants and their accredited 
attorneys of the date set for such hearings, and on the date appointed 
the register is hereby empowered to administer oaths and to hear and 
receive evidence after the rn~nner and procedure established by the 
United States in the district land offices, or in accordance with the 
rules that are or may be adopted by the board governing such cases. All 
evidence given and provided in such cases before the register shall be 
fully transcrib8d and arranged at the cost of the parties to th~ con-
test~ and shall form a part of the records of the office of the state 
board of land commissioners. 
The register shall, as soon as convenient after such hearings, 
present a full transcript of the proceedings to the state board of 
land commissioners., who shall render a decision in accordance therewith. 
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The hoard shall be provided with a suitable office and office furniture 
by the division of public buildings. On or before the thirty-first 
day of December immediately preceding the meeting of the general assembly, 
it shall n1ake a report of the business of said board, the transactions 
of the state board of land commissioners, and the land affairs of the 
state, showing, by tables, the land belonging to the several funds of the 
state. to whom sold, the amount leased, the receipts from all source&, 
and the reports shall contain any such other items or information con-
cerning state lands as the state board of land commissioners may deem 
worthy of publication. The report shall not exceed the number of pages 
permitted by law. Of this report there shall be published the same 
number as is now, o~ may hereafter be, required by law for the executive 
departments of the ~tate. Before assuming the duties of his office, 
each member of the state board of land commissioners shall give a surety 
bond, the expe~se of which shall be paid by the state from the land 
commissioners' cash fund, in the sum of thirty thousand dollars, con-
ditional upon the faithful discharge of his duties, and the bond shall 
be approved by the governor and state treasurer and filed with the 
secretary of state. 
Source: L. 19, p. 638, Section 2; C.L. Section 1147; CSA, C.134, 
Section 45. 
112-3-3. Deputy register -- duties -- bon~. -- It shall be the 
duty of the deputy register to receipt and account for all moneys pay-
able to the state board of land commissioners, and the deputy register 
shall pay same over to the register daily. The deputy register shall 
give a good and sufficient surety bond, the cost of which shall be paid 
by the state, to b~ approved by the state board of land commissioners, 
for the faithful performance of the duties pertaining to that position, 
in the amount of thirty thousand dollars. The deputy register shall per-
form such other duties as may be prescribed by the state board of land 
commissioners. 
Source: L. 19, p. 639, Section 3; C.L. Section 1148; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 47. 
112-3-4. De~d -- execution -- copy of record. -- (l} The 
governor of the state shall be and is hereby authorized, and, in case 
of his absence or inability, the lie~tenant governor shall be and is 
hereby authorized to execute a good and sufficient deed or patent.of 
conveyance, transferring any and all lands which shall or may be 
ordered sold,or which shall be sold and disposed of by the state board 
of land commissioners under the statutes of this state. Such deed or 
patent shall be attested by the secretary of state. contersigned by the 

























register, and have the great seal of the state and the seal of the state 
board of land commissioners thereto attached, but need not be acknow-
ledged. The certified copy of the record of any such deed or patent 
shall be receivable in evidence in all courts of record in this state, 
the same as the original. 
(2) Where such deed or patent has been or may be issued pursuant 
to this section, to a person who has died before the date of such deed 
or patent, the title to the land designated therein shall inure to and 
become vested in the heirs, devisees, or assignees of such deceased 
grantee or pBtentee as if the deed or patent had issued to the deceased 
person during life. 
Source: L. 19, p. 640, Section 4; C.L. Section 1149; CSA, C. 
134 1 Section 48; L. 49, p. 552, Section 1. 
112-3-5. Selection and location of lands. -- It shall be the 
duty of the state bo<lrd of land commissioners to select and locate all 
lands which are now, or may be hereafter, granted to this state by the 
general government, for any purpose whatever, and the board shall take 
the necessary steps to secure the approval of such selections by the 
proper officers of the general government. In making such selections, 
the board may employ such agents and means as may be necessary to 
acqJaint the board with the character of the lands selected; and the 
board may provide to have the lands belonging to the state classified 
and appraised. 
Sourco: L. 19, p. 640, Section S; C.L. Section 1150; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 49~ 
112-3-6. Appraisers, reports. -- Appraisers shaLl make stated 
written reports of their work to the state board of land commissioners 
and such special reports as may be required from time to time. Such 
reports shall be made upon suitable uniform blanks to be provided by 
the board for such purpose, wherein shall be set forth the legal des-
cription, general character and adaptability and estimated value of 
each of the several pieces, parcels or tracts of land embraced in any 
such report, together with such other useful information as may be 
required by the board. 
Source: L. 17, p. 506, Section 3; C.L. Section 1153; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 52. 
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112-3-7. Re~olution of selection. -- The state board of land 
commissioners from time to time shall make selection and location of 
the 1 a n d s to w h i c h t he st a t e i s E· n t i t 1 e d u n de r th c sever a .l gr a n t s o f 
land from congress by causing to be sp:read upon its r;1inutes a proper 
resolution, or resolutioris~ particularly designating all such pieces, 
parcels or tracts of la;-1d so selected and located ,v1d thereupon from 
time to time said board shall promptly take all necessary and propDr 
steps to effectually secure the approval thereof by the proper officers 
of the gen0ral gove.rnrnent. 
Source: L. 17, p. 506. Section 4; C.L. Section llS4j CSA, 
C. 134, Section 53. 
112-3-8. Appraisal -- classification -- plat. -- Immediately 
after the seleclio~ of s~id indemni·ty land is completed the state board 
of land commission2rs ,.;h0ll begi:i <l qcr1eral appraisal of all .lands owned 
now or here~fter by the state. The bo3rd shall provide pz·oper books 
fer such purpos0 wherein shall be set forth the legal description, 
general char3ctar and adaptability and appraised val11ation of each of 
the several piaccs, parcels or tracts of lands so clas~ified and 
appr~ised, together with such other useful ir1formation as the board 
S'."lJ.ll deer.i ;rncessi'lry. The boc.1rd also from time to time shall provide 
proper plats showing all such lands so classified and appraised. 
Source: L. 17~ p. '506, Section Si C.L. Section 1155; CSA, 
C. 134,Scction 5~. 
112-3-9. Reclassification. -- The state board of land comrnis-
::.ioners shall have· the power from time to time to reclassify and 
:r~.;:,ppr;~ise any l;inds owr;ed by the st;ite 2.nd shall make the same record 
thereof as ?rovided by this article for the original classification 
a~d apprais~l of such lands and shall make the necessary notations or 
cha~ges on its exlsting records. 
So 1~,g : L . ]_ 7 , p . 5 0 7 • Sect ion 6 ; C • L • Sect ion l J 5 6 ; CSA , 
C. 134, Section 55. 
112-3-10. G0oks and plats -- public records. --- Al] books and 
plats reqt1ired by this artJcle to be provided and kept by the state 
hoard of l,,nd commissioners shall be a pa.rt of the public records of 
sa i.d boc1rd a rid shall be open to inspection. 
Source: L. 17, p. 507, Section 7; C.L. Section 1157; CSA. 













112-3-11. Land appraisers. The state board of land commis-
5ioners shall appoint, pursuant to Article XII, section 13, of the 
constitution, such appraisers of state lands as are necessary. The 
appraisers shall be under the direction of the state land commissioners. 
There shall be appropriated a sufficient sum per annum for the purpose 
of defraying the expenses of the appraisers when visiting the different 
portions of the state in the discharge of their duties • 
Source: L. 19, p. 640, Section 6; C.L. Section 1158, CSA, 
C. 134, Section 57. 
112-3-12. Fees -- disposition of fees. -- The state board of 
land commissioners is hereby authorized and empowered to collect the 
fees herein fixed for the issuance of leases, patents, certificates of 
p11rchase, right of way deeds, recording assignments, making township 
pluts, filing bonds, and for the filing of all documents necessnry 
to be filed in the office, to-wit: 
Filing application to lease for each 
one hundred sixty acres or fraction thereof 
Piling application to purchase for each 
o:-ie hundred sixty acres or fraction thereof 
Accepting and approving bond 
Issuing lease, each one hundred sixty acres or fraction 
thereof 
For each additional one hundred sixty acres 
or fraction thereof in the same lease 
For issuing p~tent or certificate of purchase, each 
one hundred sixty acres or fraction thereof 
.0.s s ignrncnt fee 
Patent for town lot, one or more 
R5.ght of way deeds, easements, etc. 
For issuing permission to make improvements in excess 











Certified copies of any instrument or of the records shall be 
furnished at the rate of twenty cents per folio and one dollar for 
the certification. 
Each application for lease must be accompanied by a lease service 
fee of five dollars, in addition to the filing fee. 
All applications for purchase must be accompanied by an appraise-
ment fee of ten dollars in addition to the filing fee. 
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If the board orders a sale to be made, the applicant shall be 
recpd r0d 1.o p;.y an ,1.dverti sing fee of seventeen dollars. 
/\11 town·.hip plats sh;:ill be furnished at fifty cents each. 
For sui)dividin(J mineral la rids into lots of ten acres t>ach for 
lhc purpo~e of leasing. upon application of any person, a deposit of 
ten dollars for e:i.ch lot shall be required. 
All moneys collected by the state register and deputy in pur-
su;tncc of a riy action or resolution of the board, sh,d 1 be pa id into 
the sU1Lc_• treasury, ..is provided by law. 
All fees shall be paid in advance to the deputy register and 
be transmitted and accounted for by the deputy to the register of the 
board, as in the case of other funds, and the register shall turn the 
same into the state treasurer, as in the case of money collected for 
rent and partial payments on certificates of purchase. It shall be the 
duty of the state treasurer to receive the funds and credit the same 
to the land co~mis~ioners 1 cash fund, to be paid out by him on warrants 
drawn as provided by law, upon vouchers issued by the state board of 
land commissioners and signed by its president and register. 
Source: L. 19, p. 641, Section 7; C.L. Section 11~9; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 58; L. 45, p. 522~ Section 1. 
112-3-13. Leases -- rental -- mineral lands. -- The state 
board of land commissioners may lease any portion of the land of the 
state at a rental to be determined by it; except as provided in section 
112-3-18. The lessee shall pay the annual rental to the state board 
of land commissioners, who shall receipt for the same in the lease. 
Upon ~eceiving such annual rental, the board shall transmit the 
sdme to the state treasurer, as provided by law, and take his receipt 
therefor. If stone, coal, oilt gas, or other mineral not herein 
mentioned be found upon the state land, such land may be leased for 
the purpose of obt~ining therefrom the stone, coal, oil, gas or 
other mineral, for such length of time, and conditioned upon the pay-
ment to the state board of sucb royalty upon the product as the 
St3te board of land commissioners mLly determine. 
Source: L. 19, p. 642, Section 8; C.L. Section 1160; C.SA, 






112-3-14. Adjustment of rentals. -- The state board of land 
commissioners shall have the direction, control and disposition of the 
public lands of the state as provided for in article IX, section 9~ 
of the constitution of the state of Colorado 1 and when, in its opinion 
conditions justify, shall have the power and authority to adjust 
rentals under any existing, expired or defaulted lease on state lands, 
in a manner to secure the maximum possible revenue as provided for 
in article IX, section 10 1 of the constitution 1 and may accept pay-
ments on delinquent rentals in accordance with such adjustments. 
Source: L. 37 p. 939. Section l; CSA, C. 134, Section 59 (l}. 
112-3-15. Development of oil or gas areas. -- The state board 
of land commissioners is authorized to join on behalf of the state in a 
co-operative or unit plan of development or operation for any oil or 
gas pool, field or area, or for any part of any such pool, field, or 
area, with the United States government and its lessees or with others 
or with both such parties and, for that purpose, is hereby authorized 
at or after the time of joining to modify and change any and all terms 
of the leases heretofore or hereafter issued under the provisions of 
this chapter as mutually agreed by the lessor and lessee in any such 
lease, including the extension of the term of years otherwise appli-
cable to any such lease for the full period of time such co-operative 
or unit plan may remain iri effect, as required to conform with the 
terms of any such le35e to such co-operative or unit plan and to facil-
itate {he efficient and economic production of oil or gas from the 
lands so affected. Any such co-operative or unit plan including lands 
owned by the state may, in the discretion of the state board of land 
commissioners, contain a provision whereby authority is vested in the 
secretary of the interior, if lands of the United States are also 
included, or in any such person, committee, or state or federal 
officer or agency as may be designated in the plan to alter or modify 
from time to time the rate of prospecting and development and the 
quantity and rate of production under such plan. 
Source: L. 47, P: 692, Section l; CSA, C. 134, Section 59 (2) • 
112-3-16. Disposition of rentals, ro13lties. -- All rentals and royalties received by the state as renta sand royalties from stone1 
coal. oil, gas, gold, silver, or other mineral lands belonging to the 
state school fund, or any other of the trust funds of the state, shall 
be placed to the credit of the proper permanent fund. The state board 
of land commissioners is hereby authorized to deduct from such receipts 
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not to exceed ten per cent thereof for 
expenses of administering such lands. 
to rentals received merely for the use 
of any such lands. 
the purpose of paying the 
This section shall not apply 
and .occupation of the surface 
Source: L. 17 1 p. 414, Section l; C.L. Section 1161; CSA, 
C~ 134, Section 60. ,,,__ 
112-3-17. Leases, rentals payable in advance. -- All leases 
of state or school land shall be conditioned upon the payment of rent 
in advance, and the violation of this condition shall work a forfeiture 
of the lease, at the option of the state board of land commissioners, 
after thirty days' notice to the lessees. Notice shall be sent to 
the last known postoffice address of lessee, as given by himself to 
the register of the state board of land commissioners. 
Source: L. 19, p. 642, Section 9; C.L. Section 1162; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 61. 
112-3-18. Terms of leasing -- renewals -- sale of leased land. --
(1} The public lands of the state may be leased by the state board of 
land commissioners, and if so leased shall be leased in such manner and 
to such persons 21 s will produce .=1n optim11m long-term revenue. No lease 
of such lands for grazing or agricultural purposes shall be for a 
longer period than ten years. 
In determining the maximum benefit to the state in the renewal 
of any expiring lease, the board shall consider, among other things, 
the care and use given the land and the development work done by the 
lessee in conserving and promoting the productivity thereof and in 
promoting optimum long-term revenue for school purposes, and the classi-
fication, location and contribution to the unit controlled by the 
lessee. 
Before land shall.be leased to anyone other than the present 
lessee said present lessee shall be given ten days notice and an 
opportunity during said ten days to negotiate with the state board of 
land commissioners concerning a new lease. 
(2) Prior to the quarter period beginning April 1, 1955, and 
prior to each quarter period thereafter, the board shall make a 
listing of all leases which will expire within the second succeeding 
quarter period thereafter, giving a description of the land leased, 
the name of the lessee and the expiration date of the lease. At 















copy of such listing shall be certified to and transmitted by the board 
to the county clerk of each county in which any such land to be leased 
is situate, and shall by said county clerk, immediately upon receipt 
thereof, be posted in the court house in a conspicuous place to which 
the public shall have access, and kept so posted until all leases 
listed thereon shall have expired. A copy of such quarterly listing 
shall also be posted at the times above provided in the rnain office 
of the state board of land commissioners at the state capitol, available 
for public inspection. 
(3) All applications to lease or to renew a lease shall be 
made in writing to the board, stipulating the rental the applicant 
is willing to pay and under such other regulations, not in conflict 
with the law, as the board may prescribe. 
The board shall require from any applicant for a l~ase that he 
give evidence of his responsibility to carry out the terms of tl,e lease. 
Any applicant except the present lessee shall deposit with his appli-
cation a sum of money equal to the first annual rental offered in his 
application. 
The board shall also require that an applicant state under oath 
the total acreage of agricultural or grazing land, if any, owned and to 
be operated by him in connection with the land to be leased, and (a) the 
intended use. during the term of the lease, of both such private land, 
if any, and public land, either as to agricultural products to be pro-
duced thereon, or as to the carrying capacity of such lands in terms 
of the number of livestock such tracts are expected to reasonably 
support; and {b) if a renewal, a history, for such period of time as 
prescribed by the board, of the past use of both such private land, 
if any, and public land, as to agricultural products produced and the 
number of livestock grazed thereon. 
{4) The board may, in its discretion, offer for sale any lnnd 
leased at any time during the .term of the lease as though said lea.se 
had not been executed, or it may withdraw such land from sale during 
the full term of the leas.e. 
(5) The board shall have power to cancel and terminate any lease 
at any time if it finds that a lessee has violated any of the provisions 
of the lease or made any false statement in his application therefor. 
(6) The board sh~ll as soon as practicable, and not more than 
thirty days after the close of every quarter period, post, in the 
main office of the board. a complete listing of leases executed during 
that quarter period together with rental figures for same. 
Source: J.. 19, p. 643, Section 10; C.L. Section 1163; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 62; L. 45, p. 523, Section 2; L. 55, p. 681. Section l. 
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112-3-19. Lessee to purchase improvements. -- Should anyone 
apply to lease any of the lands belonging to the state upon which there 
are improvements belonging to another party, before a lease shall issue, 
he shall file in the office of the state board of land commissioners a 
receipt, showing that the price of the improvements, as agreed upon by 
the parties, or fixed by the state board, has heen paid to the owner 
tl1ereof in full, or shall make satisfactory proof that he has tendered 
to such owner the price of the improvements so agreed upon or fixed 
by the board. If by any mistake or error, any money has been, or 
shall hereafter be, paid on account of any sale or lease of state 
lands, it shall be the duty of the board to draw a voucher in favor 
of the party paying said money. On presentation of the voucher the 
auditor shall draw his warrant upon the state treasurer for the amount, 
and the state treasurer shall pay the same out of the fund into which 
such money was deposited or placed. If, through any fraud, deceit or 
misrepresentation, any party or parties shall procure the issuing of 
any lease for state lands, the board shall have the authority to cancel 
any such lease. 
Source: L. 19, p. 643, Section 11; C.L. Section 1164; CSA, 
C 134, Section 63. 
112-3-20. Leases -- lands in city limits. -- Lands within 
city boundaries may be leased for a term not exceeding fifty years. 
All such leased lands shall be reappraised and classified at least 
every five years, and the lessee of all such lands shall pay any 
increased rental or forfeit the land so held. When any lease expires 
by limitation the holder thereof may renew the same in manner as 
follows. At any time within the ninety days next preceding the expir-
ation of the lease, the lessee, or his assigns, shall notify the 
register of hj_s desire to renew the lease. If the lessee and the state 
board of land commissioners aaree as to the valuation of the land, a 
new lease may be issued, bearfng even date with tl1e expiration of the 
old one, and upon like conditions. The former valuation shall not 
be decreased without the consent of the state board of land commis-
sioners. Nothing in this section shall prohibit the state board of 
land commissioners from leasing any of the state lands to such party 
as shall secure to the state the greatest annual revenue. The state 
board of land commissioners may, in its discretion, offer the land for 
sale at the end of any period of five years, upon the application of 
the lessee, during the term of the lease, upon the same terms and in 
the same manner ~s though the lease had not been executed. 
Source: L. 19, p. 644, Section 12; C.L. Section 1165; CSA, 














112-3-21. Trespass -- penalty -- bond. -- All corporations, 
companies or persons using or occupying any state or school lands without 
lease, and all corporations, companies or persons who shall use or 
occupy state or school lands for more than thirty days after the can-
cellation or expiration of a lease, and any corporation, company or 
person who shall construct a reservoir, ditch, railroad, public high-
way, telegraph or telephone line, or in any manner occupy or enter 
upon lands belonging to the state, without first having secured 
the authority and permission of the state board of land commissioners 
to so occupy the land for such purpose, shall be regarded as tres-
passers, and upon conviction thereof, shall be fined in the sum of not 
less than twenty-five dollars and not more than one hundred dollars and 
each day shall be considered a separate offense. In each case, where 
a bond has been furnished to the state board of land commissioners, the 
bondsmen of the lessee shall be equally liable with himselt and in 
addition to the foregoing penalty the state shall be allowed to collect 
as rental for the use of such lands a sum equal to the appraised value 
thereof for rental purposes, as fixed by the state board of land commis-
sioners, and which value shall not be less than five cents per acre per 
annum. All suits under the provisions of this article shall be insti-
tuted under the direction of the attorney general, in the name of the 
people of the state of Colorado. 
Source: L. 19, p. 644, Section 13; C.L. Section 1166; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 65. 
112-3-22. Lands withdrawn from market. -- All lands granted 
by congress to the state for the support of common schools, being 
sections sixteen and thirty-six, and all that may be selected in lieu 
of said sections, are hereby withdrawn from market, and the sale there-
of prohibited; provided, parcels consisting of not more than one 
ht1ndred sixty acres may be sold when the state board is of the opinion 
that the best interests of the school f11nd will be served by offering 
such parcel for sale. Such land shall only be sold at p11blic auction, 
and at not less than three and one-half dollars per acre. School 
lands shall not be offered for sale, except upon the conditions here-
inafter provided for the sale of other state lands • 
Source: L. 19, p. 645, Section 14; C.L. Section 1167; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 66; L. 49, p. 522, Section 2. 
112-3-23. Plattino and sale in lots and blocks. -- The 
state board of land co,nmissioners may cause any portion of the state 
or school lands to be laid out in lots and blocks or other tracts by 
a recorded plat, to be sold from time to time, at public auction, in 
such q11antities and at such times as shall enable the state to realize 
the best prices for such lands. 
So11rce: L. 19, p. 646, Section 15; C.L. Section 1168; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 67; L. 49, p. 533, Section 3~ 
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112-3-24. Purchase of necessary land by U.S. -- Any state 
lands needed by the United States for irrigation works, other than 
right of way for roads, bridges, canals, ditches, tunnels, pipe lines, 
telephone and transmission lines, shall be sold to the United States 
at a price not less than three dollars and fifty cents per acre, and 
without advertising o:- offering same at public auction, and the stRte 
board of land commissioners shall direct the governor, secretary of 
state and register to execute and sign 1 as provided in this article, 
on behalf of the state, a proper deed o~ other instrument of writing 
of such lands. 
Source: L. 19, p. 646, Section 16; C.L. Section 1169; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 68. 
112-3-~S. Sale of state lands. -- The state board of land 
commissioners may at any time direct the sale of any state lands, 
except as provided in this article, in such parcels as they shall 
deem for the best interest of the state and the promotion of the 
settlement thereof. No lands belonging to the state, within the 
areas to be irrigated from works constructed or controlled by the 
United States or its duly authorized agents, shall hereafter be sold 
except in conformity with the classification of farm units by the 
United States. After the withdrawal of lands by the United States 
for any irrigation project, no app1Jc8.tion for the purchase of 
state lands within the limits of su,!i withdrawal shall be accepted, 
except upon the conditions prescribed in this section. All sales under 
this article, except those to the United States, shall be advertised 
in four consecutive issues of some weekly paper of the county in 
which such land is situated, if there be such paper; if not, then in 
some paper published in an adjoining county, and in such other papers 
as the board may direct. 
The advertisement shall state the time, place and terms of sale, 
and the minimum price fixed by the board for each parcel, lot, block 
or tract below which no bid shall be received. In all cases the land 
shall be offered in parcels, lots, blocks or tracts consisting of not 
more than one hundred and sixty acres each. Sales of state land shall 
be made only to citizens of the United States or to those who have 
declared their intention to become such, or to corporations organized 
under the statutes of the state or 11nder the statues of any other 
state in the United States, or under United States statutes, or to 
partnerships composed of persons who are either citizens of the United 
States or have declared their intention to become such; 
and all patents and certificates of purchase heretofore issued to 
such persons. ~ntities or partnerships are hereby validated. If any 
land he r,o ld or! which authorized improvemeritS shall have been made 











the state board. When lands on which such improvements have been made 
are sold, the purchasers, if other than the owner of the improvements, 
shall pay the appraised value of the improvements to the owner thereof, 
taking a receipt therefor, and he shall deposit such receipt with the 
state board of land commissioners before he shall be entitled to a 
patent or certificate of purchrtse. All such receipts shall be filed and 
preserved in the office of the state board of land commissioners • 
Source: L. 19. p. 646, Section 17; C.L. Section 1170; CSA, 
c. 134, Section 69; L. 49, p. 553, Section 4. 
112-3-26. Sale -- place -- reservations. -- All sales of state 
lands shall be held at the state capitol, unless otherwise directed 
by the state board of land commissioners. The state board of land 
commissioners may, in its discretion, reserve in the advetisement of 
sale of any state or school lands, rights of way for irrigation and 
drainage ditches, canals, reservoirs and other structures and for any 
roads or highways, and it may and is hereby authorized to reserve to 
the state all rights to any and all minerals, ores and metals of any 
kind and character and all coal, asphaltum, oil, gas or other like 
substance in or under said land, the right of ingress and egress for 
the purpose of mining, together with enough of the surface of the same 
as may be necessary for the proper and convenient working of s,1ch min-
erals and substances. All patents and certificates of purchase on 
state or school lands heretofore issued and in which a reservation of 
rights to minerals, ores and metals of any kind or characted whatsoever 
or coal. asphaltum, oil, gas and other like substances has been made, 
are hereby validated. The holders of such certificates of purchase or 
the owners of said. lands so patented shall by contract, deed or other 
agreement acknowledge or reconvey to the state the minerals and s1Jb-
stances so reserved, and the state board of land co~rnissioners is 
hereby authorized ~o accept on behalf of the state such deeds a~d con-
veyances and ~o make such agreements as may be necessary to carry out 
the provisions of this orticl~. 
When the conditions prescribed by statute have been complied with, 
th~ state board of land com~issioners shall make and deliver to the 
purchaser a certificate of purchase, co~taining the name of the purchaser, 
a description of the land purchased, the sum paid, the nmount remaining 
due, and the date at which eacl1 of the deferred payments falls due, and 
the a~ount thereof. Such certificate shall be signed by the president 
and countersigned by the register of the board, and rt record of the 
same kept by him in a suitable book. Whenever a purchaser of any state 
land has complied with all the conditions of the sale, and paid all 
purchase money with the lawful interest thereon, he shall receive a 
patent for the land purchased. The patent shall be signed by the 
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governor, attested by the secretary of state, and countersigned by 
the register, and have the great seal of the state and the seal of 
the state board of land commissioners thereto attached. When so signed, 
the patent shall convey title; provided that all patents and certifi-
cates of purchase heretofore issued describing the lands with reference 
to legal subdivisions shown by the United States official survey or 
by lots, blocks or tracts 5hown on a recorded plat, or by metes and 
bounds descriptions, are hereby validated. 
Sol1rce: L. 19, p. 647, Section 18, C.L. Section 1171, CSA, 
C. 134, Section 70; L. 49, p. 554, Section 5. 
112-3-27. Delinquent payments. -- Whenever any purchaser of 
land shall default for a period of thirty days in any of the payments 
of either principal or interest due upon the certificate of purchase 
issued to him, the certificate may be forfeited and the lands reverted 
to the state upon a notice to that effect mailed to the last known 
postoffice address of the purchaser, and which notice shall allow him 
thirty days additional in which to pay the indebtedness to the state. 
Source: L. 19, p. 648, Section 19; C.L. Section 1172; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 71. 
112-3-28. Forfeiture -- new sale. -- If any purchaser of 
state land, after receiving a certificate of purchase, as provided in 
section 112-3-26, fails to make any one of the payments stipulated 
therein, and the same remains unpaid for thirty days after the time· 
when it should have been paid, as specified in the certificate, the 
state board of land commissioners, after issuing notice of forfeiture 
and allowing thirty days additional to pay the indebtedness as provided 
in section 112-3-27, may sell the land again. In the case of a sale, 
all previous payments made on account of such land shall be forfeited to 
the state. The land shall revert to the state and the title thereof 
shall be in the state as if no sale had ever been made. 
Source: L. 19, p. 649, Section 20; C.L. Section 1173; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 72. 
112-3-29. Place of payment -- venue. -- All moneys due and 
payable to the state board of land commissioners shall be paid at 
the office of the state board of land commissioners in the state capitol 
in the city and county of Denver, Colorado, and all actions for the 
recovery of same, or for the cancellation of certificates of purchase, 
or for the cancellation of leases, or for the recovery of the possession 
of the land, actio0s of forcible entry and detainer, or ejectment, shall 
be brought in any court of competent jurisdiction in the city and county 
of Denver, in the State of Colorado. 
Source: L. 19, p. 649, Section 21; C.L. Section 1174; CSA, 
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Table 14 Continued: 
Grazing Leases Agricultural Lea~es 
;o Rent % Rent 
to % Rent to % Rent 
Rental "Lease" "Lease" 9/60 to 9/60 Rental "Lease" "Lease" 9/60 to 9160 
Ccuntv Rate Value Value Value Value Rate Value Value Value Value 
i...; t 1 1 , . .:.nsaa .1e ---
1-:uerf.rno $11,597 $ 377,701 3.07% $ 380,107 3.05% $ 124 $ 2,970 4.16% $ 2,970 4 .16~-~ 
Jackson 21,094 1,678,651 1.26 1,768,932 1.19 1,146 31,010 3.70 31,795 3.60 
Jefferson 1,487 64,096 2.29 74,875 l.99 23 270 8.34 981 2.29 
Kiowa 21,588 1,364,985 1.58 1,460,995 1.48 698 31,000 2.25 23,423 2.98 
:<.i: Carson 23,G36 816,981 2.93 1,189,465 2.01 5,090 223,962 2.27 266,197 l.91 
Lake 465 12,377 3.76 11,326 4.10 
:...a Plata 1,457 75,800 1.92 76,280 1.91 138 3,350 4. 12 2,710 5.01 
I..ar~:-7:er 16,002 850,588 1.88 1,015,073 1.58 4,613 69,633 6.62 108,206 4.26 
I Las Animas 44,523 1,820,200 2.45 1,663,606 2.68 2,043 28,948 7. 06 32.080 6.37 
.t::,. 
cc Lincoln 51,649 2,413,967 2.14 3,153,776 1.64 7,256 186,972 3.88 201,876 3.59 
I Logan 50, 114 2,198,660 2.28 3,177,128 1.58 31,294 270,725 3.59 913,791 3.42 
.'.'.esa 
:.'.in~::r.:;i l ---
:.~off at 46,817 2,366,300 1.98 2,928,968 l .60 8,730 160,6.79 5.43 163,584 5.34 
:.'.o:.'t.e zur-:-ia 1,941 49,051 3.96 64,386 3.01 511 13, 177 3.88 14 I 858 3.44 
:.'.on tr cs e 
.'.':0rgan 20,264 927,871 2.18 1,244,538 1.63 7,461 203,408 3.67 215,584 3.46 ,., . 
1,,.,1:ero 35,449 1,396,792 2.54 1,625,227 2.18 2,059 40,440 5.09 42,192 4.88 
Ouray 404 11,094 3.64 13,857 2.92 
?ark 22,895 710,667 3.22 765,332 2.99 163 3,240 5.03 3,270 4.98 
Phillips 2,307 124,360 1.85 137,762 1.67 46,027 1,089,892 4.22 1,221,747 3.77 
Pitkin 76 3,307 2.30 2,835 2,68 
Prc·Ners 14, 171 604,449 2.34 781,428 l.81 2,232 45,481 4.91 58,906 3.79 
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Table 14 Continued: 
Grazing Leases Agricultural Lea$es 
% Rent % Eent 
to % Rent to % Rent 
F.er.tal "Lease" 11 Lease" 9/60 to 9/60 Rental "Lease 11 "Lease 9/60 to 9/60 
Cou:-:ty Rate Value Value Value Value Rate Value Value Value Value 
F.io Grande $ 1,830 $ 66,303 2.76% $ 61.005 3.00% $ 2,425 $ 53,892 4 .50% $ 49,797 4.87% 
Routt 19,421 933,324 2.08 1,110.209 l.75 9,976 152,828 6.53 181,662 5 .49 
Saguache 14,419 421,114 3.42 419,758 3.44 4,213 115,813 3.64 114,620 3,68 
San Juan 
San ;-Aiguel 3,288 103,180 3 .. 19 101,140 3.25 75 2,100 3,57 2,100 3.57 
Sedgwick 6,660 290,903 2.29 386,208 l. 72 20,_270 452,263 4.48 432,894 4.68 
Summit 
Teller 1,723 47,954 3.59 70,424 2 .45 
'l'/a sh i ngton 36,981 l , 7 61, 23 0 2. l 0 2,317,671 1.60 40,832 1,096,242 3.72 1,220,117 3.35 
·;;e l:i 54,989 2,809,646 1.96 3,227,615 1.70 35,114 755,659 4.65 846,342 4.15 
Yu'.':'la Hr1 556 892,781 2,08 1!114!209 1.67 22,124 6411303 3.45 6871171 3.22 Total $889,639 '.537-, 315,330 2 .• 38% $46 , 099., 258 1. 93 $314,792 $7,633,470 4.12 $8,327,000 3.78 
* "Lease" value represents the value contained in the reports filed by land board appraisers. 
11 9/60 11 value represents the value placed on the land in September, 1960, by land board appraisers. 
Also, as value figures were not reported in some instances, adjustments have been made on the 
basis of county and state averages by type of land. 
Results of Conflicting Lease Applications 
As of September, 1960, current surface leases on file in 
the office of the State Board of Land Commissioners totaled 2,553. 
These leases cover land in 53 counties in Colorado, ranging from 
one lease each in Clear Creek, Denver, Gilpin, Ouray, and Pitkin, 
to 200 leases in Weld County. The ten counties where there are no 
surface leases include Costilla, Delta, Garfield, Hinsdale, Mesa, 
Mineral, Montrose, Rio Blanco, San Juan, and Summit. 
Of the 2,553 leases, a total of 2,173 were renewed to the 
prior lessees while 94 leases were issued to new lessees. Slightly 
more than ten per cent of these ].eases, or 286, involved the grant-
ing of extensions of lease dates~ 
Conflicting lease applications were filed on 126 of these 
2,553 leases and in 34 cases the lea.ses were issued to new lessees. 
Prior rentals on the 126 contested leases totaled $65,176 annually 
compared to $97,154 under the current lease rental rates for an 
annual rental increase of $31,977. This represents an average 
increase per acre under lease of $0G21 and a proportionate increase 
of 49.l per cent in these 126 instances, as shown in Table 15. 
Sales of State Land and Retention by Lessees at Higher Lease Rates 
On June 1, 1959, the state land board adopted the policy of 
allowing lessees to retain any land under lease for which a sale had 
been ~pproved by the board if the rental rate were increased to a 
figure "which will equal 75 per cent of the amount the sale price 
would produce if ?..Ccepted and invested at four per cent. 11 From 
June l, 1959, to October 1 9 1960~ the state land board approved a 
total of 28 sales. Of this number the high bidders were also the 
state land lessees in seven sales so that this policy did not apply; 
olso, tte land board suspended this policy in the case of the one 
sale recorded in Las Animc1s County. Consequently, there have been 
20 sales where the June 1 policy of the board WJS applicable Jnd in 
eight instances (40;G) the s;iles were c,1ncclled as the lessees 
elected to retnin their leases at the increased rates. 
As shown in Table 16, the annu:11 rentals were increased 
from $1,589 to 53,651 in these eight cases, or some $2,062 more, 
for a proportionate incre~se of 130 per cent. In other words, the 
lessees placed an average vJlue of 69 cents per acre on the reten-
tion of these leases over what they had previously been paying. 
Comparison of Prior ~nd New Rental R~tcs 
Table 17 compares the prior 3nd new rental rates for graz-
ing and for ngricultural leases issued in 1955~ 19':)7, and 1960. 
That is, for these leases expiring in any one of these years, the 
expiring lease rate has been sompared with the new lease rate to 
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Table 15 
CURRENT SURFACE LEASES AND CONFLICTING LEASE APPLICATIONS 
Number of Leases: (l) 
Leases With 
Conflicting or No. Going Amt. of 
Extensions(2) Comeetitive( 3 ) 
to New Acreage Prior Rental New Rental 
County Renewals N.aJ'.i Tu.U.l. 8.ppJ1i;;a:tlons I es see IQ::.!llh!i2 (111ta l :ii l {t11td il Di ff !:Un!.!: 
Adams 37 5 3 45 8 2 3049. 31 $ 4,610.85 $ 5,834.99 $ 1,224.14 
Alamosa 21 l 5 27 
. l..rapa hoe 16 1 3 20 2 l 480.00 820.40 1,076.67 256.27 
Archuleta 10 10 
Baca 50 7 3 60 3 1 1606. 77 554.94 1,189.91 634. 97 
Bent 65 4 3 72 3 l 1640. 00 828.00 1,527.07 699.07 
Boulder 7 2 9 
Chaffee 13 2 15 
1 
Cheyenne 63 2 5 70 12 3 9280.00 3,844.22 6,375.52 2,531.30 





55 E, 1 62 1 1 160.00 44.80 40.00 (4. 80) 
Crowley 32 5 l 38 3 3042.54 2,729,63 1,626.90 (1,102.73) 
Custer 15 l l6 
Delta 
Denver l 1 
Dolores 7 7 1 640.00 236.80 517.93 281.13 
Douglas 15 15 1 640.00 258. 56 704. 00 445.44 
Eagle 14 l 15 
Flbert 74 18 l 93 5 l 2240.00 700.24 1,485.87 785.63 
El Paso 65 9 2 76 2 1440.00 515.20 1,408.00 892.BO 
!'remont 33 7 40 
Garfield 
Gilpin l 1 
Grand 35 35 1 4390.89 746,45 1,492.90 746.45 
Ti~~~ l5 =~~7i;~ed: 
Number of Leases: (l) 
Leases With 
Conflicting or No. Going Amt. of 
Ext11:nsions( 2 l 
Competitive to new Acreage Prior Rental New Rental 
C ountv Renewau ~ I..c..1.aJ. 8pplji:a:tio □ s.( 3 } I essee I □ :i!O l :i!ei;I Ltol.il Sl (:to:tal ~l IJj ff2:t£[H; e 
$ $ $ 
Gu~nison 11 --- l 12. 
Hinsdale 
Huer:c1no 38 9 l 48 l --- 640.00 128.00 288.00 160.00 
Jackson 31 3 --- 34 
Jefferson 14 2 --- 16 2 --- 440,00 55.20 118,36 63,16 
:<.iowa 41 8 2 51 2 l 1278.00 '107.70 509,78 102,08 
,it Carson 60 8 3 71 6 2 3360.00 1,065 .BO 2,270.28 1,204.'18 
Lake 6 --- --- 6 l --- 350.60 259.44 279.87 20,'13 
La Plata 9 --- 1 10 --- --- --- --- --- ---
T • -a:r1mer 37 6 l 44 1 l 527.00 527.00 265.08 {261. 92) 
Las .'l.ni:nas 120 27 --- 147 l --- 640.00 147.20 640.00 492.80 
, Lincoln 92 16 4 112 8 3 37355,06 7,691.54 16,803.61 9,112.07 
. "Logan 117 21 12 150 i3 5 4695.51 5,967.20 8,706.16 2,738.96 
(,/1.e sa 
\Hn~ral 
'.'.off at 84 24 11 119 7 5 3706.62 2,225.77 3,645.71 1,419.94 
:.tontezuma 23 1 l 25 
:.<ontrose --- --- --- ---
.'.',o:rgan 66 12 3 81 10 l 12861.23 4,498.01 8,327.42 3,829.41 
Otero 48 t, 2 56 2 --- 800.00 263.00 706.00 443.00 
Duray --- l --- l 
Park 37 7 3 47 2 --- 2930.56 490.78 872.03 381.25 
Phillips 35 l l 37 4 --- 2080.00 6,647.40 6,558.32 ( 89.08) 
Pitkin l --- --- l --- --- --- --- --- ---
Prowers 49 2 2 53 4 l 334~ .46 996.32 1,622.36 626.04 
.. • 
\. "' =wcaa .... -
Table 1:: C.:,'1':. i.11;ed: 





County ~enew,3ls ~ .Tu.1..a..l Ai.i.li i;;ati12 □ :i ( 3 ) 
Pueblo 69 9 l 79 3 
Rio BlancJ 
!Uo Grande 25 3 28 l 
Routt 57 5 l 63 l 
Saguache 54 5 3 62 
San Juan 
San !.'.igue 1 10 3 13 
Sedqwick 23 l 2 26 3 
Summit 
Teller 9 l 2 12 l 
'Na sh ington 120 9 3 132 3 
, ',''eld 186 10 4 200 4 
'~~ Yu::ia 71 17 l 89 4 
w 2173 286 94" 2553 126 
(1) Includes surface leases for all purposes except rights of way leases. 
(2) Combined leases are considered as extended leases in this comparison. 
(3) In cases of leases with land in more than one county, the lease has 
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' 
Amt. of 
Acreage Prior Rental New Rental 
ID::t:Ql V!:;Q {:!:.2:tal il (:t.11::til l $) Di.ffe;,re:n~i: 
41418.81 $8,495.52 $10,759.66 $ 2,264.14 
320.00 48,00 68.00 20.00 
235.21 346.30 445.00 98.70 
1440,00 4,683.50 5,787.50 1,104.00 
320,00 73.60 71.68 ( 1.92) 
1920.00 1,510.40 1,610.84 100,44 
2400. 00 1,861.81 2,350.64 488,83 
1750.99 896.66 11167,50 270,84 
153424,56 $65,176.24 $97,153.56 $31,977.32 
Average % of Increase 49.1% 
Average Prior Rental Per Acre $0,42 
Average New Rental Per Acre $0,63 




COMPARISON OF SALES OF STATE LAND AND LAND RETAINED BY LESSEES 
June l, 1959 to October 1, 1960 
Land Retained Leases 
Sales to Retained Prior New 
County_ Bidder by Lessee Total Acreage Rental Rental 
Adams 1 l 640.00 $ 384.00 $1,036.80 
Crowley 1 1 
Denver l l 
Douglas l l 
Elbert l l 2 640.00 224.00 480.00 
El Paso 2 l 3 320.00 134.40 304.00 
Fremont l l 
Grand l l 
Huerfano l l 360.00 108.00 297.00 
Jefferson 2 2 
Kit Carson l l 2 640.00 326.40 768.00 
Las Animas l l 
Logan 1 l .L 
Moffat l l 2 163.85 40.96 122.81 
Montezuma l l 
Phillips l l 
Pitkin l l 
Routt l l 
Teller l l .L 
Weld l 2 3 240.00 371.20 642.00 
20 8 28 3,003.85 $1,588.96 $3,650.61 
% of increase 
Per acre increase 
In seven instances, the high bidders were the lessE!es of the land 
and therefore the comparisons herein would not apply. Additionally, 
the land board suspended its policy of allowing a lessee to retain 
the land at a higher rental rate in the one sale recorded for 
Las Animas County. 























For the state as a whole, grazing rates show a greatPr 
proportionate incre~se than do the rates on agricultural leases. 
While this could mean that grazing rates were too low or that agri-
cultural rates were too high on those leases expiring in 19~5, the 
state avetage gr~zing rate placed on leases in 1960 of 40.8 cents 
per acre is 118.2 per cent greater than the same average of 18.7 
cents per acre for grazing leases expiring in 1955. This same com-
parison for agricultural leases results in an increase of 43.5 per 
cent (from $1.86 per acre for leases expiring in 1955 to $2.67 per 
acre for lerjses issued in 1960) • 
On the basis of land board districts, no consistent pattern 
of rates per acre is shown, largely due to the difference in the 
value of the land from district to_district for grazing or agri-
cultural purposes. In regard to percentage changes, however, it 
may be noted that in the three years grazing le~se rates increased 
in each district (at widely varying percentages in some years}, 
whil~ agricultural lease rental rates were lowered in some districts 
and increased in others in the same year. 
Grazing rdtes placed on leases issued in 1955 were 62.0 
per cent greater than the rates on e~piring leases, 10.4 per cent 
greater in 1957, and 32.5 per cent in 1960. For agricultural 
leases, the percentage difference between old and new lease rates 
was 23.1 per cent higher in 1955, the same in 1957, and 4.7 per 
cent higher in 1960. 
A comparison of prior and new grazing and agricultural 
lease rental rates for the most recent 12 months known - Octob8r, 
1959 through September, 1960 - is reported in Table 18. As shown, 
grazing rates iricre;cised an a\lerage of 33.2 per cent for the 12-
month period, varying from a high of a 62.8 per cent increase in 
November, 1959 to a low of a 24.6 per cent increase the following 
month. nAtes for agricultural leases renewed during the same 
period increased an average of 9.8 per cent. It appears that 
these monthly renewals do not reflect any programed or unordinary 
increases as a result of the committee's study. 
~stimates on Tax Return to Counties and In\lestment Income if State 
AqTicultural and Grazing Land Sold 
One of the alternatives the state has is to sell all state 
lands. This would result in the land being placed on the tax rolls 
and the proceeds from the sale would be invested. Based on the 
v~lues placed on state agricultural and grazing land by land board 
appraisers, Table 20 contains estimates on annual property tax 
returns to counties and investment income to the state if this l~nd 
were to be sold. It should be noted, however, that lands classified 
for commercial and other purposes are not included in these calcul~-
tions, or approximately some $1.5 million in appraised value. The 
only counties where this land is of significant size are Den\lcr 
($1,021,000 lease value) and Adams ($315,000 lease value). IncidPn-
tally, the annual lease rental in Denver is 140,000 and $12,600 in 
Adams, or a percentage return of four per cent on these parcels. 
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Table 18 
COMPARISON OF NEW TO PRIOR RENTALS ON STATE LANO 
OCTOBER 1959 THROUGH SEP1EMBER 30, 1960 
Grazing 
Prior Prior 
No. of New Annual New Rent Annual Rent Dollar % 
M£!!1h Acres Rent Per Acre Rent Per Acre Diff. Diff .. -- -·········-·- ·-··- - -·················- -··············· ····-·-·················- -
October 1959 28,977 $ 9,360 $.323 $ 6,342 $.219 $3,018 47.6% 
November 1959 9,630 4,720 .490 2,900 .301 1.,820 62.8 
December 1959 124,076 46,028 .371 36,954 .299 9,074 24.6 
January 1960 33,300 14,073 .423 10.056 .302 4,017 39 .. 9 
February 1960 73,199 31,359 .428 22,939 .313 8,420 36.7 
~ March 1960 43,027 15,867 .369 12,336 .287 3,531 28.6 
1 April 1960 48,247 11,g27 .372 13.925 .289 4,002 28. 7 
May 1960 57,120 24,900 .436 17,781 .311 7,119 40.0 
June 1960 34,140 12,900 .378 10.014 • 293 2,886 28.8 
July 1960 19,277 7,047 .366 5,234 .272 1,813 34.6 
August 1960 16,936 6,761 .399 4,682 .276 2,079 44.4 
September 1960 17 1411 6l600 .. 379 51168 .297 1 1432 27.7 
Totals :>05,340 $197,542 $.391 $148,331 $.294 $49,211 33.2% 
~ ... .. .. 
Table 18 Continued: 
Agriculture 
Prior 
No. of New Annual New Rent Annual Rent Dollar % 
f..',onth Acres Rent Per Acre Rent Per Acre Diff. Diff. 
October 1959 1,344 $ 3,288 $2.446 $ 3,203 $2.383 $ 85 2.7% 
November 1959 757 2,125 2.807 1,860 2~457 265 14.2 
December 1959 1,127 3,370 2.990 2,996 2.658 374 12.5 
January 1960 1,690 4,208 2.50 3,708 2.194 500 13.5 
February 1960 4,333 11,900 2.746 9,907 2.286 1,993 20.1 
March 1960 2,120 5,330 2.514 5,459 2.575 -129 -2.4 
<J April 1960 3,520 9,920 2.818 9,175 2.607 745 8.1 
I 
May 1960 1,984 4.707 2.372 4,231 2.133 476 11.3 
June 1960 1,972 5,458 2.768 5,404 2,;740 54 LO 
July 1960 3,477 8,962 2.578 8,027 2.309 935 11.6 
August 1960 2,204 5,964 2.706 5,455 2.475 509 9.33 
September 1960 640 11780 2.781 1 1 580 2.469 200 12.7 
Totals 25,168 $67,012 $2.663 $61,005 $2.424 $6,007 9. 8% 
Table 19 
ESTI.' '.A TEJ ;:..;-:NI.JAL RETLYRi'J TO COUr.IT IES IF STATE AGRICULTU.qAL Mm GRAZING LAND PLACED Qi,.; TAX ROLLS 
. .:.  .'.._~-::osa 
. .;:-~ oahoe 
~:... r c ~4 u : et a 
Ei~ ca 
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Appraised Lrase Valu0 
19'J9* 
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Anpraised Leese Value 
1959 * 
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Rural Sales Rate 
F.atio $ in 1.Hlls 
$139,487 
12,036 
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;able 19 Co~tinued: 
AQoraised Lease Value AnQraised Value Seote:nber :\ 1960 
195Q* 1959 
F.ural F.ural 
Adj. Value, Tax Increased Adj. Value, Tax Increased 
Lease Ru:ral Sales Rate Tax Return 9/60 Rural Sales Rate Tax F.eturn 
County Value Eatio $ in Mills To County Value Ratio$ in 1/ii 11 s To Cr:-unt:;t 
-
r-rc~ ... vers $ 6491930 $181,980 49.12 $ 8,939 $ 840,336 $235,294 49.12 $11,558 
?c e'c lo 2,105,339 433,700 57.57 24,968 3,030, 84 l 624,353 57.57 35,944 
r.io Blanco 
::,5.o •3rande 120,195 40,025 45 ,04 1,803 110,802 36,897 45.04 1,662 
F OlJ t ~ l, 086, 152 296,519 39.84 11,813 l, 291,871 352,681 39.84 14, 05 l 
Saguache 536,92 229,268 54.31 12,452 534,378 228,179 54.31 12 392 , 
,::,ar: Juan 
,... •~· l 105,280 29,478 37.85 1,116 103,240 28,907 37.85 1,094 :::t-.:,an , .. igue 
\.),,5edgwick 743,166 142,688 45.49 6,491 819,102 157,268 45.49 7,154 
, Sum:-!1i t 
'Teller 47,954 7,433 61.69 459 70,424 10,916 61.69 673 
·;:ashing ton 2,857,472 602,927 35.16 21,199 3,537,788 746,473 35.16 26,246 
'/,'eld 3,565,305 866,369 43.49 37,678 4,073,957 989,g72 43.49 43,054 
Yu:na l I 5341 084 26 5, 397 42.54 11.290 1.801.380 311,639 42.24 13 I 2 ~] 
Tctal $44,948,800 $488,905 $54,426,258 $588,769 

















112-3-30. Donds of purchaser -- waste. -- When, in the judgment 
of the state board of land commissioners, a bond by the purchaser of 
state la.nds is necessary, the board shall require such puTchaser to 
give a bond upon such conditions as the board may determine, In 
lc~sing state lands, the board shall require of the lessee such a bond 
as shall secure the state against loss of rents or other loss or waste, 
or occupation of the land for more than thirty days after the cancel-
lation or expiration of the lease of the lessee, unless the lessee 
bccornes the purchaser of the land, and in no case shall the lessee 
be allowed to cut or use more timber than shall be necessary for the 
improvement of the land or for fuel for the use of the family of the 
lessee, and the cutting and hauling of timber to sawmills, to be sawed 
on shares, is expressly prohibited. 
Source: L. 19, p. 649, Section 22; C.L. Section 1175; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 74. 
112-3-31, Lost certificate of purchase. -- Whenever a certi-
ficate of purchase shall be lost or wrongfully withheld by any person 
from the owner thereof, the state board of land commissioners may 
receive evidence of such loss or wrongful detention, and upon satis-
factory proof of the fact, may cause a certificate of purchase or 
patent, as the case may be, to issue to such person as shall appear 
to them to be the proprietor of the land described in the original certi-
ficate of purchase . 
Source: L. 19, p. 650, Section 23; C.L. Section 1176: CSA, 
C. 134, Section 75. 
112-3-32. Determination of conflicting claims. -- The state 
board of land commissioners may hear and determine the claims of all 
persons who may claim to be entitled in whole or in part to any lands 
owned by this state, and the decisions of the board shall be held to 
be final, u11til set oside by a ·court of competent jurisdiction. The 
board shall also have power to establish such rules and regulations 
as in their opinion may be proper, to prevent fraudulent applications. 
Source: L. 19, p. 650, Section 24; C.L. Section 1177; CSA, 
C . l 34 , Sect ion 7 6 • 
112-3-33. Lands sold subject to taxation. -- All lands sold 
under the provisioris of this article or any interest therein, shall 
be subject to taxation, and the register of the state board of land 
commissioners shall furnish to the county assessor of each county on 
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the first day of May of each year a list of the equities owned or 
acquired in all lands so sold, to whom sold, the price per acre and 
the amount paid. Each county shall pay the expense incurred in 
compiling such list. 
Source: L. 19, p. 650, Section 25; C.L. Section 1178; CSA, C, 
134, Section 77. 
112-3-34. Rebate of taxes on reverted land, -- In case any 
lands sold under the provisions of this article are reverted to the 
state for any cause whatsoever, the register of the state board of 
land commissioners shall at once notify the county treasurer of the 
county in which the land is situated, and upon receipt of such notice 
it shall be the duty of the county treasurer to at once rebate all 
taxes that have been charged against the lands so reverted. 
Source: L. 19, p. 650, Section 26, C.L. Section 1179; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 78. 
112-3-35. Proceeds of sale -- funds. -- The funds ar1s1ng 
from the sale of public school, university and agricultural college 
lands, shall be held intact for the benefit of the funds for which such 
lands were granted and shall be known as permanent funds, and the 
interest and rentals only shall be expended for the purpose of the 
grant. The funds arising from the sale, leasing and income of all 
other state lands shall be disposed of as shall be provided by law, 
but, in the absence of any other provisions, may be invested in the 
same manner as the'school fund, 
Source: L. 19, p. 650, Section 27; C.L. Section 1180; CSA, 
c. 134, Section 79. 
112-3-36. Proceeds of leases -- dis1osition. -- All moneys arising from the leasing of agricultural co lege, university or public 
school lands which are now, or may hereafterl:E, received by the 
state treasurer, shall be treated in all respects in the same manner 
as is provided by law for the disposition of the interest on the 
proceeds arising from the sale of the same class of lands. 
Source: L. 19, p. 6Sl, Section 28; C.L. Section 1181; CSA, 












112-3-37. Rights of way granted -- unused grant. The 
state board of land commis~ioners may grant the right of way across or 
upon any portion of state land for any ditcht reservoir, railroad, 
public highway, telegraph or telephone or pipe line, and may grant 
land for the purpose of building district school houses and may grant 
right of way or land to any public agency or instrumentality of the 
United States of America, or to the state, or any of its institutions, 
agencies, counties, municipalities, districts, or any other political 
subdivisions of the state, for any public use or purpose. Any right 
of way or land so granted shall be upon such terms as the board shall 
determine. Said board may execute and sign as provided by this article, 
on behalf of the state, a proper deed or other instrument of writing 
for such right of way or grant. This section shall not be construed 
to grant authority to convey any such land, except for the purposes 
above set forth. Wlienever lands granted for any of the purposes 
mentioned in this ~ection shall cease to be used for such purposes, 
the lands shall revert to the state, upon notice to that effect being 
served at their last known post office address upon the person to 
whom such grant was made. 
Source: L. 19, p. 651, Section 29; C.L. Section 1182; CSA, 
~- 134, Section Bl; L. 47, p. 690, Section l. 
112-3-38. Sale of lands to procure irrigation. -- For the 
purpose of furnishing irrigation for state lands, the state board of 
land commissioners is hereby authorized, when, in their judgment. 
the interest of the state may be subserved thereby, to sell at public 
sale, at such place as the board may fix, at not less than the appraised 
value thereof, which in no case shall be less than the minimum price 
of three dollars and fifty cents per acre, any tract of arid land 
belonging to the state. Not more than one-half section of land shall 
be sold, and in alternate quarter sections, to any responsible person 
or persons, on condition that the person construct an irrigation ditch 
in such locality, and of sufficient capacity to furnish water for the 
entire tract, and so located that the tract may be irrigated therefrom. 
Before any of the state lands shall be offered for sale, the party 
desiring to purchase the lands and construct a ditch shall enter into 
a contract with the board guaranteeing to bid at least the minimum 
price per acre, and to complete such ditch within given time, which 
time shall be fixed by the board in the contract. 
The contract shall further provide that the party constructing 
such ditch shall furnish water for the remaining one-half of the state 
lands at such reasonable rates as the board and the parties holding such 
ditch or canal may agree upon. Such contract shall be drawn by the 
attorney general, and signed by the president and register of the board, 
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and by the party desiring to construct such ditch. If any person, 
other than the person making application for the purchase of the lands 
shall be the highest bidder at the public sale thereof, such bidder 
shall, within such reasonable time as the board may fix enter into 
a contract and bond, as required by the provisions of this article, 
for the construction of the ditch, and for the furnishing of water 
therefrom; and in the event of his failure to furnish a satisfactory 
bond and enter into the said contract within the time fixed, then such 
bid shall be disregarded and such public sale shall be void and of no 
effect. The board shall make the sale upon like conditions as other 
state lands are sold, and shall require a good and sufficient bond 
from the party desiring to construct such ditch, conditioned for the 
faithful performance of the contract, and the conditions of the sale, 
and in no case shall the title of any of said lands pass from the state 
until the ditch shall have been completed and accepted by the board. 
Source: L. 19, p. 651, Section 30; C.L. Section 1183; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 82. 
112-3-39. Mineral department -- personnel -- duties. The 
state board of land commissioners is hereby authorized and directed to 
establish, under the jurisdiction of the register of the state board 
of land commissioners, a mineral department and appoint a superintendent 
of the same who shall have been a resident of the state for more than 
ten years last past, and shall be a mining man of known ability for at 
least ten years, and shall be thoroughly familiar with mining and the 
underground workings of mines. It shall be the duty of the superin-
tendent to inspect in person all mines and other works operated under 
leases from the state for the production of precious metals, coal, iron, 
oil or other mineral products upon which rentals are due to the state 
upon a basis of a royalty upon the production therefrom, as often 
from time to time, as he shall deem it necessary for the purpose of 
estimating and checking royalties therefrom, and keep such maps of the 
workings of all mines as will give the land department full information 
concerning the same. 
Lessees of all mineral lands, including coal lands, shall be 
required to furnish the mineral superintendent of this department with 
copies or blue prints of all maps of underground surveys of leased 
land, made or nuthorized by such lessee, including engineer's field 
notes, certified to by the engineer who made the survey. He shall 
supervise all mining and require the same to be done in accordance 
with the best methods of mining. He shall also check the royalties 
reported as d11e under such lease for the preceding month and compare 
the same with the surveys arid other inspections made by him; and shall 
report on or before the twentieth day of such month the result of such 








Every mine and other works upon the public domain of the state, held 
under lease therefrom by any person, association, partnership or 
corporation shall be at all times subject to the inspection of the 
superintendent. He shall inspect and examine all lands held under 
lease from the state, providing for the payment of royalties from 
the production therefrom, and report to the state board of land commis-
sioners the conditio11 of said londst the amount of work and development 
done thereon by such lessees, and make such recommendations relative 
thereto as he may deem advisable. A further sum of one thousand 
dollars annually shall be allowed the superintendent for expenses and 
employment of an assistant when needed for surveys, to be paid only 
upon voucher approved by board and countersigned by the register. 
Before entering upon his duties as $Uperintendent, the appointee of 
the state board of land commissioners shall give bond to the state in 
the penal surri of ten thousand dollars, conditioned upon the faithful 
discharge of his duties. 
Source: L. 19, p. 653, Section 31; C.L. Section 1184; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 83. 
112-3-40. Royalties on coal -- ton defined. -- Any person, 
associatior1, copartnership or corporation leasing and operating coal 
lands under the provisions of ~his article shall pay to the deputy 
register of the state board of land commissioners a minimum price of 
not less than fifteen cents for each and every ton of coal mined from 
said lands, except that the lnndG of the Fort 1.ewis School, in La 
Plata county, may be leased at a royalty of not less than ten cents 
per ton, to be paid montt1ly, o~ or before the twenty-fifth day of each 
month, for the coa,l mined duri~g the preceding calendar month, and except 
that any person, association, copartnership or corporation mining coal 
for the purpose of and to be used in the production of chemicals, 
synthetic fuels a~d development of power at such plant of operation 
shall pay to the deputy register of the state board of land commis-
sioners a minimum price of not less than five cents for each and 
every ton of coal mined from said lands, provided not less tha7 two 
hundred fifty thousand tons per annum are mined by such person, asso-
ciation, copartnership or corporation. Any amount less than two 
hundred fifty thousand tons shall be subjPct to the fifteen cent royalty. 
Every lessee of any such coal lands shall pay royalty based upon the 
maxi~um extraction possible by means of modern mining methods and with 
consideration of the local conditions of the coal seam or seams being 
operated. All coal prod11ced from lands leased for the operation of 
plants to produce chemicals, synthetic fuels and for the development 
of power shall be used in such plants exclusively and shall not be sold 
on the open market. 
Should the person, association, copartnership or corporation so 
leasing coal lands fail to mine during any one year the minimum amount 
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that may be provided for in the terms of the lease, then the amount as 
paid shall be applied and deemed as an advance payment of royalty upon 
coal actually mined in any subsequent year in excess of the minimum 
provided for in said lease. The term ton, as herein used, means twenty-
seven cubic feet of coal, measured in solid, and shall be ascertained 
by the measurements of the space from which the coal is mined, deducting 
therefrom all space occupied by slate or other impurities. Such 
measurements shall be made by the mineral department, according to the 
provisions of this article. When possible and when the state board 
of land commissioners shall so orde~ the coal tonnage may be determined 
by the coal miners' pay roll check number or railroad shipment, and 
such miners' check number and coal tonnage determined by weight at the 
mine tipple, shall be clearly set forth and enumerated in the required 
monthly sworn royalty statements. 
Source: L. 19, p. 654, Section 32; L. 21, p. 739, Section l; 
C.L. Section 1185; L. 25, p. 468, Section l; CSA, C. 134, Section 84; 
L • 5 3 , p • 4 54 , Sect ion 1 • 
112-3-41. Mineral locations -- ostin -- lease. Location of 
m'ineral claims may be made upon un eased minera ans belonging to 
the state. The discoverer of a body of mineral in either a lead, lode, 
ledge, deposit, vein or contact shall immediately post conspicuously 
a notice declaring that he has made such a discovery on the date 
attached to the notice. Within ten days after posting said notice the 
discoverer must notify the state board of land commissioners of said 
discovery and arrange for a permit to explore the extent of the dis-
covery. Within sixty days from date of discovery the locator shall be 
required to take a'lease upon such terms as may be agreed upon by the 
state board of land commissioners, or apply for an extension of the 
permit. 
Source: L. 19, p. 655,. Section 33; C.L. Section 1186; CSA, 
C. 134, Section 85; L, 55, p. 684, Section 1. 
112-3-42. Exchange of lands with government. -- The state 
board of land commissioners is hereby authorized and empowered to 
exchange any lands, the income from which is devoted to the public 
schools of the state, the state university, the state agricultural 
college, penitentiary, internal improvements, saline or any other 
lands which may be under the control of the state board of land 
commissioners. and which may have been granted to the state by the 
congress of the United States, for such unappropriated federal 
l,3nds in the state as the state board of land commissioners may 
select, The register of said land board is hereby empowered to sign 
all papers necessary to such transfer, under the direction of the 
bo,:ird. 
Source: L. 19, p. 655, Section 34; C.L. Section 1187; CSA, 






















112-3-43. Receipts from agricul tu.ral lands. -- The state board 
of lanci comrrissioners shall be and they ar,c hereby required to transmit 
O!' cause to be transmitted to the secretary of the state board of 
agriculture, as the same are received, statements showing each item of 
receipt of money from all lease$ or sales and royalties, or as interest 
on purchase money passing through its hands, derived from agricultural 
college land grant land, which state~ent shall name and describe the 
lands to which the money paid applies, from whom and for what received, 
and whether the item is credited to land income or permanent fund~ 
Source: 
C. 134, SectTon 
L. 15, p. 389, Section l; C.L. Section 1188; 
87. 
CSA, 
112-3•44. Statement to board of agriculture, On or before 
the second Wednesday i!"'1 December of each and every year, the state 
board of land commissioners shall furnish to the state board of agri-
c11lture a complete statement of all transactions had by them in 
connection with agricultural college lands, which statement shall show: 
(1) Amounts received from sales of such lands, describing 
~he lands ~old and the price received for each tract and giving name 
of purchaser~ 
(2) Amounts received from leases and royalties. describing the 
lands leased from which such income is derived, and givin,J the name of 
lessee or operator. 
(3) Amounts received as interest on purchase money and other 
items, giving name of payer. 
~4) Amounts due and u:-ipaid on purchases and lease:1 and other 
delinquencies, if any. 
{5) Such other ite1ts as will enable said state board of agri-
cultuxe to keep inforned as to the condition of said lands, the income 
thcircfrom, and U:c :oa::r:er in which same are being administered • 
L. 15, 
88. 
p~ 389, Section?; C.L. Sectio~ 1189; CSA, 
• 112-:3-4!) .. !- Agreements with general aqencies. Tho state 
l100rd otf:1:;d commissioners are hereby authorized and empowered to 
e:1-:er .i:1.to co-operative agreements on behal:" of the state with any 
federal agnncy, for the improvement and betterment of state owned 
lards, ,rnd t,o furnish necessary materials and tools in connection 
therewjth. 
::.01;rcry: L. 37, p. 941, Section l; CSA, c. 134 1 Section 88 {lL 
• 
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112-3-46. _ Land commissioners' fund -- receipts -- disbursements. --
(1) There 1s hereby created a fund to be known as the nland commis- ~ 
sioners' expense fundu from which shall be paid all administrative ~ 
expenses of all departments and sections of the office of the state board 
of land commissioners, including the salaries of the commissioners and 
other personnel. 
{2) The state board of land commissioners is hereby authorized 
to deduct, for the purpose of paying administrative expenses of the 
office, not to exceed ten per cent of all receipts of the office from 
the following sources: sales of timber, royalties and rentals from 
mineral lands, rentals from surface leases, interest on investments 
including bonds, loans and sales contracts, considerations for rights 
of way and easements, and any other moneys collected by the board, 
except proceeds from the sale of lands and from the redemption of 
bonds and loans and except as hereinafter otherwise provided in this 
subsection. 
(3) Until the aggregate amount of credits shall equal the annual 
appropriation to the land board as provided for in subsection (4) of 
this section the state treasurer shall credit said deductions as 
fixed by the board, not exceeding said ten per cent, and shall also 
credit al fees collected under the provisions of section 112-3-12, 
to the land commissioners' expense fund, to be used for the purposes 
herein stated. \.'!hen the er edi.. ts sha 11 equal the amotint of the appropri-
ation to the land board, the state controller shall notify the state 
treasurer, who shall discontinue for the balance of the fiscal year 





(4) The general assembly shall annually appropriate from the • 
land commissioners' expense fund for the operation of the state hoard 
of land commissioners, and no moneys shall be paid out of said fund 
except upon such appropriation. • 
(s) The mineral land expense fund and the land commissioners' 
cash fund are abolished as of the effective date of this section, and 
wherever reference is made to said funds in chapter 112, Colorado 
Revised Statutes 1953, it shall hereafter be deemed to mean the land 
commissioners' expense fund. Any moneys in said mineral land expense 
fund and the land commissioners' cash fund on the effective date of 
this section shall be transferred to the land commissioners' expense 
fund. 
(6) Any moneys remaining in the land commissioners' expense 
fund at the end of any fiscJl year shall not be transferred to the 
general fund but shall remain in the land commissioners' expense fund 
to be used for future administrative expenses of the board, subject 
to appropriation~ 



















Committee on Land Board Study 
Colorado Legislative Council 
Edward L. CI ark 
Subject: COLORADO STATE FOREST 
5!ote of Colorada 
Dl!:PARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
3211 .5ta!e Ser.-ico1 lluilding 
November 16, l ~60 
I 5 i 5 Sharman Street 
Denver 3, Colorado 
The State Forest consists of approximately 72,000 acres, of which 7J,9JO acres 
were acquired by the exchange of State School Sections located within several 
national· forests. The forest is located in Jackson County. The exchange wa5 
authorized by Senate 8 i 11 No. 92 of May l 931 , and was consu1m1ated In I 939. It 
was made on the basis of equal acreages and equal values, 
The f i rs t t i mbe r cu tt i ng contract was made in 1946. !-Jo ne,.., cont ,acts hove been 
made since 1957 although two extensions to existing contracts were made in 19Su, 
Twenty-one cutting contracts have been made; two will extend to December 31, 
19G2; five have been or will be closed out by December 31, 1960. It is apparent 
that timber cutting on the forest is about comp I eted, the re rema In i ng approx i -
mately S,3JJ,OOO board feet of standing saw timber in three cutting blocks. 
When this stumpage has been cut, there is no reason to expect any appreciable 
revenue from the timber in the forest until another crop has matured some 2U-Su 
years hence. 
The state, uni Ike the federal government, does not receive any payment from the 
contractor for timber stand improvement, including reforestation, thinning, 
burning of slash, et cetera. Some contracts provided for an additional l(fh of 
the stumpage prices to be paid for management costs; other contracts provided 
the stipulated amount of SJ¢ per 1000 board feet and lineal feet of poles for 
this charge; still other contracts had no such provisions. 
Six contracts provided a minimum rdte of cutting or forfeiture of the contract 
but this provision was waived and not enforced due to labor shortages and un-
favorable markets. It was not stipulated in the remaining contracts. 
Ocular estimates without detailed timber surveys were employed in 14 contract 
blocks. Detailed surveys were made in 7 contract blocks. These differences in 
methods of estimation, together with the ability of the various contractors to 
work on very steep slopes which were excluded from consideration In making the 
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It Is apparent from the overcut listed above that the contractor In effect was 
able to extend his contract, as in Contract No. 156, to 355% of the amount on 
which he made his original bid. · 
Of the twenty~one contracts on the forest, at least seventeen were extended for 
periods of 2 to 14 years without any adjustment of stumpage prices to meet market 
conditions and prices which existed at the time or times of the extensions. 
Contract No. 137 was signed December I, 194U, and has been extended to December 31, 
1962; this contract authorized the cutting of 29,906,937 board feet and approxi-
mately this amount will be cut by December 31, 1962. 
Stumpage prices for a particular cutting block should not be compared directly 
with prices on other blocks because of the existence of so many variables such 
as timber quality, density, terrain, and existence of haulage roads, Neverthe-
less, one frequently hears that the Land Board did not receive full value for 
the timber cut. This accusation cannot be proven as false or true. The follow-
ing stumpage prices are average and would indicate that over a period of 13 years, 






















































































Ll -- For years 1 91.J-1 95d, Incl us i vc , add I O°t, for timber stand I mp rovement. 
/2 -- Includes mostly cutting of rlead material. 
On larger sales which were advertised, the U.S. Forest Service received the 
fol lowing bids: 
Year Roosevelt Forest Routt Forest 
1955 $11. 25, $13. 30, $15.10 $5.80, $13.40, $4. 70 
1956 $12.90, $19.50 $7,00, $5.50 
1957 $12. 1+U $7.90, $9.10 
19Sv $9. 45 
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These sales had the opportunity to benefit from the markets that existed at the 
time of the sales. The Land Board practice of extending contracts at the original 
sales price precluded the receiving of such benefits had they existed. 
The State Forest has been managed to receive the greatest gross revenue. Clear 
cutting and the use of portable sawmills have been the general practice. Cutting 
has not been related to rate of growth thereby perpetuating the financial yield 
frorn the forest. When the remaining timber has been cut, the principal revenue 
from these lands will be from the grazing lease with very small revenue from the 
sale of small poles, posts, Christmas trees, or pulp wood (for which there is 
no current market). The eleven inch diameter limit (minimum) has been followed 
whereas the federal forest service cuts to a nine inch diameter. This practice 
has left standing many trees subject to blow-down and such a thin dispersion 
that a cutting block at a later date is not likely to be feasible because of the 
lack of density of growth of mature trees. 
Moderate to severe fire hazards exist due to the great abundance of slash spread 
over large areas which have been clear cut. No fire breaks have been installed. 
Reinforcements with fire combat equipment must come from Walden, a time distance 
of 45 minutes. 
No regard has been shown for cutting practices which would have preserved the 
aesthetic values of the natural scenery. Large scars of cut-over lands are 
visible from the main road over Cameron Pass. Large sawdust piles are scattered 
through the forest., Except for the clear cutting and existing s~wdust piles, the 
management does not appear to be very different from the management on the U.S. 
Roosevelt and Routt Forests. 
Good reproduction prevails. Wind-down timber is comparable to other cut-off 
lands in the general area. Many young growth areas are in need of thinning, 
as typical of the lodgepole pine forest. 
Grazing on State Forest 
Prior to the conso1 idation of the lands involved into the State Forest, the 
adjacent ranchers owned grazing allotments on the national forest lands. After 
consolidation, these allotments were honored and grazing permits were granted 
to these ranchers. Prior to June I, 1956, the permits were on a per animal 
month unit basis for sheep and cattle. On June I, 1956, the permits were all 
renewed for a 5-year period and placed on a per acre basis varying from (the 
equivalent of) 0.5 cents to JJ.2 cents per acre. On June I, 1959, all Individual 
permits were combined and reissued for a JO-year period to the State Forest 
Grazing Association for the total of the rentals of the various individual 
leases. The current lease permits grazing of sheep for 2½ months (July 1 to 
September 15) and of cattle for 3 months (July I to September 30); the number 
of sheep and cattle permitted on the forest is now restricted to a total of 












In effect, all grazing permits and leases on the forest have been extended 
without advertising. In one instance, a )ease was dropped by the lessee and 
advertised. In the sale, a lease was granted with a bonus payment of $2550 
(R. B. Rogerson for Lowell Moran on ~.oLl3 acres, Novem~er 23, 1955), 
When old permits were changed from the animal month unit basis to straight 
acreage rental, the revenue from grazing increased from $61+40 to $3904. The 
Grazing Assoc j at I on now pays an annua 1 rent a 1 of $•:j90!+, with the st i pu 1 at ion 
that rental rates will be subject to review at the end of the first 5 years of 
the lease. The lease further provides that sub-leasing 11to any person other 
than s tockho I de rs" of the Association ''w I 11 automat i ca 11 y cause I oss of priority 
or preference right to renewal 11 , This, in effect, makes a closed corporation 
and restricts open competitive bidding by restricting those who are eligible 
to bid. 
Edward L. CI ark 
Director of Natural Resources 
ELCtkch 
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APPENDIX C 
COLO~ ADO GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 
ROO"' 343. &TATE CAPITOL 
DENVER Z. COLORADO 
KEYSTONE 4•1171 - EXTENSION 287 
November 22, 1960 
ME.PMl!Sif: ■• 
LY- a.ov. ft0BIE"Jil'1 L K,,,.QUll!!li 
• 11:N. t: ... •ALllt$ E IIEN~ETT 
•l[N_ D~VID J CLAIIKII: 
Sl:h'. T, ltV .. AIITT COOK 
•EN. CAlh,. W, P'ULGHU ... 
Sl:N, ,..,..._UL ,:, Wl!:NiKI! 
•P'll:AKl!:fl C.H~•Lll:S CONKI.IN 
ll'P.:P. Dl:Wl"I' CAflllNAHAN 
l!llE.-. JOll DOLAN 
lll!.19" ,.11:-n:ft H. OOt.tlN!Ctt 
11111!:,. Q.U'Y' P'OIE 
fill:"' A-AYMOND H. •i..,,...o-,,,, 
fl•P. Al.■E•T J. TOMSIC 
Dear Senator Harn: 
In regard to your request summarizing the testimony co~-
paring private lease rentals and state lease rentals, a review of 
the minutes of the area meetings reveals the following: 
State lease rate higher than private lease - 19 cases 
State and private lease rates same or about same -
5 cases 
Private lease rate higher than state lease - 2 cases 
Your second request is difficult to answer. Included 
in the memorandum comparing state land activities in 15 states is 
a table where rental rates are reported for 1930, 1940, 1950, 
1955, and 1959. However, surface rentals are not broken down as 
to grazing, agricultural, and other prior to 1955 because the 
reports of the land board did not make this distinction. Conse-
quently, for any period of years over ten years or so, the only 
rental rate which can be used for comparative purposes is the 
total surface rental figure. 
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